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SOLUTION OF LARGE SYSTEMS 
ARISING BY DISCRETIZATION OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
WEAKLY SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Gennadi Vainikko 
Discreti/.ing a linear integral equation on a bounded 
region G cR", one obtains a linear system of equations of 
order lh x h ". A direct solution of such systems is possible 
only in case of rough discretizations with h -h„ not too 
small. Using two grid iteration methods, it is possible to 
solve those systems for much finer discretizations with 
h <</)„. Thereby a significant economy of computing time 
can be achieved: instead of 0(l£) arithmetical operations 
on Gauss type direct methods, an approximate solution 
of a suitable accuracy can be found in 0(1 hz) operations, 
in some cases even in C(lhloglh) operations. 
1. Integral equation. In this paper,  we shall  deal with an 
integral equation 
u(x) = jK(x,y)u(y)dy + fix),  x6 G, (1) 
G 
where GcRn  is  an open bounded set with a piecewise smooth 
boundary dG. The following assumptions (AD- (A4) are made. 
(AD Kernel K(x,y) is  twice continuously differentiable on 
(G x G)\ I x = y I and there exsists a real number v (v < n) such that 
for any X , у  6  G, x ' y .  and any multi-indeces a  = ( a  a „  )  and 
ß = (ß ßn)  with l a l  +  I ß l  s 2 .  
(A  f n (<L  »  - L  f '  ( й -  +  _<) )  K(x v)I  
I ДХП- 1  УХ, dy ,  / W)X N  r)yn  ) К , Х 'У' | 
b = const. 
I  1 ,  v  < •  l a l  <  0  
sb 1 • I log |x - yl I . v lal =0 
I  l x - у T v ~ l a v  +  | a | >  0  
(2) 
Here the following usual conventions are adopted: 
l a l - a ,  •  . . .  +  a n  for a = (a,,... ,anb/". 
Ixl - (x'' . .' for x - (x x )с IR n  
3 -
(A2) The homogeneous integral  equation corresponding to (1) 
has in L(G) only the trivial  solution. 
(A3) fe C 2  V (G). i .e.  f  is  twice continuously differentiable on 
G and. for any xe G and any multiindex ae with Ials2.  
1, I oc I < n -  v (1, |aI < n -  v 1 -I- l log Q(X)I ,  lal  -n - v p (x)n-v-iai_ |a | , n -v - const,  
where o(x) = inf „Ix-yl is the distance from x to .)G. yctiG J 
(A4) For any x' ,x2eG, 
(dG(x\x2) ,  v<n -1 
|f(x ')-f(x2) |  sc 'f  j  dG(x' ,x2)[  1 • |logd G (x',x ') |  1,  v - n -1 
I d G (x',x 2 ) n ~ v .  v > n -1 
where d G (x\x 2 ) is  defined as the infimum of lengths of polygonal 
paths in G joining points x 1  and x 2 -, i f  x 1  and x 2  belong to different 
connectivity components of G, define d^x'.x ')^ 
Note that kernels K(x,y) = a(x,y) |x -yl" v  (0<v<nl and K(x,yb 
= a(x,y)log Ix-yl (v 0) satisfy (AI) if  a(x,y) is  twice continuously 
differentiable on (GxG)\lx = yl  and its  derivatives are bounded or.  
more generally,  e.g.. in case 0<v<n, 
I  ( A  f -  ( A  )  n ( A  •  A  f 1  ( A  .  • > .  )  a ( x  v ) I  5  I  V O X , /  " •  U x n J  X r i x , .  d y , J  " •  V ) X n  i )у n-  .  а , х -У ' |  
sb'lx-уГ 1™ 1  ( |a | * |ß| s2),  1)" const.  
A further example of a kernel satisfying (Al) is originated 
from the radiation transfer theory and is known as Peierls kernel 
K(x.y)=^e - T < x y , lx-yr26 s(y) ( n = 3.  v -  2 ) 
where 
т(х,у) = |х-у| J ö(tx + ( l- t ly)dt 
is the optica! distance between points x.y« G ( set  G is assumed 
to be convex in this example);  extinction coefficient 0:G -»( and 
scattering coefficient d s :  G -» IR are assumed to be twice continuously 
differentiable.  
A more general example of a kernel satisfying (AD is given b\ 
K(x,y) -1< (x.y.lx yl)  
where XrGxG^R^.-» IR is  a twice continuously differfntiable function 
such that,  for lal  • iß! • к £.2, 
|D™ Dy —v x(x.y.r)I«b"r '  k  0«v<n. b"-const.  
1 
2. Subdivisions of G. Let us denote, for a set  G'cG, 
d G  dlam G' = sup x  y e G .d G (x,y).  
For a h>0, Introduce an "approximate subdivision" of G into measu­
rable sets ("cells ") Gjh< R" (j=1, . . .  , lh)  such that 
GjhПG *ф, Gjh PlGjh = ф (l*j) 
diam G J h  i h,  d G -d lam(G J hn G) s c ,h  (j = 1, . . .  , l h ) ,  
( G \ G h) U ( G|,\ G ) с { x « R n  :  o(x)  s  C j h 2  }  
where 
lh 
G h =UG J h  
j i  
and the constants c,  and c 2  do not depend on h. Choose points 
! jh e C jh Ac (j=1 l n ) as follows: 
5 j h  = (mesG j h ) 1  J ydy (=centroid of G j h ) if  dist(  coG j h ,dG)*h, 
G)h 
? jh6GJ h riG is an arbitrary point If dist( coG J h ,3G )< h. 
Here coA is  the convex hull  of a set  AcR" and dist(A r A 2 )= 
inf x ieA,,x 2 eA 2 l x l " x Z l  Now we can introduce a cubature formula: 
f  l h  ju(y)dy*y w j h u(! j h ),  w. h = mesG. h .  (3) 
Г )-l 
3.Discretization of the Integral equation. We introduce t he follo­
wing three discretizations of equation (t)= 
lh 








t'iih uih + f (^,h )  ( i = 1  'h 1' 
t" ijh 
K (?ih^j h ) wjh- i ' j 
. 'h (4") 
jK<5 l h .y>dy - £ K(5 j h ,? k h )w k h ,  i=j.  
к i 
k-i 
In methods (4) and (4") it may happen that the kernel K(x,y) must 
be integrated over G j h(/ G or G h= (J)sjslh^jh^ ^e assume that 
K(x,y) Is extended with respect to у on G h  so that estimate (2) 
remains valid for IOt|=|ß|=0: 
|K(x,y) |  sb 
I ,  v < 0 
1 * I log lx-у II, V=0, (XtC .yeG.). 
Ix-yr v  , v > 0 
System (4) corresponds to a collocation method:denoting by 
<P | h  the characteristic function of G j h .approximating the solution 
u of equation (1) by a piecewise constant function 
lh 
"h" Z "jh^jh 
1=1 
and collocating the equation in the points £ i h  (i=t,  . . .  , lh)  with Gh  
as the domain of integration instead of G .  we obtain system (4).  
System (4')  corresponds to a classical cubature formula 
method: approximating the integral in (1) by means of cubature 
formula (3) and collocating in the points ? l h(i=' .  ••• Л ь) we obtain 
system (4') if we reject the terms where i=j (the kernel K(x.y) is 
not defined for x=y).On the other hand, (4') may be considered as an 
approximation to (4): 
W J" K<£,h-y ) d y * K<S.h Vw)h- v . )h ( i , i>-
Jh 
System (4 ") corresponds to the Kantorovich-Krylov modification 
of the cubature formula method. 
4. Discretization error. Methods (4) and (4')  are investigated 
in [6,7J and method (4") in [4J.  Let us present the main results of 
these works.  
Theorem 1. Let assumptions (A1MA4) he fulfi l led and let  the 
subdivision of G and the choice of collocation points satisfy the 
conditions of Section 2. Then there exists a h0  >0 such that,  
for 0<h<ho  ,  system (4) has a unique solution (u j h) .  and 
h .vn-l ,  
h (1 + I log hi) .  v = n-1. (f>) 
hn 'v  ,  v>n-1. 
" аЛ ! U ih  «(e , h ) | *COnSt (E v h )  
h  
where u is the (unique) solution to (1).  ueC2 , v(G). 
Theorem 2. Lot the conditions of Theorem 1 be fulfi l led and let  
iWi i C<>h  1И) ! l , i  
with a constant с > о not depending on h ТЬ<-; •.!$:•• '  , d « ( ) >o 
s u c h  t h  i t .  f o r  o < h ' h * < )  s y . s f p m  ' *  h . - ; .  л  u :  i  d i l u t i o n  f a n d  
lu ih-u(Wl s c o n s t £ 'vh 
h ,  v<n-2, 
h 2 (i  + [log h |),  v=n- 2 ,  
h n " v  ,v>n- 2 .  h 
Theorem 3, Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfi l led and let  
dytx' .x 2 ) £ const I x 1  - x z  j  (x ' .x 2  e G). (7) 
Then there exists  a h^'>0 such that , for o<h'hg, system (4") has a 
unique solution (u | h ),  and error estimate (5) holds.  
From Theorems 1-3 we see that an accuracy 0(e^ h ).  pi2, is  
sufficient If  we solve systems (4)-(4") approximately.  
5.  Two grid Iterations. Let h<<h„. Introduce approximate sub­
divisions of G into cells Gjh  (j  = 1 lh)  and Gj.h e  (j ' - l  Ih >  )  and 
corresponding collocation points 5jhеС^пС and a s  , n  
Section 2. For simplicity, let the following compatiblity conditions 
be fulfilled: (i) every cell G j h  (j = l,. . . l h) is contained In a cell ("panel") 
Gj'h. and , conversely, every panel Gj. h >  (j '= 1 l h <) is a 
union of some cells G J h  (lsjsl h); (II) every collocation point 
(j ' = 1 I h e) occurs as a collocation point for a cell Gj hсGj. h^, i.e. 
2 h i<:E h  where S h  = i h- Introduce the following Ban ach 
spaces and operators: 
E - BC(G), space of bounded continuous functions U:G-»R, 
i lud  =  SUp x e G  |U(XJl ;  
Eh  = C(Eh) .  space of grid functions uh :5h-*R, IIuII = max iuh(? i h)l ;  
£lh'=h 
Eh.= C(Sh . ) ;  
ph  eL(E,Eh) ,  restriction operator,  (phu)(^ i h  )  =u(£ l h  )  for ue£, 
?ih e Eh = 
ph i i  sL(E,Eh >) ,  similar restriction operator,  
Ph.h*L(Eh ,F l u) .  restriction operator.  (ph„h  uh)  ( | ,ъ„) = u h  (?,. hJ 
for U heE h, ?,. h .eH h e; 
p h . cL(E h  .I |,), piecewise constant prolongation operator. 
(Phh. uh.><?jh' = uh,< nhW f o r  uh„' E h.- ?jh e Sh 
where nh§ J h  = ? r h >  if  G J h< С г н > !  
TeL(F,E), thf integral operator of equation (1). 
(Tu) Cx) = I K(x,y) u(y)dy for u • E, x eG; 
с 
T hel.(E h,E h), approximation to T corresponding to method (4), 
<T h «h>«, h >»I J K(? l h ,y)dy uh(g J h)  for uhEEh .  
M Gjh 
^ih c  •—h '  
2* 
T h'eL(E h ,E h ).  approximation to T corresponding to method (4') ;  
T h "eL(E h ,E h ),  approximation to T corresponding to method (4").  
Sytems (4), (4')  and (4") can be represented, respectively, as l inear 
equations in f inite dimensional space E h :  
u h =  T h u h*Ph f - u h = T h u h*Ph f - u h = T h°h*Ph f  
We solve these equations using two grid i teration methods. For system 
(4),  the algorithm Is the following: 
vh = uh- Thuh- Ph f  (the residual of uh k) .  ( R )  
"h*1  = uh - vh- Phh.t 'h.-Th.l^Ph.hThVh • k = 0.1.2 
In case of systems (4')  and (4") we must only replace T h ,T h _ by T^, 
T h ^ and .  T h ^ respectively:  
v h = u h * T h u h * Ph f - ( 8 . ,  
u h W  =  u h- >h - Phh.dh. '  T b« r lPh.hTb vh • k = 0,l,2,.. .  
and 
v h = u h - T h u h - Ph f - ( 8 -, 
"h' 1 =  u h - v h - Phh.^h. '  Th.-Hph.hThVh" .  k-0,1,2... .  
On every iteration step one has to solve a system of type (4).  (4')  or 
(4") corresponding to the rough subdivision of G. 
Methods of type (8).  (8')  originate from works of H Brankhage 121 
and K. Atkinson II].  Abstract setting with compact convergence 
of operators was introduced and examined by I.K.Daugavet |9J.  
P. Uba [11.8] used these methods in case of one dimensional weakly 
singular integral  equations presenting an analysis  of convergence in 
an abstract setting. A systematical  analysis  of convergence rate and 
the amount of arithmetical work for two and multi-grid iteration 
methods was undertaken by W. Hackbusch f 3  I. His abstract results  
could be applied to methods (8)-(8") t  too, but this way were more 
complicated and the results  were weaker compared with a direct 
analysis  presented in Sections 6-8. We follow |f>|  where case v = n-2 
was considered. 
6. Convergence rate. For convergence analysis,  rewrite (8) in 
an equivalent form 
u h k , 1 =T h , h„u hM h , h , .  k-0,1,2, . . .  (9) 
where 
fh,h„=Ph f '  Phh.Ch.-Th.l"1Ph.hThPh f" '  Fh ( 1 0 )  
^h.h," [ 'h ~ Phhj 'h,"Г J Ph«h' 'h """h'  l^h " l 'h" Phh, Ph.h'"Hi '  
* Phh, ( lh. * ThJ ' (Ph.hTh ~ Th « Ph .  h 1  T h e l ( F h .F h ) 
- 8 -
For methods (8')  and (8"),  the iteration formulae are similar -  instead 
of T h ,T h e ,  operators T^.T h ^ for method (8')  and ,T h ]j  for method 
(8") are involved. Introduce the corresponding operators 
Th,h..Th",h„ = L(Eh .Eh) .  
Theorem 4. Let assumptions (Al) and (A2) be fullfi l led and let  
the subdivision of G corresponding to h and h,  (h<h s)  satisfy the 
conditions of Section 2 and compatibili ty conditions (i)  and (li) ,  
Section S. Then, for sufficiently small  h*>0, 
«ThA.II s «vh. "2) 
and 
Iluh k-uh | |  < l lu^ -  u h l l (cE v h s ) k ,  k = l ,2, . . .  (13) 
where is defined by iteration method (8),  uh  Is the exact solution 
of system (4),  Ev h  is  defined in (5) and the constant с does not 
depend on h and h,. 
Under supplementary condition (6), we have llT' h  h < i l |scE v h e, 
and estimate (13) for iterations (8') and the solution to (4') holds. 
Under supplementary conditions (6) and (7), we have IIT h" h  I « 
sce v h  ,  and estimate (13) for iterations (8") and the exact solution to 
(4") holds.  
Proof.  It  follows from the conditions of the Theorem that 
II ( l j ,  -  Th)™* II i  const (0<h <h0)  
(see the proof of Theorem 1, Section 4, in [6] or [7]). Note also that 
llPhh.H = I'Ph.h" " 1- From (ID we see that, to obtain (12), It eufflcles 
to establish the inequalit ies 
»(lh" Phh.Ph.h>ThN 4  c o n s t  Evh. - «*> 
" ( Ph.h T h- T h.Ph.h' T h« * c o n s t  Evh.- (IS) 
Let us prove (14).  To a uheEh ,  we coordinate a piecewlse 
constant function uh  = "h^jh^jh ' s e e  Section 3).  We have 
| ,0|Л»(П) =  | Uh"E h  a n d  
•h 
(Thuh)(e,h) = Z J K<Ših.y)dyuh(Š J h) = f K(^ l h ,y)u h (y)dy --
J ' 1  G Jh G h 
= /K(?ih-y)"h(y'dy * / K(§|h.y)Bh(y)dy - / K(Šlh,y)üh(y)dy. 
G Gj^G GXG^ 
It  follows from (2) that (see [7]) 
J  |K ( X,y) |dy £ const E v h 2  S (E v h )* .  
(G h 4G)U (G\G h )  
- 9 -
3 
/ |К(х\у) - K(x 2,y)ldy s const 
G 
dc(x',x 2) , v<n-1, 
d G (x l,x 2 ) ( l * l l o g d G (x',x 2)l), v=n- l ,  (16) 
d G(x l,x 2) n" v  , v>n-l. 
Therefore, 
i< Th uh><ših)-< Th uh><W 4  c°nst  evhHuhii 
const 
dc(Ših.Skh) ,  v«n-l 
<*с(?1ьЛкн)(1 * ll°g dc(Šlh.?kh)l) • v=n-1 
dG(?ih.lkh)n-v . v>n-t 
While d G (^ih,Пь 4  СЛ* • w e  obtain 
KThuh)^ih)-(Thuh'(nhlih)l s const  Evh.Huhll (17> 
Note that,  for v h  = T h u h ,  
< v h -  P h h . P h . h v h > < W  =  v h < ? i h ) - v h ( n h ^ i h )  .  
and, together with (17), 
IK*h- Phh.Ph.h)Thuh» $ const Evh.lluhH. 
I .e.  (14) holds.  
Let us prove (15).  Denoting again vh  = Thuh  we have 
((Ph.hTh"Th.Ph l l h)ThUh)(^ i 'hJ = (ThVbKl^bJ-fTh^pb^VbXI,-^) = 
=i? j K(§ l .h , .y)dyvh(?Jh)-i:e j K(? l .h„,y)dyvh(5 j ,h . )  = 
i- l  Gjh  )•-! Gj. h  
lh 
= 1 J ^i-h.-y'dyCvh^ih)- Vnh$jh) I-
1-1 G, h  
Applying inequality (17) with T h u h  = v h  we obtain 
"(Ph.hTh-Th.Ph.h)Thuh" 4 SUP J lK(x,y) |dy с E v h e  llu hll * 
x.fc G h  
S const E v h s  l |U h l | , 
and (15) is proved. Thus, estimate (12) holds. 
It is easy to check that the solution of equation u h  = T hu h  + p hf 
(solution of (4)) satisfies the equation 
uh =  Th,h. uh * fh,h. • 
too. For ce v h < i < 1, this equation is  uniquely solvable and iterations 
(9) converge to its  solution with speed (13).  In other words, iterations 
(8) converge to the solution of (4) with speed (13).  For method (4), 
the proof of the Theorem is  completed. 
For methods (4 1 ) and (4"),  the assertions of the Theorem follow 
from (11) and (12) taking into account that 
10 -
I l T h  -  T „ l  *  c o n s t  E ' v h  ,  | | T h ' . -  T h . ! i  i  c o n s t  E ' v h e  ,  
llT h  -  Thll S  C O n s t  £ v h  -  « T h . -  T hJ  s  const Evhe 
(see [7,4]). 
Remark. As we see,  the assertions of Theorem 4 can be extended 
to any further method such that | |Th-  Th l l  s  CE v H  where fH E L(Eh ,Eh)  
is  an approximation to Th  corresponding to this method. 
There are special algorithms to evaluate 1^ integrals of system 
(4) in O(l^) arithmetical operations and such that 
IITh-  Th l l  s  c(h2> h2 ( n-v ))  = ce a v h .  
These algorithms are based on composite versions of cubature 
formula (3).  Details are presented in another paper.  
7.  Initial guease«. We propose two possible init ial  guesses for 
i teration method (8);  in.methods (8')  and (8"),  similar init ial  guesses 
can be used. 
First  possible init ial  guess is given by 
u h  =  Phh„ u h„=  Phh .Ch . -  T hJ" 1 Ph . f  <18)  
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, i ts  error is estimated by 
llu^-Uh l l  s  const ev h >  (19) 
Indeed, 
K -  u h ' i 5  i i P h h . ( u h . - P h . u ) i i  +  « P h h . P h , u - P h u i i  +  » P h u - u h « s  
i  cons t (E 2 v h e *E= h )  + sup lu(Šlh)-u(IIhŠlh)| 
S i h e E h  
where u is  the solution to Integral  equation (1) and we applied esti­
mate (5).  Using (A4) and (16) we obtain (19).  
The second possible init ial  guess is given by 
u h  =  T hPhh . u h , +  Ph f  =  ThPhh .dh . -Th .^ 'Ph .^Phf -  (20 )  
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, i ts  error is estimated by 
| |u°-uh | |S  const E*w  (21) 
Indeed, introduce the function 
*h ,  
vh„(x) = Z J K(x,y)dyuh B(L.h e)*f(x),  xeG, 
i '  '  G i ' h .  
a prolongation of the grid function uh i  to O. It  is  established in [7] that 
sup |vh e(x)-u(x)l  s  const E^,h | >  .  
XeC 
From (20) we can read that vh >(![ j h)  = u£(!; i h) ,  Š i h  =E i h  ,  and a con­
sequence from the last  inequality is that 
3* 
l l u h - Ph u« S  const E=h s  .  
On the other hand, due to (5),  
IIUh  -  phu| |  < const E* h  ,  
and estimate (21) follows from these two inequalit ies.  
8. The amount of arithmetical work. The number of i teration 
steps in method (8) depends on the relation between h and h,  and on 
the desired accuracy of uh k ,  compared with uh ,  the solution to (4).  
Beginning with init ial  guess (181. we obtain an accuracy 
lluh k-uh l |  S £Ph  ,p»2. (22) 
if  к is such that (ce v h i) k* 1  s E^ h  (see (13) and 119)), i.e. 
L .  P llog £ vh I .  
JTõgi^~nõgcT 
(we assume that E v 1 )  < 1, ct v h s  < 1).  Note that 
f log h, vsn-1 I 
log E V H  ~ !  ,  1 as h-»0. 
I (n-v) log h,  v>n-l I 
Choosing h,  s:  hT  (0<т<1) we see that accuracy (22) will be achieved 
In the following asymptotical number of iteration steps: 
к = [ р/т] - 1 
where [qj denotes the smallest integer exceeding q. For initial guess 
(20) this number is 
к = I р/т I - 2. 
Most extensive computational work during an iteration step 
(B) is caused by the terms T hu (J t  and (I h <  - T, 1 <)"'z h >  - the cost is, 
respectively. I ' h  and l 3 h -/3 additions and multiplications. Putting 
h,- h T  . 0<т<2Л$. and taking into account (or assuming) that then 
'h." 'h • the term T h u h k  with its  l 2 h  additions and multiplications will  
be most expensive.  Note that the terms l>h.h^h v h k  a n ( 1  ^hPhh. u h. 
(the last  one occurs in (20)) cost I h I h  _ additions and multiplications, 
and other operations in (8) are of additions and multiplications.  
As a corollary, we present the asymptotical  number к of ite­
ration steps (8) and the asymptotical amount of arithmetical work to 
obtain the accuracy l |uh k  -  uh l |  s  E z v h  for some strategies h,  = h1 ;  
12 
Strategy h„= h l / l  h„= h , / a  
Initial  guess (18) k = 3.  31^ additions and 
multiplications 
k=5, 5 l 'h  additions and 
multiplications 
Initial  guess (20) k = 2,  21^ additions and 
multiplications 
k-4, 41 ! h  additions and 
multiplications 
In practice one ought to compute an iteration more. But usually one 
gives an e>0 (e.g.  e = ePh ,  p*2) and stops the Iterations as Iv^Ne. 
For Iteration methods (8')  and (8"),  the estimation of the amount 
of computational work Is similar as above for method (8).  
In case of convolution type kernel K(x,y) = a(x)x(x-y)b(y) ,  
using a regular subdivision of G with 
Sh= {Xh: X = (X, Xn)eZn ,  XhbG}, 
an evaluation о/ T, |v h  and T£v h  can be performed in 0(lh log2 lh)  
arithmetical operations using multidimensional fast  Fourier transfor­
mation, see e.g.  [10].  Systems (4')  and (4") can be solved with E^h  -
accuracy in 0(lh log2 lh)  arithmetical operations using Iteration 
methods (8')  or (8*) with h„" h1 /? 
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РЕШЕНИЕ БОЛЬШИХ СИСТЕМ, ВОЗНИКАЮЩИХ ПРИ 




Для дискретизации линейного интегрального уравнения второго 
рода в области GcR" привлекаются метод кусочно-постоянной колло-
кации, метод кубатурных формул и его модификация Кантаровича-
Крылова. Возникающие системы линейных алгебраических уравнений 
решаютця за 0(1^). в некоторых случаях 0(l hlog 2l h) арифметических 
действий, сохранив при этом точность исходных методов (l h~ h~ n  -
число неизвестных системы). Это достигается привлечением двусеточных 
итерационных методов. 
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Acta et commentatlonea universitatis Tartuensis, 937,1992,15-26. 
ON THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OP A WEAKLY SINGULAR 
INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Arvet Pedes 
A class of one-dlmenslonal weakly singular Integral 
equations of the second kind Is observed. Five approxima­
tive methods for the numerical solution of the Integral 
equation are considered: a quadrature formulae method 
(using a second order quadrature formula), a modified 
quadrature formulas method, Introduced by Kantorovich 
and Krylov [14], a plecevise' constant spline collocation 
method, -a linear spline collocation method, a subregions 
method with the piecevlse constant splines. The first four 
methods are Investigated in other papers. The aim of this 
paper is to investigate the convergence rate of the last 
method and to compare all the five methods numerically 
on an weakly singular integral equation which arises in 
the theory of intrinsic viscosity of macromolecules [2]. 
1. Introduction . We consider the integral equation 
ь 
u(t)-_f K(t,s)u(s)ds = f(t), astsb, (1) 
Л 
where [a,b] is a Finite interval and f(t) is continuous on [a,b]. The 
kernel K(t,s) will be assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) K(t,s) = g(t,S)X(t-S); 
Ш) geC z([a,b]<a,b]) ;  
(Hi) xeC'([a-b,b-a]\{0}) and for every т*0. т«[а-Ь,Ь-а], 
|х'(т)| s Ь,|тГ е  (bj =  const; 0<ß<2). (2) 
Here CP(G) denotes the set of functions which are p times conti­
nuously differentiable on G. It follows from (2) that 
|x(T ) |  S  b0(| In Irl I • 1) (b0 = const; ß = l); (3) 
|X(T)I i Ь 0(|тГ 9*' + 1) (Ьф =  const; ß*l). (4) 
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We define a space of functions, the Banach space EPiE6,1, by 
E^= {utCta.bjnC'fa.b): sup —— . . . A  <  ° °  } .  
I a*t<b (t-a) Pt(b-t) P > 
iuL# = max lu(t)| • sup -—[тг^т • adib a<t<b (t-a) ^+(b-t) ° 
For 0 = 1 an inclusion u«E® denotes that 
(u'(t)l  i c, (I In (t-a)| +|ln(b-t)| • 1) (a<t<b); (5) 
|u"(t)| i c,((t-af l4b-t)"') (a<t<b). (6) 
For ß*l an inclusion u«E^ denotes that 
lu(k)(t)| i ck((t-a)"@*2-k*(b-t)"e>2"k) (a<t<b. k = 1.2). (7) 
The following result characterize the smoothness of the 
solution of equation (1). 
Theorem 1. Let the conditions (i)-(ili) be fulfilled. If fe 
then all the integrable solutions u of the integral equation (1) 
belong to the space E^. 
The Proof of Theorem 1 Is given In [13], pp 10-11 •, see also [6,15]. 
2. BUfiESttHdJaa at the integral equation. Let 
a = t1<t2<...<tn„ - b (8) 
be a mesh of [a.b] such that 
h _ »  m a x  ( t . + . - t , )  - »  0  a s  n - » ® .  ( 9 )  
Denote 
s, = (t,*t,M)/2. (10) 
We introduce the following five discretizations (Methods 1-5) of 
equation (1), 
Method 1. 
il ' 1 
u, - Z WjK(t,.tj)Uj = f(t,) , i = l n+1. (11) 
.to. t:' 
(t2-t,)/2 for J=l, 
(tJt l-t,_,)/2 for 2sj*n, (12) 
(tn+,-tn)/2 for j=n+l. 
Method 2. 
n+1 b 
u, -  X wjK(ti,tj) [u.-u,] - u, X K(t,,s)ds = f(t,), i = l n+1. (13) 
- 1 6  -
Method 3. 
П *}•! 
" , - £ ( /  K ( s , , s ) d s ) u ,  =  f(Sj),  1 = 1 n. (14) 
И tj 
Method 4. 
П + 1 j 
U, - Z ( / K(t l,s)<p.(s)ds)u, = f(t,). 1-1 n+1, (15) 
И V< 
where t 0  = t,, t n + 2=t n 4., and 
(S- t j . j J / t t j - t j . , ) ,  
(t j + 1 -S)/(t J + , - t j ) ,  t jSSSt j« ,  (16) 
0 , elsewhere 
•Pj(s) 
Method S. 
u|(t|+1-t|) - Z®ii^j * '= 1 n, (17) 
H 
where 
- *-1+1 4J*i 41+| 
a,, = / / K(t,s)dtds, f, = / f(t)dt. (16) 
4 «1 t |  
System (11) corresponds to a quadrature formulas method 
which is based on the trapezoidal formula for numerical quadrature : 
approximating the integral In (1) by means of the trapezoidal 
formula and collocating In the points t, (1 = 1 n+1) we obtain 
system (11) if we reject the term where i=j (the kernel K(t,s) is 
not defined for t = s). 
System (13) corresponds to the Kantorowlch- Krylov modifi­
cation of the quadrature formulas method: rewriting equation (1) 
in the form (see [14]) 
ь ь 
u(t)-/K(t,s)[u(s)-u(t)]ds -u(t)J -K(t,s)ds = f(t) (19) 
a a 
and using quadrature formulas method with the trapezoidal formula 
for the first integral in (19) we obtain system (13). 
System (14) corresponds to a piecewise constant spline collo­
cation method: denoting by ipj the characteristic function of (tj,t.+I), 
approximating the solution u of equation (1) by a piecewise constant 
function 
U„(s) = Ž u.*j(s) (20) 
H 




System (15) corresponds to a linear spline collocation method: 
approximating the solution u of equation (1) by 
n+1 
u„(s)  = X u.ip.ts)  
1=1 
(ipj(t) are functions (16)) and collocating the equation (1) In the points 
t, (1 = 1, ...,n»l) we otaln system (15). 
System (17) corresponds to a subregions method with piecewise 
constant functions (20): approximating the solution u of equation (1) 
by (20) and requiring that 
*1+1 b 
J" [un(t)- J K(t,s)un(s)ds - f(t)]dt = 0 , 1 = 1 n, 
4 a 
we obtain system (17). 
Methods 1-4 are investigated In other papers (see Section 3). 
We shall refer to the main results needed for the comparison 
with Method 5. The goal of this paper Is to Investigate the 
convergence rate of Method 5 and to compare all five methods 
numerically (see Sections 3 and 5). 
3. Error estimates. Denote 
hn for ß<l, 
hn(l +1 In hn| for ß=l, 
hn2"p for ß>l. 
Theorem 2. Let conditions (i)-(iii) be fulfilled and feEp. Let 1 
be a non-characteristic value of Integral equation (1). Let (8) and (9) 
hold. Then there exists a integer no>0 such that, for пгп 0, system 
(11) has a unique solution (u,), and 
max |u,-u(t,)| s const• en, liisn+1 
where u is the (unique) solution to (1). 
For proof see 19,131 An analogous result for the multidimen­
sional case Is proved in [11]. 
Theorem 3. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. 
Then there exists an Integer n0>0 such that, for nzn0, system (13) 
has a unique solution (u,), and 
max lu.-uttjM * const E * 
l£)«n + l 
A proof of Theorem 3 (for g(t,s)=l,x e Cz([a-b ,b-a]\10() and 
feC2[a,b]) Is given In [13] pp.22-36 and, more generally in [17]. 
An analogous result for the multidimensional case Is proved in [7]. 
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Remark 1. Theorems 2 and 3 are easily modifiable to a case 
where the approximate schemes (11) and (13) are based on the rec­
tangular formula for numerical quadrature (in this case Wj=tj+1-tj 
(j = 1 n) and In part of collocation nodes are nodes (10)). 
Theorem 4. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Then 
there exists a Integer no>0 such that, for nm0, system (14) has a 
unique solution (u,). and 
max |u,-u(s,)| s const-E * 
lclxn 1 1 " 
where (s,) are nodes (10). 
The proof is given In [12]. An analogous result for the multi­
dimensional case is proved in [10,11]. 
Theorem 5. Let the condition of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Then 
there exists a integer n„>0 such that, for n*n0, system (15) has a 
unique solution (u^.and 
max Itu-utt,)! s const 
l<Un + l 
n ž for ß<l, 
n~2(lnn)2 for P = l, 
n-2(2-p,(lnn)p"' for ß>l. 
The proof is given in [13], p.47-48; see also [8,16]. 
Theorem 6. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Then 
there exists a Integer n0>0 such that, for nm0, system (17) has a 
unique solution (u,). and 
max |u,-u,| £ c o n s t - E 2 ,  
UUn 1 1 " 
where 
u, = T—Ц— f u(s)ds. (21) 
W*i t. 
The proof is presented in Section 4. We see that Method 1 is 
a method of the first degree of accuracy and Methods 2-5 are 
methods of the second degree of accuracy. 
Remark 2. Theorems 2-6 may be generalized to a case where 
instead of condition (ii) the following condition holds: 
g=C 2([a,b]x([a,b]\(d})), a<d<b, 
and 
( 0 * k < ß )  
dS^ 
may have discontinuity of the first kind at s = d (compare [12]). 
4. Proof of Theorem 6. Denote by E = C[a,b] the Banach space of 
continuous functions on [a.b] with the norm ||uHE = maxt.[e bj|u(t)| 
- 19 -
5* 
and by E n  = m n  the Banach space of vectors u n  = (u, u n ) with the 
norm llä n l lE n  =  m a x i*j*n' u j '  Consider (1) as an operator equation 
u-Tu=f in E and (17) as an operator equation u n -T n Q n = p n f  in E n  ,  
defining 
ь 
(Tu)(t) = J K(t,s)u(s)ds , ueF.; (22) 
(Tn%), = Ž( t ,  *-t,  / '  'K(t.e)dtds) U | .  
1*1 i M  1  t,  t j  
i = l  П ; й п  = (и, U n)eE n; (23) 
1 ^'+1 
(PnU), - 7 *ГГ~ / u(s)ds , i=l П; UeE. (24) 
Ч+ГЧ t, 
It follows from (i)-(iii) that the sequence (T n) of operators 
T n «L(E n ,E n )  converges compactly (see [9],  p.32) to the operator 
T«L(E,E) In relation to connection operators pneL(E,Enh 
Tn-»T compactly.  
On the conditions of Theorem 2 now it  follows from the 
convergence theorem for operator equations (see [9],  p.49) that 
for sufficiently great n (say пгп 0) the equation ü n -T n ü n  = p n f  has 
a unique solution u n  = (u, u n ) and the following error estimate 
holds:  
Krl'nuilEn 4 CnnSt l lPnTnu-TnP,,u»En' 
where и is the (unique) solution to (1). 
We must prove that 
HPn T u- TnPn u l lE n  s  const £n 2 .  (25) 
Following [12],  we have (see (22)-(24),(8),(10),(21)) 
IIPnTnu-TnPnu«En= max if J1 ' Jj ' K(t,s)u(s)dtds -
,=1 i+i 4 ^ tj 
- Ž Г^Г / I M  /'*' K(t.s,dtds u, | = 
1-1 Ч+. 4 t, tj 
= max 1У . 1  . f' ' f J  ' K(t,s)| Utsl-Ujjdtds | s 
Ui.n 'ft l+l i t, tj ' 
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where 
/lCO |(t)  |(3) |(4) » s  max (1, +1, • I, • 1, ),  
u u n  1 1 1 1  
t |+, t j+i 
l | ( l > = I X t"  1  • J J K(t.s)[u(a)-u,3dtds I,  
H(i) t l * r t |  t .  ^  1  
t|*i tj+i 
1, < г >= I X Г t~ i" / K(t,s)[u(s)-u.]dtde I, 
je.J 1 + 1 1  t, tj 
I, ( 3 >= I X f  1  • J J [  K(t,s)-K(t.s,)][u(s)-u.]dtde | ,  
I, < 4 ) = I X t _ t  J / K(t,s,)[u(s)-u,]dtds I, 
j«J(l).j«J 1+1 1 li ll 
J(i) = {j: ltfs,| s hn , Itj^-s,! s hn }. 
J  =  { j :  I t j -  a  I  s  h n  ,  | b  -  t j + I l  s  h n  }  .  
Denote 
Y|(hn) = [a,b]n[sr hn.s,+hn]. 
T|,(hn) = { s«[a,b]: a+hn sss b-hn , |s-s,| г h n  }. 
From conditions (i)-(iii) it follows that 
•г—l-i—J J |K(t,s)|dtds s const-En  ,  1=1,. . .  ,n. (26) 
v ,(hn) 
From (Si.(7) (utE^.see Theorem 1) and 
s t^, s, 
u(s)-u, = u(s)-u(s,)+u(s,)-u,= fu'(t)dt + T——f (/ u'(s)ds)dt 
S j  *+i" i  t j  t  
we obtain that 
max |u(s)-u, |  s  const-* ,  j=l, . .  ,n. (27) 
t jSSit^ "  
Now we show that 
I | ( k )  sconst-E^ , i=l,...  n; k=l 4. 
Using (27) and (26) we obtain 
t-i+i t j+i 
Ii" 5  const-En  Z t  _ t  I f |K(t,s:  




£  C O n S t  E n T —-—т — j* J  |K(t,s) |dtds ä  
'*• 1  t, Vi(2hn) 
S  c o n s t  E n 2  ,  i  =  1  П ;  
l j ' 2 '  S C0nSt  E n 2  . i = 1 П ; 
I, ( 3 )  s const £ n  У г—т— J f '  ]K(t ,s)-K(t ,S | ) |dtdss 
1  t j  ^  
s const-Enhn  T—rг J J sup i -  jdtds. 
, M  '  t j  t, 0 <^' 
For ji j(i),te[t,,t l < ., I.se[tj,t j 4 . t],»e[0.1] we have 
0<c is|t-[fl 's+(l- '3')s | j||t-s| 1  S C2  (C l.C2  = const) 
and therefore (see (I)-(ii i))  
l j < 3 )  s const-E n  h n  г——r- f  J  | t-s |~^dtds * 
W  ' t ,  Ti,(h n ) 
s  const- E  2  ,  i=l n.  
Further, we have (see(lO)) 
г'*' J (s-sj)ds = 0 
and therefore , for j 
I. ! , )sc X t—t" I I lKit,s,i |  sup |u"(\)-s+(l-T>is.) | | s-Sj | "dtds.  
И |  1 , tj o<*<, 
Using (fi),;7),[i)-(ii),(3) and (4) we finally obtain that 
I, ' 4 '  з. const E 2  , i=l п. 
Therefore ?2Г> • holds and the proof of Theorem (> is  completed. 
5 Numerical results.  In this section we consider a weakly 
singular integral  equation from the field of j iolymer physics |  21-
I 
лu 11 '• -  I '  j t- s i - ™ U(sids -  F t ,  ,  - UU1. -28) 
-i  
where I) r;  I .  Numerical solutions for '2R> have been obtained 
01 
in [4,3,1.5].Following [3],  we consider (28) by 
ot=l/2, (29) 
X=3/2, (30) 
F(t)= 1.5(l-t 2 ) 3 / 4 - 0.375л/2 (2-t z). (31) 
In this case conditions (i)-(iii) are fulfilled ( a=-l,b=l,g(t,s) = 2/3, 
х(т) = |тГ | / 2, ß =3/2 ),  f  = F/X EE3 / 2  (see Section 1),  and (28) has an 
exact solution 
u*(t)  = ( l-t z)3 / < .  
Let nil  be a integer ,  h=2/n, t ,=-l+(i-l)h,  1=1 n+1. and 
s,=(t ,+t i + l)/2 Using this selection of [-1,1] we solved (28) numerically 
by Medhods 1-5 on the conditions (29)-(31).  The integrals in the 
right hand side of (17) were calculated as follows: 
f ,= - |-  J '  +  1F(t)dt * (t1 + 1  -t jXl-sf)3 7* -
d  t i  
-  0.25 /5л [2a,*,-!,)- ]• 
All the other integrals,  which are needed for the constitution of 
systems (14),(15) and (17), were calculated analytically.  
Systems (11),(13),(14),(15) and (17) for (28) were solved (by 
standard Gauss-techniques) in the Computing Centre of Tartu 
University on the Computer EC-1060. Some results  for n = 4,  n = 8,  
n = 16, n = 32, n = 64 and n = 128 are given in Table 1. 
Table 1 













n=4 5.53 0.29 0.15 0.19 0.14 0.089 
n=8 1.70 0.097 0.060 0.082 0.068 0.030 
n=16 0.94 0.039 0.023 0.032 0.028 0.011 
n=32 0.61 0.016 0.0080 0.011 0.0099 0.0038 
sO II С
 0.43 0.0062 0.0029 0.0039 0.0036 
n=128 0.32 0.0028 0.0010 0.0019 0.0013 
In Table 1, the error 
max Ju,-u*(t,) | 
l»Un»l 1  1  
for Methods 1,2.4 and, the error 
- 23 -
max |u,-u*(s,) |  
lclsn 
for Methods 3 and 5 are given. For supplementary comparision. we 
also give an error 
max |U . - U * ( T , ) |  
Ulsn 1  
from [3].  where (u,) were obtained by means of a polynomial 
collocation method and 
t,  = cosf^-J-Jn, i = l  n.  
zn 
According to Theorems 2-6 we have the following estimations 
for Methods 1-5 (h-2/n): 
Method 1: max 
lsUn + 1 lu, -U*(t,) |  S const-/h ;  
Method 2: max 
l<i*n + l  lu, 
-u'(t,)l  $ const h; 
Method 3: max 
Ui<n 
lu, -u*(s,)l  S const h; 
Method 4:  max 
UunH 
lu, -u* (t,)l  i  const-h (1 +-/!lnhl )  
Method 5:  max 
Iii« n h  
-1 / '* 
h t ,  
u *(s)ds 1 s  const h.  
From Table 1 we can see that the numerical results are 
consistent with these theoretical estimations (we actually see 
that the rate of convergence of Methods 2-5 is better than 0(h)).  
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Рассматривается интегральное уравнение ' 1). на ядро которого 
налагаются условия (I)-(iil).Строятся пятъ приближенных методов для 
решения уравнения (1)-методы (И),(13).(14).05) и (17).Теоремы 2-5. 
касающиеся методов (11) и (13М15), доказаны в других работах. 
Целью настоящей работы является установление теоремы 6, описываю­
щей быстроту сходимости метода подобластей с кусочно-постоянными 
функциями (метода (17)). Приводится его сравнение с методами (11) 
и (13)-(15) при численном решении одного конкретного слабо 
сингулярного интегрального уравнения . 
Acta et commentationes unlversltatls Tartuensis, 937, 1992, 27-35 
APPROXIMATE COMPUTATION OP 
WEAKLY SINGULAR INTEGRALS 
Peep Uba 
A method for numerical integration of weakly singular 
functions based on the trapezoidal rule on a special 
non-uniform grid is investigated. Using the Runge method 
the fourth degree of convergence is obtained. 
1. Introduction . Here we are concerned with a numerical 
computation of a weakly singular integral 
b 
(algebraic singularity) or 
lg(x)| i  cllnxl, lg< k ,(x)|  s c |xf k, 0<х*Ь, k= 1,2,3,4 
(logarithmic singularity ). 
Here b < oo and с is some positive constant. 
It is clear that the integral (1) exists in the sense of Lebesque 
and that g(x) is finite valued everywhere on interval (0,b] except at 
point x = 0 where it may be undefined. 
The numerical treatment of such integrals has been studied in 
many papers, we refer only to [2,4,5]. G.Opfer in [2] investigates 
the replacing of the unbounded function g(x) by a bounded function 
f(x) and then applying an ordinary quadrature formula. 
In [4 ] a special non-uniform grid is used with replacing the 
function g(x) in the neighbourhood of point x = 0 with a bounded 
function. It is shown that by using the trapezoidal formula the 
function g(x) can be arbitrarily replaced there and by using the 
present grid the expected error is the smallest 
(1) 
where g(x) satisfies 
lg ( k )(x) l  i с|хГ™" к, 0<xsb. «<1. k = 0,1,2,3,4, (2) 
7* 
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The application of Jacobl polynomials In constructing quadrature 
rules is presented, for example, in [5]. In the same place a method 
based on the weakening of the singularity Is studied. 
We refer also to Rice [3], who studied graded grids for approxi­
mation of functions with singularities. 
The method presented here consists of three principal steps. 
Firstly, we determine two special non-uniform grids and replace the 
unbounded function g(x) by a bounded function in subintervals 
containing the point of singularity. Secondly, on determined grids by 
trapezoidal formulae we compute two approximate values of Integral, 
and thirdly the Runge method for the correction of the received 
results is used. 
This method is announced in [6]. We also refer to the term-
paper of K.Kõppo [1] who appears to have been the first to study 
the above-mentioned method by numerical experiments. 
2. Description д£ the method. 
A. The first step. As knots of trapezoidal formulae we choose 
xi =  b(^), i-0,l,...,n, r =-Л- „ (3) 
1  vn '  l-a 
where n is some integer, ß i  1, ß «R and r characterizes the degree of 
non-uniformity of the grid. These knots are located with, a greater 
density toward point x = 0. In case of logarithmic singularity a - 0. 
Similarly we determine another grid with knots 
x,N-b(j) r ,  i = 0,1 N. N = 2n: 
It Is easy to see that 
X i  =  *2  1 x, = x" , i = 0,l,.. .n. 
and 
x*M « (x,.x l M) , i = 0.1 n-1. 
Without loss of generality as a finite valued function we choose the 
function 
fx-{° f0rX'-°-
1 g(x) forxe(0,b]. 
B.The second step. On each sublnterval by using the trapezoidal 
*1-1 
rule we calculate the approximate value of Integrals I,(f) $ J f(x)dx •. 
xi 
l,"(f)= = f ( X > )  * f ( x '--' )  (x l M-x,), i = 0,l n-1. 
and I,N(f) for i = 0.1 2n-l analogously. 
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In this case here halves of the knots coincide which is useful 
In practice. 
C. The third step. For each 1 = 1,2 n-1 we determine the 
coefficient 
, N N 3 N N 3 
L _ • tX2 |.;- X2 |< , ) 
1 T"N N 3 , N N Л N N 3 " 
(X21 n ~ x 2 | ) • (*2l + 2" x2i+l) * (X2| + 2~ x2|) 
z 021 *l) f-(2l) f) 3-((2l+2) r-(2M) r  ) 3  ( 3 )  
((2M) r-(21) r) 3 '((2i+2) r-(2i*l) r) 3-((2i*2) r-(2i) r) 3  
At this we notice that these coefficients depend only on r (on a) 
and i and not on n and can be calculated as follows 
k t  = - (z f  • l/z (  -1)/3, z (  = ((2i+2) r  -(21*l) r)/((2i+l) r  - (2i) r  ) 
On sublntervals [x,. x,.,], 1 = 1 n-1, we correct the received 
approximate values of Integrals I|(f) as follows 
l,(f): = lJJ(f> •lH.1(i)*t,x[l"(f)-lI?(f)-C l(f)l 
and finally we get the approximate value of Integral (1): 
Kg) = l0N(f)*l^(f) T,(f) .  (4) 
i=i 
3. Theorem. For the method described above the error 
estimation ^ ,-p for ß < 4, 
1.1(g)-Kg)l i  с п - 4/лп for ß = 4. (5) 
n"4  for ß > 4 
is valid. 
Proof. For the first summand in (4) we get the estimation 
I J" g (x)dx - l0N(f)| = I J  g(x)  dx  -  f ( * '  g t f ( 0 )  • x , N  j  s  
о о z  
x N x N  
s J |g(x) |dx | f (x 1 N ) |-x, N /2 s c( J x "dx + <x, N } l ~ a )s 
о 0 
«с, (xN) 1 - ™ = С |<1/п> г и~ в )  = c ?n- p  (6) 
Using the estimation on the remainder term of the trapezoidal 
rule we get x _ ,  ( z )  
I J  f(x) dx - I, (f)| s  max |f"(5)| '— s  
XN E«[XN,XT: 
21 s о  
rl/ ( |- a )  - , „-ß (7) 
which shows the  needed er ror  es t imat ion on the  second summand in  (4) .  
8 
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In case of other summands In (4 ) we deduce the remainder term 
of the trapezoidal formula using the Taylor expansion of f(x), fCxji.j) 
and f(x£ ) at point x= x^,,.,. We can write 
х2?ч 
J Z I > 2  g(x)dx = I, n  (f) *f-(x,Jl t) • Kf, • r'(xz^,)K2 S, * 
[(Х21-2" X2I"I> S  * ( X2i't ' X2l' SJ • [ f' , V |?' )(X2Hl"X2iN  ^ * 
where 
K,V-(x.N2-x.N)3/12. 
^2,1 =  {^X2l*2 " X2l*l' ~(X2|-M~X2I ' " 2(X2 1 4.2  - X2 1  )[(XZ | <.2-X2, t |) 
-t*.Si,"x»W/24 
and Še[x2 l  •. х21+г] 1  ? e[ x2i • x2i*i]s  š e[x2i*i- х21*г]-
Analogously for 1 = 1 n-1 the equality 
X
N 
f "* 'gWdx = I^(f) - l£,(f) * Hx.Ji.J-Kfj * Г(х 2Ц,)К^, • 
-Я 
* (  - +  ( 9 £ } +  4P)-u^-xav 
is valid, where 
K i  1  Г-  ( Х г Пг Х 2Г ) 3  -  ( Х 2И2- Х 2И , ) 3 ] / 1 2 .  
<1= [< Х2Г- Х2Н,) 4-
and 
5.Г-1*« Г.Г « [x2hpx2HJ 
Observing the Runge idea, we determine two coefficients к , and k\  
such that 
j k , * k \ -  1 
I *,<. • VKf.,-0 
From here we get the expression (3) and therefore also the following 
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inequality holds 
* N »  
R,(f)== I j f(x)dx - t, l1(f) - (l-*1)(l^ l{f)HHi i^j(f))l s 
N 
* I*, I • c.(x,f)—••(x lj; i-*1j,)e. 
Here the assumption (2) and Inequalities 
V N N N N N N 
21+1 21 2i + 2 21+1 21*2 *21 
are used. 
It is easy to see the bondedness of sequence {k t) which 
converges to -1/3 by i->® (or by r-»l, which corresponds to the well-
known Runge constant for the trapezoidal rule on the uniform grid). 
With the help of equality (2i*l)r-(2i)r = r-?r_1, £e[2i, 21+1] , 
we can estimate the coefficients K, , as follows 
<,i • = i f • ®)')' - ((-^f- >'Л -
where fje[2i,2i+]], |,е[21+1,21+2], ? 2 e[?.?,] and c t  are some 
constants. 
From this IKj jI s с (^-) (2i + 2) 4 r* 5  and analogously the 
inequalities 
IK®,| s c(if(2i*2)4r~5 
and 
N „ N,5 ,  „ /1 \ s r,0 i  o\3r-s 2 i + 2 ~ 21 ' C  (n) (21 * 2) 
hold. This permits us to conclude that 
R,(f) (1' c(^ra-3) • (if (21* 2),r'5* 
s  c I(i)r(1"">-rer-3r**r-S • c3  (^) r ( 1 - < X > .  | -«xr-4r*5,-S = 
= ctn"e (I)0"5. 




x?L J f(x) - I, (f)| i с n" p  (i) -P (8) 
holds. Using the equality 
n-1 





n ß - 4  
for ß < 4, 
for ß = 4. 
for ß > 4 
from (8) and (6),(7) Immediately the Inequality (5 ) follows. 
The Theorem Is proved. 
4. Numerical experiments, 
The method Is tested with the functions 
g(x) = x~™, 0<a s0,7 
and 
g(x) = Inx . 
In case of larger a the results obtained with the relatively 
similar program are not authentic because of the accumulation of 
round-off errors in the neigbourhood of the point of singularity. 
In Figure 1 the behavior of real errors on subintervalsby ß = 3 , b = 0.1, 
a =0.5 and n = 64 is presented. With curve ( ) the errors of the 
trapezoidal rule on the sparse grid (n = 64) are given, with curve ( ) 
the errors of the trapezoidal rule on the dense grid are given and with 
continuous curve ( ) the errors after correction are present. We 
remark that by other a (Osa <0.7), b (0.0001 < b s 100) and n (n s256) 
the errors behave fully analogously. By other ß (2 s ß s 4.5) the 
curves ( ) and ( - -) behave otherwise: the absolute values of 
errors are mainly decreasing by ß < 3 and Increasing by ß > 3. In the 
last case in numerical experiments the convergence rate is lower 
than theoretically expected. 
Er 
'I-
Figure 1. The errors on subintervals obtained with the present 
method. 
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The errors 1(g)- fig) are condensed In the given Table 1. 
N 8 16 32 64 128 2S6 
trapezoidal rule 0.066 0.017 0.0042 0.0010 0.00026 0.000065 
after correction 0.127 0.018 0.0024 0.00030 0.000038 0.00000*8 
Table 1. Real errors. 
on first subintervals. This Is caused by the fact that for aaMil I the 
coefficients it, are relatively large (see Table 2) and therefore 
( K* ,•(!-*,) •**,,,•*,) H*^,) 
is also relatively large. 
1= 1 2 3 4 7 15 31 63 
ft
 
r -0.48 -0.39 -0.36 -0.3S -0.34 -0.334 -0.334 -0.3334 
a = 0.5 -1.42 -0.68 -0.51 -0.44 -0.37 -0.342 -0.335 -0.3338 
a =0.7 -5.37 -1.66 -0.95 -0.69 -0.46 -0.361 -0.340 -0.3350 
Table 2. Coefficients by ß -3. 
Recommendation.We advise to compute without correction on 
these subintervals where the inequality 
* |K^>l(l-i: i) + K® l.t llir,(x^ |)| 
is valid. By using the assumption (2) It Is possible to see that the 
number of such intervals Is finite. For our functions this number 
depended only on a and ß and Is present in Table 3 by ß = 3 (denoted 
with k). 
a 0-0.05 0.06-0.34 0.35-0.5 0.51-0.59 0.6-0.66 0.67-0.7 
к 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Table 3. The number of subintervals without correction. 
The numerical results received with this modified method are 
presented in Table 4 and in Figure 2. 
- 33 -
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N 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 
trapezoidal 




0.252 0.038 .0028 .00023 .000021 .0000022 .00000025 
Tabel 4. Real errors obtained with modified method. 
Er 
16 32 48 Ы 
Figure 2. The errors on subintervals obtained with modified 
method. 
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ПРИБЛИЖЕННОЕ ВЫЧИСЛЕНИЕ 
СЛАБО СИНГУЛЯРНЫХ ИНТЕГРАЛОВ 
П Уба 
Резюме 




где функция g (х) имеет в точке х = о интегрируемую особенность, изуча­
лись многими авторами (см.. например [2,4,5]). При "явно" заданных 
особенностях ( g(x) = g ( x)log(x) или у(х)= g ( x)x a, -1 < а < О, 
g^x) - достаточно гладкая функция) авторы предлагают или воспользо-
ватся неравномерными сетками (см. [41) или построить соответствующие 
квадратурные формулы Гаусса ([5]). 
В данной статье исследуется случай, когда о функции g(x) извест­
но лишь то, что 
lg ( k )(x)| 4 clxf < x~ k, 0<xsb, а <1, k = 0,1,2,3,4, 
или 
Ig(x)I s cllnxl, |g ( k )(x)| 4 c|x| " k, 0<xsb, k= 1,2,3,4. 
Для приближенного нахождения таких интегралов предлагается 
применить формулы трапеции на сильно неравномерных сетках с после­
довательным уточнением по Рунге . Доказано, что при правильном 
выборе параметра неравномерности сетки достижима сходимость метода 
четвертого порядка. Применены численные эксперименты, на базе кото­
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COLLOCATION METHOD FOR FINDING PERIODIC 
SOLUTIONS OF QUADRATIC AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
Peep Mtldla 
One reason which complicates the numerical study 
of solutions of differential equations and systems is the 
need to verify the theoretical and qualitative conditions 
of convergence theorems. In this paper we give the 
conditions of convergence of collocation and Galerkin 
methods for finding periodical solutions of autonomous 
systems. Those conditions are "less qualitative" and so 
more easily controllable with a computer in the concrete 
problems case. The main results touch upon the systems 
with quadratic right-hand terms. 
1. Preliminary м«црщчНппи..H гичИ. WP consider the problem 
of finding non-trivial periodic solutions of autonomous system 
Z' = F(Z), (1) 
where Z = (z, z n i). Let F(Z) = (f,(Z) f m(Z)) be a given vector-
function of class C' (i.e. functions f,(z l t.. ,z m), 1 = 1 m are 
continuous and continuously dlfferentiable by z, z m) at least in 
the regions described below. Assume that system (1) has a periodic 
solution Z*=Z*(t) = (z*(t) z^(t)) with some less period u*>0, 
i.e. Z*(t) = Z*(t+u*) vt and there does not exist u, 0<u<<o*, with 
the same property. We need some more precise information about 
Z*. namely, assume that the number a from the range of first compo­
nent of Z* is known such that 
3ta: z*(te) = a and z*'(ta ) r  0. (2) 
Without restricting generality we may take ta = 0. Further we intro­
duce other presumptions about system (1). 
Now for the convenience of reading we recall some known 
results in the form corresponding to our alms. At first, we need the 
convergence theorem for the equations with regularly converging 
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operators from [3]. 
Theorem 1. Let two Banach spaces E and F be given. Consider 
operators А: О t E-»F and An: flnsE-*F (O and On are open sets, 
n«N»{l,2,3,4,...f) for which the following conditions be fullfilled. 
(I) The equation Au = 0 has a solution u*«0 and the operator A 
is Frechet dlfferentiable at u*. 
(ii) There is a positive S such that the operators An (n«N) are 
Frechet dlfferentiable In the ball ||u-u*|EsS, and for any E >0 there 
is a 8e (0<SE <8) such that, for every n«N, 
IIAn'(u) -An'(u*)l | sE  whenever ||u-u*||E<8e. 
(ill) lAnu*llp -» 0 (n*N). 
(Iv) (The condition of regular convergence of Frechet derivatives.) 
IIAn'(u*)l| s const (neN); 
ll[An'(u*)-A'(U*)]u» -» 0 VueE (neN); 
l|unllE* const, sequence ([An'(u*)]un) Is compact In F » 
* sequence (un) is compact in E. 
(v) An'(u*) (neN) are Fredholm operators of index zero, i.e. 
dim ЛГ(А п'(и*)) = codlm J?(A n'(u*)) and Л(А п'(и*)) is closed. Here 
ff(-) and Л(•) denote the zero space and the range of corresponding 
operators. 
(vi) tf(A'(u*)) = {0}. 
Then there exist n0«N and 80 (o<80<8) such that the equation 
Anu = 0 has for nin0 a unique solution un* In the ball Hu - u*ЙЕ«S0. 
Besides ü* -* u* with an error estimate 
. c,|Anu*yF s  llu*-u*||E s  Cj l lAnu*l | F  . (3) 
where c, and cz are positive constants. 
Let us consider system (1) again. Condition (2) makes it possible 
to define a Poincare mapping in some open neighbourhood U of point 
Z*(0)«Z on the hyperplane £ = (Z«Rm: z, = a}. We shall use the follo­
wing notations for the neigbourhoods of point Z0=(z°,z20 z^) = 
M«,Z 2 °  Z m °)eE:  





Now U can be considered as UgtZ'fO)) with some o>0. We also use 
the notations 
•zv( ŽXf 
and P.- l^(Z*(0)) -• I for (m-1 - dimensional) Poincare mapping. 
As it is known, the Poincare mapping is usually introduced by 
the one-parameter group of shifts (S t) along the trajectories of 
system (1). So, by the definition, P(Z*(0)) = S^.fZ'fO)). Moreover, 
for every point Z«Uc(Z*(0)) there exists the least "receiving time" 
to E which we denote by u=u(Z). So, P(Z) = S^fZ) for Z « Uo(Z ,(0)). 
Further, we can put 
Y = Z-Z*(0) . Q(Y) = P(Z)-Z*(0), Zeiyz*«))). 
As F is a C'-function, the expanding 
Q(Y) = Y°*LY + Q,(Y) (4) 
Is possible in the neighbourhood of origin, 
Y° = P(Z)-Z*(0), ZeUgtZ'tO)). 
Here L denotes the linear part of Poincare mapping. We now can 
demand that there exist positive constants o0 and k0 such that for 
arbitrary Y'.Y", llY'||Rm so, llY"llRms о, о<о 0, 
HQ,(Y')- Q,(Y")l e m  s k 0  ellY'-Y"|l H m. (S) 
The treatment above is completely nonconstructive , still we do not 
know Z*(0)e£. But, due to [2], the same treatment is obtained if 
instead of Z*(0) in expansion (4) and inequality (5) we use arbitrary 
(in the sense of the next theorem below) point 7°e Z. 
Theorem 2. let S^/Z0)*! US^fZ0)-Z0llRm = £ and for some 
Q0sC0  the next inequality holds: 
IKL-ir'll (4- • k0'õo ) s  ' • , 6> 
where L is the linear part of expanding (4) for the point Z°. I is 
unity transformation and Q0,k0 are the constants from (5). Then In 
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the õ0  - neighbourhood of Z° there exists one and only one fixed point 
of Poincare mapping P. 
For proof see [2]. This theorem, naturally, has sense only when­
ever expanding (4) Is correct, i.e. If the Poincare mapping Is defined 
in U0o(Z°). 
2. DUcOTerv si the fixed point al Poincare mapping. There Is 
another Interesting result In [2]. Namely, the estimation of constant 
k„ In the case where the terms on the right-hand side of system (1) 
are polynomials of power not higher than two. The following estimate 
Is obtained: 
k0 * £0 = m-[br(c'^) * c.-cjc. + b.-o) •' c7  • 
(7) 
*^(ci c5 c» - l / i"+c8 ci*b*) + C| C, C9-Vm •Cg C9], 
where 
b, = 2c,3с, и,, b, = гс.-с^с, 2*!)-«^ . 
с 7 = - ^ а  ( ^ c t ^ ) ( c ^ b r Q ) .  
ce = cs bi'0 +  ^c, c 2  о • c, c t  b, c2  * |Ь,сге3 . 
_ ci + 2bi(2c* + l) 
9  " C,-C(C, C, + CeO) ' 
The constants c,.c z  c 6  depend upon the system In the nelgbour-
hood of point Z°e£ for which S^Z^I.m Is the dimension of the system 
and с Is the parameter of neighbourhood. Denote by <Kt,t 0) the 
fundamental matrix of solutions of the linearized system 
Г = F'(S tZ°)Y (8) 
such that <Kt0,t0) = l. 
Then 
c,= max H<Ht.,t0)ll, 
Oitoitf <0)j 
where spectral norm Is considered. In [2] the algorithm of effective 
computing of c, Is given. For quadratic right-hand terms other 
constants are stralghtly computable: 
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10* 
с г :  I dZjdZk y ) Z kl S  c 2 ' l i Y # R m HZII R m t 
max max |f,(Z)| 
.W_ F•7 0^ I 
c, = max !F'(Z)I| ;  с 
Z.W„(Z°) 
max l|F(Z)|| 
Z.W„(Z°) 1  
Note that the method of the estimation of e and u>, In (6) or In (7) Is 
also shown in [2]. This method is based on the construction of pseudo-
trajectory with the finite-difference method. The same result might 
be obtained via collocation method or the Galerkin method but this 
is not a matter under discussion in this paper. We summarize this 
referred result in the following way. 
Let the right-hand side terms of system (1) be the polynomials 
of power not higher than two and let the assumptions about (1) made 
in Part 1 of this paper be fulfilled. Then to verify the existence of the 
unique fixed point of Poincare' mapping In U0(Z°) for some point 
Z°=Rm it is enough to compute the value of £„ in (71 and then check up 
inequalities (5) and (6). For details of the numerical treament see [2]. 
The uniqueness of the fixed point of Poincare mapping in some 
open set implies isolatedness of the closed trajectory passing through 
this point. Denote by Z° the unique fixed point of Poincare mapping 
in UptZ0), If only such exists; <s£. Since for distinct points Z° the 
fixed point Z° may be the same, we leave out upper index zero-, so, 
Zq would be a fixed point of Poincare' mapping, for which there exists 
Z®eE such that Zp is the unique fixed point of Poincare mapping in 
UpCZ0). Fix now an opened region ПсЕ and denote by V(p,II) the 
set of all points Z^ «П (for arbitrarly fixed Q>0). It does not follow 
from our assumptions about system (1) that sets V(Q,II) are not empty 
for every or some 0*0 even If Z*(0)eII. The reason is that we do 
not know whether Z*(0) is an isolated fixed point of (corresponding) 
Poincare mapping or not. But if we find Z° for which Theorem 2 Is 
fulfilled with some o = 00 a°d U0o(Z°)cII then sets V(e.II) are not 
empty for every о«<г 0. 
The exact description of sets V(g,II) would be an Interesting 
problem to solve further. It is clear that the numerical treatment 
mentioned above is of the character of trial and error and so it is not 
enough to satisfy those purposes, at least theoretically. 
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We now assume that f,(Z)*0 for Zell. It makes us sure that 
among the points of V(Q,II) there are no fixed points corresponding 
to trivial periodic solutions of system (1) or to the so-called stable 
points of system (1). This assumption Is not a real restriction because 
we are free In the choice of П. If for some Q = Q 0  the set V(o 0,II) is not 
empty then for every ZeУ(о,П) we may consider the least returning 
time of the trajectory S tZ to E, i.e. the period u(Z) of the corres­
ponding solution. The fundamental matrix 4>(t,0) of linearized system 
Y' = F'(StZ)Y determines the multlpllcators of system (1) corresponding 
to periodical solution StZ; we recall that multlpllcators are defined 
as eigenvalues of 4>(o(Z),0). It Is known that among those there is 
the simple multiplicator equal to 1. or, the equivalent statement, the 
corresponding linearized system has exactly one-dimensional space 
of (d(Z)-periodical solutions spanned on ̂  (StZ). 
3. Convergence of the collocation method. Consider (1) in assum­
ptions made in the beginning of Section 1. It Is convenient to make the 
change of variable t-»Xt, where Х = 2я/ы and ы Is the new variable 
for unknown period of Z*. The system (1) takes form 
where 2л - periodic function and the value of parameter X are to 
be determined . Note that to u*-periodic solution Z* of system (1) 
corresponds to the pair (X*,X*} of solutions of (9), where X* Is 2я-
periodic and X* =2я/ш*; X* = (x* x^J). 
Introduce the following Banach spaces. 
H 1  - space of absolutely continuous 2n-periodic vector-func­
tions with equivalent norms: 
H° = Lz(0,2n;IRITI) where the functions of Lz(0,2R;Rm) we take 
as continued in 2fl-periodic, 
XX' = F(X), (9) 
IIX|IH,= (||X|| L 2 (0 .2K;R m ) +  "ь 2(0.2л=к т)) " 
11ХГ Н, = llXti C(0,2JX :R m) * " X  "ь 2(0,2л ;к т) ' 
1-1 О 
E = H'xR and F = H°*R with norms 
ll(X ,X)llE = IIXIIH .  * IXI, 
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II 
#(Y.M)Hp  = IIY|Ih o4(1|. 
Below the simple notations С and L 2  Instead of С[0,2л ;R m] 
and L z[0,2n ;R m] respectively will be used. 
We intend to find the approximation to X* in the form X n(t)= 
= (x l n(t) хтп'*)) • where the components are trigonometrical 
polynomials, 
с n  
x l n(t) = -P * £ (ck l  cos kt dk l  sin kt), i = l m. 
k = 0  
For this we use the method of collocations 
XX •(t,) = F(Xn(t1)), 1 = 0,1 2n, t, = lh, h = 2n/(2n»l), 
n n (10) 
x ln(0)=a:  
or the Galerkin method 
x/*e,(t)Xn(t)dt = /"e.(t)F(X (t))dt, i'0 2n , о i n о 1  n  (11) 
x l n(0) = a, 
where e J k(t) = coskt, e 2 k,,(t) = sinkt. 
The equivalent presentation of problems (9) and (10) we give in 
the form of operator equations 
A(X,X) = 0 (12) 
and 
A n(X n.X n) = 0, (13) 




Here Pn is the Lagrange projector, which corresponds to the inter­
polation of functions with trigonometric polynomials on the uniform 
set. Analogous presentation is obtained for the Galerkin method (11). 
The corresponding operator equation is (13) where In the definition 
(15) of operator An Instead of Pn stays orthoprojector 0n which 
corresponds to the approximation of functions with finite Fourier 
sums. In [4] the properties of Pn and 0n are completely investigated;  
for us the following conditions are important: 
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"Pn"c-L 2  S  C O n S t  :  
IIPnX-XII,„-»0 VXeC, n — i 
L 116) 
l | 0nHL«-L2< con5t 1 
ll0nX-XIIL>-0 vXeL2, п-юо . 
Further we consider only the case of the collocation method because 
0 n  satisfies more stronger conditions than we shall use for P n. 
Prove now that if the mentioned assumptions about system (1) 
hold, then for operators A and A n  (neN) defined by (14) and (15) 
correspondingly the presumptions (i)-(v) of Theorem 1 are true. 
(i) The pair (X*,X*) is the demanded solution of (12) in E = H'xR 
and A' is in the form: 
Г A VY* 1 *t~lrY 1 (t))Y + (I-X (t)\ [A (X ,X )J(Y,|i) = [ y i ( 0) )• 
(ii) The derivative of An  is the following: 
This is a continuous operator because F is dlfferentiable. Establish 
the second demanded condition: 
||[A'(X.X)-A'(X*,X*)](Y, li)l|F  = 
= ||(X -X*)Y'- Pn[F'(X(t)) - F'(X*(t))]Y * |iPn(X'(t)-X*(t))||H 0  $ 
* IX-X*MIY'|Il2 + IIP„IIC^L= • |[F-(X(t)) - F'(X*(t))]Y||c • 
• ini-npniic^L 2-iix'-x* ,iic  s E • (иYn*H, + mi). 
The last inequality holds whenever IIX -X*|| c  + IX - X*| sS. Equivi-
valence of norms II II, and II • II,' gives us 
£ = const max {IX -X*|, HPJIC-.L2  ' m®x  "fk ~fk 
IIPnllc^L2'IIX'™Xe' l lc1' 
(iii) We have 
IIAn(X,.X*)|lF = ||An(X*,X*) - A(X*,X*)|IF = 
= IIX*-(PnX*'-X*')-(PnF(X")-F(X*))llLJ s 
I I *  
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i IX*| • |PnX*'-X*'llL, • õPnF(X*) - F(X*)|I l, 0 
when n-»<= because of (16). 
(Iv) Compute 
H[A,;(X\X*)](Y.|i)lp  = «XeY l-PnF(X*)Y»nP„Xe'llL,*ly,(0)| * 
* IX*I• IY H l,• BPn«c_L,• #FCX')llc-lYllc4|i|• 11Р„ИС^„ IIX''l c* 
• |Y«C  * M (|Y|'H,*||i|). 
»[A^(X*,X*) -A'(X*.X*)](Y,|i)llp  = #PnF(X*)Y-F(X*)Y • 
• |i-(PnX*'-X*')lL >  i |PnF(Xe)Y-F'(X ,)Y|lL, • 
• IHlHPnX ,'-Xe'lL, -» 0 because of (16). 
Let IIYn |lH, t||in | t const and the sequence ([An(X*.X*)](Yn,nn)) be 
compact In F. The last means. Indeed. compactness in L2  of the sequ­
ence (X*Y'n-PnF'(X*)Yn). The boundedness of (Yn) In H' implies 
compactness In С of (P nF'(X*)Y n) because of (16) and our main 
assumptions about (1). Finally, the assumption about compactness 
of ([A^(X ,,X*)](Y n,|i n)) implies necessary result: (Y n) is compact 
in H 1  and so (Y n,n nl Is compact in E. 
(v) The operator В = X е  is a Fredholm operator 
with index zero. By the way, dim JV(B) = codimJi(B) = m. Other com­
ponents of A^tX'.X*) are finite-dimensional and so the operator 
А^Х'.Х*) is a Fredholm operator with index zero as well (see 
also [1,3]). 
We saw that prepositions (l)-(v) of Theorem 1 are fulfilled for 
operator equations (12) and (13). Only the (vi) is "absent" for the appli­
cation of the whole result. In [1] analogous treatment was realized for 
the equations of order m but not for systems and there condition (vi) 
was taken as a previous assumption. Now we formulate the main result. 
Theorem 3. Consider system (1) In the following assumptions. 
1° Terms of the right-hand side of (1) are polynomials of power 
not higher.than two. 
2° For some Z°eRm Theorem 2 is true with some Q = Q0 and k0 
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given In (7). 
3° f,(Z)*0 for ZeiyZ0). 
Then there exist n0«N and 80 such that the collocation method 
(10) with a =z,° determines for ntn0 a unique solution (X^.X*) 
s u c h  t h a t  t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  X*( t )  p a s s e s  U 0 ( Z ° )  o n  t h e  p l a n e  I  = 
= (ZeRm: z, = z,0}. Besides «Xn*-X*|IH, -» 0 , |Xn*-X*| -• 0 (n«N) 
where (X'.X1) will be the solution of problem (9). The convergence 
speed Is 
IIX*-X*IIH, • IX*-X*I i c ||PnX , ,-X*1UL 2  . (17) 
Proof. Consider the problem of finding the periodical solution 
of (1) and collocation method (10) in the form of operator equations 
(12) and (13) correspondingly and show that the presumptions of 
Theorem 1 hold. 
From 1° it follows that F is dlfferentiable and 2° implies the 
existence of solution (X*,X<)-(S t / x» Z^o> 2л/ы(2^о)) (cf. Section 2) 
of equation (12). 
As proved above,the conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 1 are ful­
filled, at that also in open set 
0 = {(X,X)eE: X(0)eUOi(Z^,o),X l<X<X2} 
with some real positive p,, X, and X2 such that 
Ue1(^0)cUo0(Z<,)<::Z'' 
According to the discussion of Section 2 condition (vi) of Theorem 1 
follows from 2° and 3°. The application of the whole Theorem 1 with 
fin  =D (neN) gives us our statements. Prove the estimation (17). 
From (3) we get 
llX'n-X*1^, • IX*n-X*| s CjIIAn(X*,X*)llp = 
= c2 | |An(X*,X ,)-A(X*X*)HF= c2IIX ,PnX ,'-X*X , 1-PnF(X*)-F(X ,)HL 2  = 
= c2 | |2X*(PnX* ,-X*1)llL 2  = c-|lPnX*1-X , ,llL 2, 
Q.E.D. 
Analogical result can be formulated for the Galerkin method 
(11). Then orthoprojectors On  must be taken instead of Lagrange 
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МЕТОД КОЛЛОКАЦИИ ДЛЯ НАХОЖДЕНИЯ ПЕРИОДИЧЕСКОГО 
РЕШЕНИЯ КВАДРАТИЧНОЙ АВТОНОМНОЙ СИСТЕМЫ 
Пээп Мийдла 
Резюме. 
В статье исследуются условия сходимости методов коллокации 
и Галеркина нахождения периодического решения автономной системы 
(1). Доказана теорема 3 сходимости методов, в которой требование о 
простоте мултипликатора равной единице системы (1) вытекает как 
следствие. При этом предполагается,что правые части системы (1) - суть 
многочлены степени не высше двух. Новым требованием является выпол­
ненность теоремы 2 с оценочной константой (7). Численный алгоритм 
проверки неравенства (6) приведен в [2]. Доказательство опирается на 
абстрактной теореме сходимости из [3]. 
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Acta et commentationes unlversltatis Tartuensis, 937, 1992 , 47-62. 
ON THE CONCEPT OF DISCRETE CONVERGENCE 
IN THE CASE OF NORMED SPACES 
Otto Karma 
In this paper one possible concretization of F.Stummel's 
scheme of discrete approximation for normed spaces is 
considered . The concepts of consistency, closedness, 
stability, SBJl-stability, regularity and SB-regularity of 
the sequences of operators at some point v are discussed . 
The behaviour of the sequences of the solutions and 
approximate solutions of approximating equations is 
examined. 
1. Introduction Let us consider the equation Au = v with the ope­
rator A:U-»V. In many cases, to get the approximate solution of this 
equation, the following approach is applied. The operator A is replaced 
by the other operator B,, which is in some sense close to A (approxi­
mating A), so that the new problem is easier to investigate. The solu­
tion of the new problem is then considered to be an approximation 
of the solution of the original problem. At that it is often reasonable 
to choose the operator Bf  acting from Xj to Yj with X, and Y(  different 
from U and V, respectively. In addition it is, mostly, natural to look 
at the operator B, as at a member of the family (B,) of operators 
which are approaching, in some sense, to A. 
Various schemes for connecting the spaces X, and U (Y, and V) 
can be used. A very general scheme of the discrete convergence 
was developed in [ 1, 2]. For normed spaces U.X,, UN one example 
of discrete convergence is as follows: the sequence of operators 
r,: U-tX, , IeN is fixed and the convergence x,->u is defined as the 
convergence l|x,-r,u||x.-»0 (i<=IN). Moreover, for normed spaces any 
reasonable discrete convergence can be presented this way. 
Nevertheless, in some cases it may appear to be more convenient 
for concrete applications, as well as for developing abstract theory, 
to use also other schemes of discrete approximation. 
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Here we propose the following scheme. Let for every X, ,ieN 
the normed space U, and "connecting" operators p,u: U-• U,, px :  X, -» U, 
( prolongations, projectors, embeddlngs, restrictions, ...) be fixed. We 
say that x,-»u If llpXx,-p,uul!ut-»0 (ieN). 
In this scheme the abstract theory of approximation methods 
can be developed analogically to the case when the convergence is 
defined by the operators rt-. U-»X, (look e.g. [3 j). The advantage of 
the scheme, proposed here, Is that that It Is more natural for some 
practical applications and that, in some cases, naturally defined 
connecting operators p|U.p,x are linear and bounded whereas naturally 
defined operators r,:U-»X, are not such. For example, in the case of 
projection methods we can take U, = U, p,u = I, X,tU. p,x embedding 
operators, V,=Y, = p,vV with p,Y=I and with p,v discretization 
operators defined by the concrete method (B, = p,vApx). 
In the following we shall denote by N the sequence of natural 
numbers and by N, N'.... Its infinite subsequences. The notation a,-»a 
(ieN) with a,a, real numbers means that the sequence l«,)^ 
converges to a. The notation ot,sc (ieN) means that oc,ic for all 
IeN with constant c, which Is independent on I. As a rule, spaces 
are marked by capital letters (with subindices) and their elements 
by corresponding small letters (with upper Indices), I.e. u,u',...eU. 
Xj,X|',...e X| etc. We shall often omit the record (ieN) If it is clear 
which sequence of Indices Is considered, especially in the proofs. 
2. Convergence of sequences (x^) with • Let U.Uj.X, (IeN) 
be normed spaces over the same field of constants lKe{R,C} and let 
Pu  ={p,U: U-U,)u n  , P^tp^iXj-tU,!,.,, be two systems of 
"connecting" operators . We call a sequence (x,),.N  of elements x,eX,, 
ieN converging (or .more exactly, discretely PuPx-converging) to a 
limit element ueU if ||P|XX|-P|U u |lu, "* 0  Ce N); w e  write It x,-»u (ieN). 
By this definition, it is clear that 
X,-»U ( i eN)  *»  Xj-»U ( i eN 1 )  vN'cN. 
We call a sequence (x,),.N of elements x,eXj, IeN (discretely) 
compact if its every subsequence contains a convergent subsequence: 
VN'eN 3N"tN', UeU:Xj->U (ieN"). 
It is clear that every convergent sequence is compact and that 
every subsequence of a compact sequence Is also compact. It is easy 
to verify by reductio ad absurdum proof that If a compact sequence 
has only one cluster point u then this sequence is converging to u. 
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Further we assume that the systems Pu  and Px  are asympto­
tically linear, i.e.: 
||p,u(otu >a'u") - (ap,uu t«'p,uu')|u -»0 (ieN) vu.u'e U, a.a'e |K, (2.1) 
flp^ax^a'xIMap^+a'p^x^llyj-^OUeN) vx,-+u ,x|-»u'(ieN),a,a'«|K. (2.2) 
In this article we say that we have a normed discrete approxi­
mation scheme jf(U,U1,X l,Pu,Px), shortly normed DAS /(U.U^X,), 
if the following assumptions (NO), (N1), (N2) are fulfilled: 
(NO) vu 3(X|) | eN  : Xj->u (ieN), (2.3) 
(N1) llp,uu||Ui -+ 0 (i e N £ N) * u = 0, (2.4) 
(N2) llp, xX|llU i-» 0 (ieN) «-• IIX|Hx, "* 0  ( i e N'- (2.5) 
We notice t,hat, by assumption (NO), every convergent sequence 
x,-»u (ie Nt N) can be "filled up" to be convergent sequence x,->u (ie N): 
3(х/),еМ: х,'-и (ieN), х,'=х, (i = N). 
It is clear that every normed DAS is a metric discrete limit space 
( with Ru = l(x l) i e N  I llp xXj-Pj Uu|| U l-»0 (ieN) } ) and a metric discrete 
approximation by [2 J and that every discrete approximation jf(E,nE,,R) 
of normed spaces in [ 1 ] can be considered as a normed DAS /(£,£,,11,) 
with и, = Е,. pj U  = I, ieN (See e.g.Cl] ). If for a normed DAS jf(U,U,,X,) 
the implication x,-»u * 11х,Нх,-»11и|1и holds then rf(U,U,,X,) can be 
considered as a discrete approximation j#(U,nX,,R) of normed spaces. 
Further we shall use the same notation I! II for norms in all 
normed spaces 
From (2 .1) - (2 .5) it follows easily that : 
1) IIPi U O u l l  - 0 (ieN), llp X0 X |ll U i  -> 0 (ieN), (2.6) 
2) 0 X. -• 0U  (ieN), (2.7) 
3) x,-»0u (i e Nc IN) ** 11р,хх,|| -»O(ieNcN)*» ||x, II-> 0 (ie Ns N) (2.8) 
4) Xj-»u, x,-*u' (i = NcN) * u' = u (2.9) 
(every convergent sequence has exactly one limit element), 
5) Xj-»U,  х,'->и' (i e N с N) • 
» (ах, *a'x,') -» (au + a'u') (ieN), va,a'e|K (2.10) 
(the limit process is linear), 
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6) x,-»u. x,'-»u (UN) •» x t-»u, ||x,-x,'ll-»0 (UN) w (2 11) 
x,-»u, x,-x,' -*0U  (UN), 
7) (x,)„N. (x,'),.N  are compact • (ax,+ a'x t'),.N  is compact va,a'e|K. 
We give here short proofs of assertions (2.6)-(2.11): 
1) (2.6) follows from (2.1) and (2.5) (in (2.1) we take a=a' = 0), 
2) (2.6) • llpiX0X l-p,uOull -• 0 w 0X |-*0U, 
3) x,-»0 •» IIP|Xx,-p,uOull -» 0 ** llp^Xjll -» 0 ** llx,l|-*0, 
4) x,-*u, x,-»u' «•» l|p,xx,-p,uu||. IIP|Xx,-p,uu'|l -» 0 * 
•» llp,uu-p,uu'||-»0 • llp,u(u-u')l!-»0 * u-u' = 0, 
5) llpx(ax, • a'x,') - p,u(au • a'u')II = 
= ||op i xx i  + a ,p i xx1 ,-ap t uu-а'р,ии'|1 » 0 (1) -» 0, 
6) x,-»u, x,'-»u Цр х ,-р, и | |-»0, Up, x ,'-p, u | |-*0 «* 
•» x,-»u, llp^-p^x/l-^O *» x,-*u, |Р|Х(х,-х, ' ) | | -»0 «-»  
*» x,-»u, llx,-Xj'll-• 0 •** x,-»u, x,-x,'-»Ou . 
For normed spaces E,F we denote by Л(Е,Р) the normed 
space of bounded linear operators A:E-»F with the norm ||A|| = 
= sup{||Ae|||eeE, Hell = 1}. 
The important special case, when (2.1) and (2.2) are fulfilled. 
Is the case of linear operators p,u, px, UN. In this case the as­
sumption (N2) is equivalent to the following assumption (2.12): 
3ig .c,c'>0: p^e^tx,.!!,). llpxNc, llpxx,||гc'llx,ll Vii i„ ,  x,cX,. (2.12) 
Let us prove It. 
a) It is clear that if (2.12) holds then (2.5) holds, too. 
b) Let (N2) hold but for some subsequence N' of indices there exist 
elements x, so that tlx,ll = l, llp^x,!!-*™ (UN'). Then for х,'== Xj/llp^x,!! 
we have #x,' D-»0, ||p,x x,'l = l (UN'). contrary to (N2). 
c) Let (N2) hold but for some subsequence N' of indices there 
exist elements x, so that ||p lxx1||/llx l||-»0 (UN'). Then for x,'-.= х,/||х,|| 
we have Их,*!! = 1. Ilp, x  x,'IH0 (UN'}, contrary to (N2). 
Particularly, If connecting operators p x, UN are linear then 
from the asumption (N2) it follows that the normed spaces X, are 
isomorphic with the subspaces p xX, of U, for Ui 0. 
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3. Consistency, closednesa and Д .ft-stability at v « V of sequences 
of operators . Let us consider the equation 
Au = v°, A: 2)(A)£ U-• V (3.1) 
and the sequence of "approximate" equations 
В,х, = у,°, , UN. (3 .2) 
For numerical methods It Is of interest to prove the convergence 
of the solutions and approximate solutions of (3.2) to the solution of 
(3.1). With this purpose assumptions suitable for applications and 
investigations are to be made. 
We propose that U.V.X^Y, (1 e IN) are normed spaces over the 
same field of constants IKe (C,R} and that some normed discrete 
approximation schemes JF(U,U|,X,,P U,P X), J#(V,V I,Y 1,P V,P v) are fixed. 
By A~'v we denote the set luell I Au = v|. 
The sequence of operators A,(B,) l e N  is called: 
1) consistent at v e V if 
vueA"'v 3(x, u), e N: Х^ЕЭСВ,), X"-»U, B,x"-»Au = v (IeN), (3.3) 
2) closed at ye V if, for every Ns IN, 
X,e3(B,), x,-»u, B,x,-»v (|eN) » u e 3)(A), Au = v. (3.4) 
Let further X be some fixed nonvoid set of sequences (Xj)j„N ,Nc N 
with XjE Xj so that 
(х,),.м(3 * (x,) i l N. =3 vN'sN. (3.5) 
Note that as a special case X may coincide with the set Л of all sequ­
ences (Xj) ieN , Ns N. If (Xj) ieNE Д, we say that (Xj) i e N  is a 3-sequence. 
In this article we say that the sequence of operators (B,),. Nis: 
1) J?-stable at VEV if, for every Nt IN, 
XpXj'sSKB,), x,-»u, В,Х,-»У, В,Х|'-»У ( IE  N) •» x,'-»u (i«N), (3.6) 
2) ДЛ-stable at v e V if, for every Nt IN, 
(x,')«Ж, XJ.x^eSXB,), x,-»u, B,x,-»v, В,х,'-»v (|EN) » (3 7) 
* x,'-»u (UN). 
It Is clear that if (B^.^ls Я-stable at v then (B,),„ Nls ЯЛ-stable 
at v for every ЯьЛ. 
Let us explain these concepts In the terms of approximations 
of the solution of (3 .1). 
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We call a sequence (x,)j„N  with x,e3)(B,) a sequence of e, solu 
tlons for (3.2) if BBjX,-yj°llse, (it N). If у°-*у" (UN) then (Xj),,,^ is a 
sequence of E,-solutions for (3.2) with E,-*0 (UN) if and only if 
x,«3(B,), B^-tv0 (UN). (Indeed, by (2.11), B,x,->v°. y,0-»v° ** y,°-»v°, 
!IB,x, -  У |°| |-*0. ) If у°«Л(А) and A,(B,) | l N  is consistent at v° then there 
always exist sequences (x,),„N so that x,eSKB,), B,x,-»v0 (UN). 
Let us assume that yt°-»v0 (UIN). Then : 
1) А.(В,),. М  is consistent at v° «•» for every solution u° of 
(3.1) there exists a converging to u° sequence (x,),.N of £,-solutions 
for (3.2) with E,-»0 (UN), 
2) A, (B,),.,>, is closed at v° if there exists converging to u 
sequence (x,)UN. Nc N of E,-solutions for (3.2) with E,-»0 then u is 
a solution of (3.1), 
3) (BPj.^is 3JZ-stable at v° «• if some sequence (Xj) l < N  , 
Nt N of Evolutions for (3.2) with E,-*0 (UN) is converging to u 
then every J-sequence (x,'),.^, of E',-solutions for (3.2) with E,'->0 
(IcN) is also converging to u. 
These assertions follow immediately from definitions. 
For numerical methods it is typical that the family (B,) of 
approximating operators is constructed so that A.tB,),.,., is consistent 
and closed (at every ve V). Then it is known that stability of (B,) is 
important for converging of the approximate solutions of (3.2) to 
the solution of (3.1). We illustrate this by the following Theorem 3 .1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let v°sJJ(A). Let us consider the following 
assertions (A) and (S) : 
(A) equation (3.1) has unique solution u 0 and for any 3-sequ-
ence (x,'),„N from x[ e2)(B,), B^' ->v° (ieN ) follows that x," -»u° (i«N ), 
(S) (B,)UN is 3JZ-stable at v°. 
Then : 
1) if A,(B,) |etg is closed at v° and (A) holds then (S) holds. 
2) if there exists Я-sequence (x,° ),.N so that В,х° -» v° (i«N), if 
A.(B,),.N is consistent at v° and if (S) holds then (A) holds . 
Proof. 1) If for some (Х|)6„м , Ns N we have x,-*u, B^,-* v° then, 
by closedness condition and unique solvability of (3.1), u = A-Ive=u°. 
Therefore, by (A), every 3-sequence (x,') leN such that В,Х,'-»У° will 
converge to u, as it is required for ЗА-stability at v°. 
2)For every ueA 'v0 by consistency assumption there exists a 
consistency sequence (x") i€N so that x,u-»u. B,x,u-»v° (UN). Thereby 
from ДЯ-stability follows that x° ->u for every ueA~'v°. Unique 
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solvability of (3.1) Is now the consequence of the uniqueness of the 
limit element for (x,0),.N. 
Letfurther u° = A-1v°. Then x,° -*u° , B,x,° -*v° and thereby , by (S), 
every J-sequence(x,'),.N such that B,xj -»v° Is also converging to u°.e 
4 . Д-regularltv at v V of sequences of operatora. It appears that 
the main difficulty In applying Theorem 3.1 to concrete numerical 
methods Is to prove ЗЛ-stablllty of (B,). Therefore various sufficient 
conditions for stability are used. 
We say that the sequence (B,),. N  of operators B,: 3)(B,) t X,-»Y, Is : 
1) regular at y°eV if, for every Ns N, 
B,x(-»v0 (ieN) » (X|) |«n is compact, (4.1) 
2)  Д-reeular at v° fV if, for every Ns N, 
( x , ' ) ,„N e ,$.  В,х,'->у° (UN) * (x,'),. N  is compact. (4.2) 
It is clear that If (В,),. к  is regular at v° then (B,) leN Is Д-regular 
at v° for every 3. 
If y,°-»v0 in (3 .1),(3.2) then 3B-regularity of (B,) at v° means that 
every 3-sequence (x,'),«N of E,'-solutions for (3.2) with E,'-»0 (ieN) 
is compact. 
It appears that Я-regularity and .ЖЛ-stability conditions are 
often consequences of each other in practical applications. At the 
same time 2-regularity Is sometimes easier to verify than 2 Я-stability. 
We say that A is injectlve to v° if the equation Au= v° has at most 
one solution, i.e.: Au=v°, Au' = v° * u = u'. 
Theorem 4.1. Let us consider the following assertions (S) and (Rh 
(S) (B,),.^, is JJi-stable at v° , 
(R) (B,) le lN is 3-regular at v° . 
Then : 
1) If v°«J?(A), If А.(В,),. Ы  is consistent at v° and If (S) holds 
then (R) holds, 
2) if A Is Injectlve to v°, if A.(B,),„N is closed at v° and If (R) holds 
then (S) holds. 
If there exists a X- sequence (x l°) i„ ls lso that Bfx,°-» v°(ieN) then : 
3) if АЛВ,),.,, is consistent at v° and (S) holds then A Is 
injectlve to v°, 
4) if А,(В,) | 1 М  is closed at v° and (R) holds then v°«Ä(A), 
5) if A.(B,) l t ;W is consistent and closed at v° then : 
V°E^(A). (S) A is injectlve to v°, (R) (S),(R). 
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Proof. 1) Let (x,')tJB , х,'еЗ)(В,), BjX,'-» v° and у°еЛ(А). Then by 
Theorem 3.1 It follows from (S) that (x, 1) Is a converging sequence 
and therefore (x,*) Is compact as well. 
2) Let (x,')e3 , XJ.XJ'eSfB,), XJ-»u, B,x,-»v°, В,Х,'-»У° (UN). By 
^-regularity of (B,) at v°, (х/),.,^ is compact. Let N' be an arbitrary 
subsequence of N. Then there exist N"s N' and u'eU so thatx,'-»u' (UN"). 
At that, by closedness of A,(B,) at v°, Au' = v°. Whereas A is injectlve 
to v°, we conclude that every subsequence Cxof the sequence 
(XJ'),.N has subsequence, converging to the same limit element u'. 
Thus the sequence (x,'),.N itself must also converge to u', as it is 
required for ЯЛ-stability of (B,) at v° 
3) Let (B,) be ЗЯ-stable at v°. If Au = v° then V°E ,#(A) and 
equation (3.1) is uniquely solvable by Theorem 3.1. Thus Au=v°, 
Au' = v° •* u = u'. Therefore from ЗЛ-stablllty of (B,) at v° follows 
injectivity of A to v°. 
4) Let (B,) be 3-regular at v°. Then the 5-sequence (х°),.к Is 
compact. Let x° -»u (UNtN). Then, by closedness of A,(B,) at v°, 
u ES(A) and Au = v° . Therefore from 3B- regularity of (B,) at v° follows 
that v°e Л(А). 
5) Assertion 5) follows from assertions l)-4) of this Theorem.• 
We note that , by assumption (NO) for jfCV.Vj , Y,), at least in the 
case when Ъ=& and A(B,) =Yj , IelN there always exist sequences 
(X,) u i nS5 so that B,x, »v°. As a consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 
we get the following Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.2. Consider the following equations (4.3) and (4.4): 
Au = v°, A:2)(A)EU->V , (4.3) 
В,х, = у,° , Bj: SXBj )E Xj-> Yj, is IN. (4.4) 
Let У|° -*v° (UN) and let А,(В,) | е М  be consistent and closed at v° 
Let there exist Д-sequence (x| ),„ N  of e,-solutions for (4.4) with E6-»0 
(neN). Then the following assertions (I)-(IV) are equivalent; 
(!) equation (4.3) has unique solution u° and every 2- sequence 
(x,) | lN of EJ-solutions for (4.4) with E,-»0 (ПЕМ) is converging to u°, 
(II) equation (4.3) has at least one solution (i.e. V°EÄ(A)) and 
(B,),.„ is ДЛ-stable at v°, 
(III) equation (4.3) has at most one solution (i.e. A is injectlve 
to v° ) and (B,) |C|N is Ж-regular at v°, 
(IV) (BJ)JEIN is ЯЯ-stable and Д-regular at v°. ш 
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To examine the convergence of (approximate) solutions of equa­
tions (4.4) to the solution of equation (4.3), we must have v°e Л(А) but 
we need not have A injective to v°. Thus in this case 3-regularity at 
v° is a weaker and more natural assumption than instability at v°. 
From definitions of Я-regularity and closedness at v° we get 
the following Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A,(B,)1>N be closed at v° and (B,),.,., be Д-regu-
lar at v®. If B,x,' -+v°(i«N) for some Д-sequence ( then ( x|),. N  is 
compact and all its cluster points are solutions of the equation Au= v° • 
In other words , under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, If y,® -+v° 
and if (x{) ,.Nls3-sequence of E,-solutions for (4.4) with e,-»0 then (x |) 
Is compact and from x|-»u (UN's N) follows that u Is the solution of (4.3). 
The disadvantage of Theorems 3.1, 4.2 and 4.3 Is that In these 
theorems there is no assertion about the existence of the solutions 
of approximate equations (4.4) and no error estimations . To get 
them , we need some complementary assumptions. We shall consider 
only the case of linear operators here. 
5. Sequence linear operators JJ, i JfBpcXj^Y,. For linear 
operators It appears that If a sequence of operators Is consistent at v® 
then It is closed (Л-stable, regular) at v° and at 0V at the same time. 
Proposition 5.1. Let A :S)(A) s U-»V, В, :3)(В,) s X|-> Y, (IeN) be 
linear operators and let v°e Л(А). Then the following two assertions 1) 
and 2) are equivalent: 
1) A.(B,) 1 < I N  is consistent at v° , 
2) А,(В,) | ш Г, is consistent at 0 V  and for v° there exist an element 
u°e A~'v° and a sequence (x°),„N so that x°e 3(B,), x°-»u®, B,x1°-»Au° = v° 
(ieN). # 
Proof. 1)»2). Let u be an arbitrary element of A~'0V and let 
(""f'i-iN be consistency sequence at v® so that x" -»u, В,х"-»Au = v®. 
Then u*:= u*iie3)(A), Au* = v®. Let, further, (x,*) i<IN be a consistency 
sequence at v° so that x,+  -»u\ B,xf->Au* = v0. Then for xj^xf-x," we 
have = u, B|X, = B,xf - В (х" -* v°-v° = 0, i.e. (x,),.^, is a consistency 
sequence at 0V so that х (->й , B,x, ->0 V. 
2) *1). Let u be an arbitrary element of A 'v° and let (x,)UlN be 
a consistency sequence at 0V so that x, -» u-u® e A~'0V , BjX, -» 0V. 
Then xf = x, + x®-» (u - u°)*u° = u, B,xf = В,х, - B,x® -» 0 * v° = v®, i.e. (xf ),„N 
is consistency sequence at v° so that x," -tu, В,Х*-»У®. • 
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Proposition s.2. Let A: 3(A)tU-V. B,-3(B,)s X,-»Y, (I eIN) be 
linear operators. Let v°eA(A) and let there exist an element u°eA- lv° 
and a sequence (x®),.*,  so that x , °e3(B,),  x,0->u0 .  B lx l°-»v° = Au° ( ieN).  
Then A,(B,)UN is closed at v 0 if and only If A,(B(), l lN Is closed at 0V . 
Proof. I) Let A,(B|) be closed at v° and let xf-»• tT, B^-tOy. Then for 
X|+: = x,° + XJ we have х, +  -»и°*й, B,x, +  = В,х,° + В,х (  -• v° + Ov = v°. Therefore 
(ue + ü)eS)(A), A(u°*ü) = v° by closedness of A,(B,) at v°. Consequently 
u«3(A) and Au=Ov as it is required for closedness of A,(B,) at Ov. 
II) Let A,(B,) be closed at 0V and let x,-*u, B,x,-» v°. Then for 
x,:= x,0-x, we have x,-»u°-u, B,x, = B,x,° - B,x, -» v°-v°=Ov. Therefore 
(ие-и)еЗ(А), A(u°-и) = 0 by closedness of АДВ,) at 0 V. Consequently 
и «3(A), Au = v° as it Is required for closedness of A.(B,) at v°. • 
Proposition 5.3 . Let A: 3(A) t U-*V, B, :3(B,) g Xj-^Y, (ieN) be 
linear operators. Let there exist a sequence (х°),е | ч |  so that х°е2)(В|), 
x'-tu 0, B,x, 0-»v 0  (ieN). Then: 
1) (B,) ieN is Л-stable at v° ** (B,) le |N is Л-stable at 0 V, 
2) (B,) l e N  is regular at v° *» (В,),1 |Ь1 is regular at 0 V. 
Proof. 1) (Assertion 1 .part ») For the sequence (OxJj.^ of 
the elements 0Х(еХ, we have 0 X (-»0 U, Bj0Xl = 0Yi-»0y.. Therefore 
the following necessary and sufficient condition for Л-stability of 
(B,) | e | N  at 0e V holds: 
(B,),. N  is Л-stable at 0 V  «* ^ 
( VNs N: X,e3(B t). B,x,-»0v  (ieN) » х,->0 и  (ieN)}. 
Let x ie3(B j), BjXj-^Ov . Then B i(x i 0*x i) = B lx l°*B lx l  -+ v°*0 = v° and 
х,°*Х|-»и°Ьу Л-stability of (B t) at v°. Therefore x i=(x i0+x i)-xj0-+u°-u0 = 0 
as it is required for ^-stability of (B,) at 0V  by (5.1). 
ii ) (Assertion 1 .part *) Let х,х,'еЗ(В (), XJ-»u, BJXJ^V0, В (Х ;'-»У° 
(ieN). Then B^-x^BjXj'- В,х, -» v°-v° = 0v and, by Л-stability of (B,) 
at 0 V  and (5.1), therefore, x,'-x,-»O u. Thus, by (2.11). х,'->и as it is 
required for Л-stability of (B,) at v°. 
iii ) (Assertion 2, part ») Let В,х (->0у (ieN). Then В ( Х°*Х ()-*У° 
and (Х°*Х|) is compact by regularity of (B,) at v°. Therefore (x,) = 
( ( x , °  +  X g )  -  x , ° )  i s  a l s o  c o m p a c t ,  a s  i t  i s  r e q u i r e d  f o r  r e g u l a r i t y  o f  ( B , )  a t  0 .  
iv) (Assertion 2, part * ) Let В,Х| -* v°. Then Bj(xä - x,°) = BjXj - В|Х° -» 
-• 0V  and (х (  x,°) is compact by regularity of (Bt) at 0V. Therefore (xs) = 
=((Х|-Х°)*Х°) is f.Sso compact as it is required for regularity of (B 6) atv° e  
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Note that for the sequence (B,),„N  of linear operators B,: 
1) if (B,),„N is .2? Л-stable at 0 V  then. for every NtN , 
(x|) l > I Ne.2t , xj e3(B,), B,x| -»0 V  (ieN) * x| -*0 (ieN). (5.2) 
2) If (0Xi)|«Nc'® and(B,) le l4  is 2Л-stable at 0 V  then, for every NtN, 
х^ЗНВ,), x,-»u. B,x,-»0V (i«N) * u=0 . (5.3) 
3) If (0X l)U NeJ and If (5.2M5.3) hold then (B,),„N  Is 2 Л-stable at 0 V. 
Proposition 5.4 . Let A: 3(A)sU-»V, В,:3(B,)t X,-» Y, (IeN ) be 
linear operators. Let the set 2 be such that 
(XiW - (xPi.Ne3  * <xi*xi ') | .N. <хГх1>1.МеД < 5  4> 
and let there exist a sequence (х,°),. м«Я so that x,° «3(В,) , x°-»u°, 
^ixi°">v° (*eN ). Then ; 
1) (B,),.N is ДЛ-stable at v° ** (B,),„N is ЯЛ-stable at 0 V, 
2) (B,) U N  is 3-regular at v° •» (В4) | -<ч is 3-regular at 0 V. 
Proof of Proposition 5.4 almost fully repeats the proof of 
Proposition 5.3. 
I) (Assertion 1),part») We note at first that under our assumptions 
(0X|)i«Ne3 and if (B,),eN is ЯЛ-stable at v° then for every N«N: 
Xje3(B|), X|-»u+, B,x,-»v° (IeN) • u+= u° . (5.5) 
Let (x',) * 2 . x',, x,«3(B,), x,-»u', В,х' (-»0у, B,x,-»0 V  . Then (х°*х,)еЭ(В,). 
(x i°tx i)-»u 0+u', В,(х,° + x,) -» v° . By ЗЛ-stabllity of (B,) at v° and (5.5) 
then u°+u' = u° and u=0. Further. (х?+х\)*2, (х,°+х',)еЗ(В,), Bjtxf+x',) -• v° 
and thus, by .ЗЛ-stabillty of (B,) at v°, x,° + х' (-» u°. By (2.11) then х' (-»0 u. 
Therefore x',-»u' (=0U) as It is required for ЯЛ-stability of (B,) at 0 V. 
I I )  (Assertion 1), part •) Let (x ' , ) e 3 ,  x',, x,e3(B,). X [-»u', B,x't-»v° , 
BjXj•*v° (ieN).Then (x'(-х°)е.Я, (x, -x?),(x',-х°)е3(В,), (x,-x,°) -» u'- u°, 
B, (x,-x,°) -*0V , Bjtx'j-x,0)-» 0V . By ЗЛ-stablllty of (B,) at 0 V  and 
(5.3 ),(5.2) therefore u'- u°=0 u  , x', -х,о->0и. By (2.11) thus x',-»u°. There­
fore x' -»u* (=u°) as it is required for ЯЛ-stabillty of (B,) at v°. . 
iil)(Assertion 2),part * ) L e t X j e 3 ,  B , X |-»0y(ieN). Then (х°+х,)«Л, 
Bjtx, 0**,)-^ 0  and (x°*x,) is compact by ЯЛ-regularity of (B,) at v°. 
Therefore (x,) is compact as it is required for Я-regularity of (B,) at 0. 
iv) (Assertion 2), part *) Let (x,)ej?, B,x,-»v°. Then ( x l - x l ° ) ' 2 ,  
В,(х,-х°)-»0у and (x,-x,°) is compact by 3-regularity of (B,) at 0V. 
Therefore (x,) is compact as it is required for Л-regularity of (B,) at V°.B 
We note here that for linear operators from ЛЛ-stability at 0 V  
follows consistency, closedness and regularity at 0 V  , as it is stated 
in the following Proposition 5.5. We recall that for linear operator A 
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the following holds: 
A is Injective «-»Als injective to some veJ?( A) «•» JV(A ) = {0U} 
•» JV(A )={ueU| Au=0} = {0ut. ( 5'6 !  
Proposition 5.5 . Let A: 2>(A)c U-*V, B, :3>{B,)c X,-»• Yj (UN) be 
linear operators. Let (0X |),„Ne3 and let A,(B,),«N be ХЯ-stable at 0 V. 
Then •• 
1) A Is injectlve A,(B,),.N  Is consistent at 0V  , 
2) A,(B,) | e N  is closed at 0V  . 
3) (B,),.N  is X-regular at 0V. 
Proof 1 ) If A Is injective then A~'O v={Ou) and Is a 
consistency sequence for every ueA"'O v. If A,(B,) i e l N  is consistent at O v  
then for every ue A~'O v  there exists a consistency sequence x" -» u , 
ß,x,u-»0 (ieN). By (5.3 ) then u = 0 , i.e. jV(A)= A"'Ov ={0 u}. 
2 ) If x,e3(Bj) , x,-» u , BjXj-tOy (ieN) then, by ŠSR -stability 
of (B,) at O v  and (5.3 ), u=0. Therefore ueSXA), Au=0. 
3) If (х,)еД, B,x,-»O v  (IeN) then xf  >0U (IeN) and thus ( x, ) leN 
is compact, в 
6. Stability fi£ sequences fl£ linear operators. We say that the 
sequence (Bj)UIN of linear operators B,:3)(Bt)c X,-»Yj is: 
1) stable if the following condition (6.1) holds : 
3i0eN, C„>0: iži0"»3B,~'e J(Y,,X,), ||B, '||SC0 , (6.1) 
2) stable on ranee if the following condition (6.2) holds : 
3i,eN, c,>0: lal, * IIB^jllic^x,!! vx^SXB,). (6.2) 
It Is clear that from (6.2) it follows that operators B,, i ii, are injective. 
If (В,),„м is stable on range then, for iii,,the equations BjX^y, 
are uniquely solvable for every у,еЛ(В е) and their solutions x° are 
uniformly stable with respect to such pertuberations S, of y, that 
y, • 8, remains in Л(В (): 
В 1Х| 0  =  У |- 8,еЛ(В,). B,x, = У|^S, lix,-x,°ll s -jr IIS,II (iii,)-
It appears that for the sequences of linear operators the concepts 
of stability, stability on range, Л-stability at v and .ЖЛ-stability at O v  
coincide for many cases, interesting for applications. 
Proposition 6.1. (B|) i e l N  is stable if and only if (B,) i l N  is stable 
on range and for some i 2  all B,, iгi 2  are surjective. 
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Proof. 1) (6.1)*(6.2), whereas ||x,l| = | |B i" lB1x i | |  s IIB, 11]IIB tx,II * 
sc„IIBjXjII (iži0, co>0). 
2) For izi0  = max {i,,i2) there exist operators B, 1: Yj-»X,, 
whereas Л(В,) = Y, and B, are injectlve. These operators are linear (as 
inverses of linear operators) and for them 
l|y,||- ltB,B( —'у,!! г с, ||В |" 1У|||, vy j e  Y j. 
i.e. tiBj~'yjfl s -A- lly,ll , Vy,e Y,. Thus (6.1) holds with c 0  -. • 
Let us denote by J+ a class of linear operators B, such that 
JV(B t) = {0} (Bj is injective) * B, is surjective . (6.3) 
(For (6.3) it is sufficient that dim X,= dimY,<cu, which is usual for 
numerical methods ) It is clear by Proposition 6.1 that if 8^.7+, 
ieIN then for stability of (B,) i l l N  and stability on range of (B,)U l N  are 
equivalent conditions. 
Proposition 6.2. If (В,),.м is stable on range then (B,) | 1 I N  is 
Л-stable at every v e V (ЗЛ-stable at every v e V for every Я cflf). 
Proof. Let x^Xj'eStB,), BjXj-» v, BjX,'-»v, Xj-»u (i e N). Then 
x,: = (Xj'-x,)E3(Bj) and BjX, = BjXj -BjXj^O. Therefore, by (6.2), 
x1 = x, ,-Xj-*0 and thus x^Xj+Xj-f-u, as it it required for Л-stability 
at v. • 
Proposition 6.3. Let the set 3 be such that for some a >0 
!  x,e3(B,), IIX jII = a (. (6.4) 
Then (Bj) l e l N  is stable on range if and only if (B,) i e l N  is ДЛ-stable 
at Oy. 
Proof Taking into account Proposition 6.2 and implication (5.2), 
it is sufficient here to prove that if 
(Xj)e.2, Xje2)(B,), BjX|-*0y (ieN) » x,-»0 (ie N) (6.5) 
then (6.2) must hold. 
If (6.2) does not hold then for every n e N there must exist an 
index i(n) e N and an element x i (n)e3(B1(n)) so that i(n*l)>i(n) and 
"Bi(n)xi(nj" * llx1(n)ll/n . Then for subsequence N" = )i(l),i(2).... Iс N 
and elements x- -.^ aXj/IIXjH. ie N' we have (Xj') i e N.E Д, xfeSlB,). 
!1В,х,1|-»0 (ieN'). Therefore, by (2.8) for jtffV.Vj.Y,), В ;х ;'-»0 (ie N') 
and if (6.5) holds then х,'-*0 (ieN 1). At the same time x^O (ieN') 
by (2.8), whereas lix jII = ot -f* 0 (ie N'). Thus, if (6.2) does not hold 
then (6.5) does not hold, too. Therefore (6.5) *(6.2). • 
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As a consequcnce of Propositions 6.1. 6.2 and 6.3 we have the 
following Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.1. Let A: 3(A) с U-»V, В,:Э(В,)с X,-»Y, (IeN) be 
linear operators. Let B,e,7+ and the set Д be such that (6.4) holds 
for some ot>0. Then the following assertions 1),2),3) and 4) are 
equivalent: 
1 )  ( B j i s  s t a b l e ,  
2)(B,),. N  is stable on range. 
3) (B,),„ N  is Л-stable at every veV. 
4) (B,), e N  is ДЛ-stable at 0 V. • 
7. Some results for linear operators. Consider the following 
equations 
Au = v°, (7.1) 
B,x i  = y1°. ieN (7.2) 
with linear operators A:2)(A)s U-»V, B,:3(B,)t X,-*Y, , IeN. 
Theorem 7.1. Let v°e JZ(A) and A,(B,) l lN be consistent and closed 
at v°. Let B,e.7t  , IEN andlet the set X be such that, for some oc>0, 
1 Х| еЗ)(В,), ||x,||i a, IeN). (7.3) 
Then the following assertions (1),(11) and (III) are equivalent: 
(I) equation (7.1) has unique solution u° and the sequence (Bj) ieN 
Is stable, I.e.: 
there exist an index i0 and a constant c0>0, so that for every 
Ui0 equation (7.2) is uniquely solvable for every y°eY, and 
Ux, 0 IUc 0 Uy ° l l  for  the  solut ions  x,°  of  (7 .2 ) .  
(II) the sequence (В()|>|М is ̂ Л-stable at 0 V. 
(III) JV(A) = {0} and the sequence (Bj) i e l N  is 3-regular at 0 V. 
If any of the assertions (I), (II) or (III) holds and у,°-^° (ielN) then: 
1)the sequence (x,° ) i l N  of solutions x,°  of (7 .2 )  for i*i0 i s  converging 
to  the  solut ion u°  of  (7 .1)  and the  fo l lowing est imation (7 .4 )  ho lds:  
Их?-Xj l l  s  Сl ly, 0 -BjXj l l ,  vXj tX, ( i2 i 0 ) (7.4) 
(the distance from the solution x,° of (7 .2 )  to any representative x,  
of  the  solut ion u°  of  (7 .1 )  i s  est imated by the  defect  of  (7 .2 )  on x, ) ,  
2 )  every sequence (xB j ) i e N  of E,-solutions for (7 .2 )  with EJ-»0 
(ieN) is converging to the solution u° of (7.1) and the following esti­
mation (7.5) holds: 
Hx^-XjH 5  с (l ly j°  -  BjX j l l  •* E | )  vx^x,  ( i* i 0 ) .  (7 .5 )  
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Proof. I) (1)»(II) by Theorem 6.1. 
il) (II) •» (III) by Theorem 4.1 , whereas (0Х|),.„е,® by (7.3) and 
the sequence A,(B,),. N  Is consistent and closed at 0 V  by Propositions 
5.1 and 5.2 . 
iii) (II) • (I): stability of (B,) is the consequence from Theorem 
6.1, and the unique solvability of (7.1) follows from Theorem 3.1 with 
2=(X (by Theorem 6.1, (B,) is Л-stable at v°). 
iv) By Theorem 3.1 with %=(X every sequence of e,-solutions 
for (7.2) with E,-*0 is converging to u0 = A~'v0. particularly x,°-»u0 
as sequence of E,-solutions for (7.2) with e, = 0. Estimations (7.5) and 
(7.4) follow from the definition of the stability of (B,) in (6.1): 
llxf-x,ll = II BpBjxf - Bt_,y+ B,_1y " - B,~1 B1x lll s 
i C0 (ЙУ® - BjXjtl +  E|), Ui 0. • 
Theorem 7.2. Let A.fB,),.,^ be consistent and closed at 0V. Let 
AeJ"+, Вi«N and let the set Л be such that (7.3) holds for some 
a>0. Then the following assertions (I),(II) and (III) are equivivalent: 
(I) equation (7.1) Is uniquely solvable for every v°e V and the 
sequence (B,),„N is stable, 
(II) the sequence (B,) lerj  is ДЛ-stable at 0 V, 
(III) JV(A) = {0} and the sequence (B,),. H  is 3-regular at 0 V. 
Proof. (I)»(Il) by Theorem 6.1, (II) •» (III) by Theorem 4.1, 
(11),(111) * (I) by Theorem 6.1 and the assumption that A« T+. я 
Remark 7.1. If connecting operators p, x, p, Y. ieN are linear then 
there exist, by assumption (N2), an index l„eN and constants c,, 
c,'>0, c2 and c2'->0 so that (2.12) holds, i.e. 
c,'Hx,ll s llp,xx,ll $ ctllx,l| Vx,eX|. iii0, 
c2lly,ll s Bp,Yy,ll s Cjl ly ,ll vy,eY,, iii0. 
In this case we can get from estimation (7.4) the following estimations 
(7.6) and (7.7): 
tlx,0-x,)l $ с 0ИУ|° - B,x,|| s IIP| Yу®-P| Vv° + p,vv°- p,YBtx,l| s 
(7.6) 
- ^ (llP|Yyi° - PiVv°ll* IIP|VAu° - p^BjXjll), vx,eX| 
(the distance from the solution х° of (7.2) to any representative x s  of 
the solution u° of (7.1) is estimated by the sum of two errors: the dis­
cretization error of data and the consistency error of (A.B,) on u°,x,). 
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l!P|UU 0-PlXX|°ll s  llp,UU 0-p,XX,l|  • llp, xx, - pXX°ll $ 
(7.7) 
s llptV-pfx.ll* -^-(llPiV P|V v°lhllPiVAu°-p i YB ix l | |), vxjeX, 
(the error of x,° is estimated by the sum of three errors: the error of 
approximation of solution u° by some x,, the error of approximation 
of data v° and the consistency error of (A,B,) on solution u° and its 
approximation x(). 
Estimations for x,E can be written down analogously. 
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В статье рассматривается одна возможная конкретизация введен 
ной Ф.Стуммелем схемы дискретной сходимости. В этой схоме иссле­
дуются взаимноотношения следующих трех требований: 
1) сходимость всех приближенных решений (е,-решений) аппрокси ­
мирующих уравнений к решению точного уравнения при сходимости 
невязки Е, к нулю, 
2) устойчивость (JÄ-устойчивость в точке v) последовательности-
приближенных операторов, 
3) регулярность (^-регулярность в точке v) последовательности 
приближенных операторов. 
Основные результаты сформулированы в виде теорем. Они под-
терждают что и в этой схеме перечисленные выше три требования тесно 
связаны между собой а в определенных условиях они просто эквива­
лентны. 
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Acta et commentatlones universltatls Tartuensis, 937, 1992,63-76. 
quasioptimal error estimate for the regularized 
ritz-galerkin method with the a-posteriori choice 
of the parameter 
Uno Hämarik 
The regularized Ritz-Galerkin method for ill-posed 
problems with a-posteriori choice of the regularization 
parameter is considered. The error estimate which has 
the optimal order both in respect of data errors and 
the discretization error is given. 
1. Introduction . Let H be a Hilbert space. Consider the equation 
Au = f , fe-R(A), (1.1) 
where Ae J(H,H), A = А*гО . We do not suppose that Л(A) is closed and 
so in general problem (1.1) is ill-posed. Assume that instead of f only 
elementfgeHis available with llf s  -fIIsS. To get an approximation to a 
solution of (1.1), we have to discretize the problem. For h >0, let P h  be 
an orthogonal projection in H. The Ritz-Galerkin method for (1.1) has 
form 
A h u h •  A h = P h A P h  ,  U h  e  -Ä(Ph). 
We regularize this equation in a standard way (see Section 2) using 
initial approximation u0 and regularization parameter r. The proper 
choice of r = r(S,h) quarantees that approximation uh fe/?(Ph ) we get 
converges to u, as 5-»0, h-*0, where u, is the solution of (1.1) nearest 
to u0. To estimate the error, we suppose 
u« = Apv , llvllsc . u0-u« = Apw , Ilw||$e. p>0. (1.2) 
By this assumption the best error estimate which can be hoped is 
l|uh r-u„|| = 0((cSp) , /<p* l ,+ о 11(1 - P h)A p | |). (1.3) 
Namely, the error due to S in any approximation method is at least 
0((pS p) l / ( p'") (see I IS I) and so as u h  re JZ(P h  ), here the discretization 
error is at least 0(11(1 - P h  )u,ll) , which by assumption (1.2) takes form 
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0(11(1- Ph)Ap |lc). For a class of equations (1.1) with self-regularization 
assumption estimate (1.3) follows from error estimate In [4], taking 
r~p* (S/p)p / ( p*" * l|(I-Ph)Ap | |. This choice of r gives estimate (1.3) 
for general equation (1.1) too. as shown In [5]. In [10] error estimate 
Iluh - r-ue | |=0((o8p) l / ( p">  - old" Ph)Allm l n < p , 1 )) (1.4) 
was given, choosing r In the a-priori or In the a-posterlorl way. In this 
paper we give estimate (1.3), choosing r in an a-posteriori way by 
similar rules as In [10]. 
Note that in [1-4, 6,7,9,11] regularized projection methods for 
equation (1.1) with nonselfadjoint operator were considered. The 
estimates to the discretization error in [4.6] are better than estimates 
In other works. 
In Section 2 the regularized Ritz-Galerkin method is described. 
In Section 3 we give some auxiliary results , needed In Sections 4,5, 
where the a-prlori and the a-posteriori choice of r are considered. In 
Section 6 the choice of h Is discussed. The last section.Section 7, Is 
devoted to the applications to integral equations. The examples are 
given where (see (1.3),(1.4)) 
1(1- Ph)Ap | |=0(hm a x ( p , 1 )) , IKI- Ph)Allm l n < p , 1 )  = 0(hm'n ( p , 1 )). 
2- Regularization of the Ritz-Galerkin method. Let g r  [0,a]-»R 
(raO, HAU £ a) be a Borel measurable function, satisfying conditions 
1) sup Ig (X)| syr , riO. (2.1) 
0«X*a 
2) sup Xp ll-Xg (X)|<v r"p, r>0, Oipspg. (2.2) 
О^Хна 
where p 0  , v and v p  are positive constants. Moreover , in the 
a-posteriorl choice of r we assume that 
3) the function r-»|l-Xg r(X)| Is decreasing for every X*0, 
4) for X e [O.a] , r >0 the function r->gr(X) Is continuously differentiable 
and It holds 
4') |sir  * y'ßr(X)(l - Xgr(X)) . y' - const (2.3) 
or 
4„J A(Sds(X>> ls-r s  v'(l-Xgf(X)) , y'= const. (2.4) 
Here 
ßr(X) = 
t, lfp0 = <=. (2 5)  
(l-Xgr(X)) , /P°. if p0<a>. 
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We find the approximation to u. In form 
u h,r  "(I-g r(Ah)Ah)Phu0*g r(Ah)Phf$. (2.6) 
The following regularization algorithms have form (2.6) and corres­
ponding functions gr(X) satisfy conditions l)-4),4'),4"). 
1. The method of Lavrentlev 
uh,r = (r  '1 + Ah) PhfS 
Here uo = 0, gr(X) = (X*r~V, p0=l. 
2. The Iterated method of Lavrentlev. Natural number m»l is 
given and uh r  0=Phuo- iteratively 
Uh.r.n=(r"1I*Ahr ,(r-'uhirin_1+Phf8), n=l m. (2.7) 
As the approximation we take uh r=uh r  m. Here gr(X)=X~'[l-(l+rX)~m], 
p0=m. 
3. The method of iteration (explicit scheme). Let це(0, 1/a), 
"h.o= Ph uo-
uh.r= lHA h)u h  +Ц P hf s  . r=l,2 
Here g r(X)=X~'[l-(l-|iX) r], p 0=°°. 
4. The method of iteration (implicit scheme). Let ц>0 and 
"h.r^Ah+Hir'OiUh.r-.+fW- r = 1- 2  
Here g r(X)=X~'[l-(n/(n+X)) r], p 0=<*>. 
More information about these and the other regularization methods 
can be found In [4,10-13,151 Computational schemes and their reali­
zation for integral equations of the first kind are given in [10]. 
3. Some auxiliary reaulta. Here we generalize some results of 
[5J, needed in Sections 4,5. Denote 
?h, P  " P h'A p l l , S h :=  inf  (2 l / z ? h .« ) l / e .  
a»0 
sh,r := I -Ahgr(Ah). Bh-r: = I '•,/PoPo;m' (3.1) 
I Sh,r ' l f  Po<0° 
We use the inequality of moments (see[8]h if D,eJ?(H,H). D, = D*iO, 
VE H and Osa sl , then Ш,°Ч|| s |(D,vll™ l|v|| , _ o t, From here with v = D2w, 
D26^f(H,H), W e H follows 
ILD™ DZLL S IIDID2||01 IID2 i l , - t x  (3.2) 
Taking here D,=AP, D2=l-Ph , a=q/p, we get 
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Šh.q 4  Šh!p (V4$P)- (3.3) 
In the following с Is a general positive constant, not depending 
on r.h, 8 and о and taking different values In different places. 
Lemma 3.1. [5]. For every a®(0,1] 
«(PhAPh)"-PhAaIUcShi01. (3.4) 
Lemma 3.2. Let saO. Ost*p0+s. Then 
rt"Bh,rAthSh.rPhAPB 1 c(r~P *?h.p>- p' = min{p,p0*s-t}. (3.5) 
Proof. Denote := В^ - гА^5 Ь  г. From (2.2) follows that for 
every TŽO (see (2.5)) 
»Dh r« = «Bh rsh rAh« 4 SUP lßsr(X)(l-Xgr(X))|XT = 
' ' OeX<a 
-= sup [|1-Xgr(X)|XTpo/(p^s)](po^) /po i cr-mln,T-P°*s>. (3.6) 
OsXsa 
If p<l, then (3.5) follows from (3.4) and (3.6): 
IIDh'.rPhApll< IlD^'rIIIIPhAp- Ap II • ||D=;VP | |*cr'%< p-cr"p'"*. 
If p>1,we use representation 
PhA P  " Z'Ah PhA(I-Ph)Ap- ,-4A h kPhAp-k  .= S>d. 
i'O 
where к is the integer part of min{p,p 0+s-t+l}. In case p-kil we 
have from (3.3),(3.4),(3.6) 
ii Dh^ ph A pn s  Ž iiDh;r iii»A(!-ph)iiii( |-ph)A P" l' ,ii+  
i = 0 
- llDh;rk(phAP"-AhP"k)H * Н>ь.Г Р« 4  cS'^w ̂ h.p-i-1 -
1=0 
* c r-m.n<t.k.p„.s, ? h  cr-t-p- s  cr-t[  £ r-le<P-»^p,r-P'] < 
1=0 
4 cr'^h.p^r'P'). (3.7) 
Let p-k>1. Then k>p0+s-t and (3.6) gives 
"DhS>="Oh'PhAP"k" 4 1  С Г" 4" Р' IA p" kl. 
Term IIEll may be estimated as In (3.7). hence (3.7) holds in case 
p-k>l, too. Lemma 3.2 is proved. 
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Lemma 3.3 . Let k«R and Function G r  k:[0,HA||]-»R. nO satis­
fies for every Хе[0,||А||] conditions 
XIG, k(X)| * x,r k  (3.8) 
X l / 2 |G r  k(X)| i x,r k > , / 1. (3.9) 
where x,,x, are positive constants. Then for every a«(0,l/2] 
IGr.k(PhAPh)PhA(I-Ph)lfcerk. ['./Vf/uLV t  <310> 
' r Sh.a • " r  *h,a 
where 
[x,4™ + x*«]"-*«>/<*«>, 2 ( 1"Z c , > / t 4 c l >  max (x,.x,). (3.11) 
Proof. Denote D r  k; = PhG r  k(PhAPh), x:= 1(1-Ph)AD r  kW. Then 
for every a e (0,1/2] 
x s l(I-Ph)AaIIIA ,~aD r  k# = ?h,a»A l"aDr,klf (3.12) 
From (3.8) follows 
IIADrk||2 = l|PhADr kllz*||(I Ph)ADr kH2 s (x,rk)2*x2. (3.13) 
Using inequality of moments (3.2) with D,=A1/2 , Dz = A l /2Dr k , l-2a . 
instead of a and inequalities (3.13),(3.9), we have 
IIA l -0(Dr_kll2i l|ADr kll2U~20t)HA1/2Dr kll*"i [(x,rk)2*x2] ,-"t(x.rk*' /2)M' 
The last inequality with (3.12) Implies that 
x2*d2[(x,rk)2*x2] ,-20<. d = x,204hi<xr(2k* ,>a (3.14) 
We show now that from (З.И) follows 
x 2  * d 2  (x lr k) 2 ( 1- 2 < x ,[bd 2(x 1r kr 4 0 1] ( ,- 2" , / < 2" )  (3.15) 
Namely noting y:-x 2  d - 2(x 1r k)' 1 0 t" 2  , s:-d 2(x 1r k)" l c t, we see that the 
Implication (3.14)»(3.15) is equivalent to the implication 
У 2  у :=(bs) ( 1- 2 t X , / , Z a >  • «p(y): = y , / ( ,-2a>-yS-l > 0 for yiy. 
The last implication holds since ip(y) = y-l>0 and ip'tyl'-O for y*y. 
Inequality (3.15) implies that 
V < V Zot 1-201 leap r. ta -ia.z zand-za)/(««) X i X, X, Г ^.eiL 1  x" xi ?h,a r  J 
From here follows (3.10). Lemma 3.3 is proved. 
Corollary 3.4. For every a«(0,l/2] 
llgr(Ah)PhA(l-Ph)ll * ca(r«?h „.r'/2^200) . (3.16) 
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«Bh,rSh,rPhA(,-4.) l1  S V«-01 ?h.a + r" , /25h.« )• If S^O. p0 +si 1,(3.17) 
where ca  Is given by (3.11) with х, = у 0*1 , x„ =[v(V„* l)] l /z  for (3.16), 
with , , (Po*s)/po (po»s)/po ... 
Xi~VPo/(Po*s) • *« " Vp0/(2(p0»s)) (3.18) 
for (3.17). 
Proof. We get these estimates from (3.10), so as Gr0(X) = gr(X) 
and Gr _,(X) = ß*(X)(l -Xgr(X)) (see (2.5)) with szl-p0 satisfy (3.8), 
(3.9) on the base of (2.1),(2.2),(3.6). 
Note that estimates (3.16),(3.5) with s = t = 0 were given In [5]. 
4. A-orlorl choice of r. In [5] the case, where not only f but also 
A were given approximately, was considered : we know A$ej#(H,H), 
A8 = AJŽO with li AS  - A It s S and use In (2.6) operator AH=PHASPH. The 
following theorem was proved. 
Theorem 4.1. 1. Suppose that Ph-»I polntwise, £h ,-*0 (h-»0). If 
r=r(8,h) is chosen so that 
rS-»0, r-»co, r ,sc, (S-»0,h-»0), (4.1) 
where ?h ,:=lnf 21/(40, , )  ?h,/ea , then uh r-*u, (S-»0,h-»0) . 
2. a) If (1.2) holds with psp0 and r is chosen by rule 
c lt(8/0) l /<P* ,>*5h3s:  r"'i c2t(8/e) , / (P+,)+|^Pj, 
then (1.3) holds. 
b ) If (1.2) holds with p>p0, then choice of r by rule 
C1[(S/Q),/(Po*"*(S|1/2 Ch.p )2/<грОМ)] 5 Г-' S 
4с г[(8/о) , / (Р» м > +  (£{, / 2  5ь.р)г/(гро*,>]*^р0] 
gives 
«uh r-u.II *c[(o8P-)1/(P«+1)+o(?h /2  ?h,p) ipo/(IPe ° + 0?h.pJ (4-2) 
We also outline the proof of Theorem 4.1 in case AS = A. We have 
Uh .r-"» = Sh.rPh(uo-u«b[I-gr(Ah)PhA(I-Ph)](I-Ph)u,+ з )  
+  8 r(A h)P h(f s-f) 
and estimating by (2.1),(3.16) yields 
«"h,r-«.ll*aeinf i /2]r HSh,rPh(u0-u , ) l | t  ( 4  4 )  
+ (l*ce(r«?hi<xV / ! !|^2a)))H(I-Ph)u,||tvr8]=:*(r) 
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The Banach-Stelnhaus theorem gives ||Sh  rPh(u0-u»)J -» 0 (r-»4 h-»0), 
since by (2.2) #ShiI.Phll<Y0 . uf-u,«® and (3.5) gives HSh rPhAI|-»0 
(г-»-», h-»0). Hence choice of r by (4.1) guarantees uh r-»u, (8-»0, 
h-»0). If (1.2) holds, then 11(1-Ph)u,||so?h p  and the estimation of 
l lSh,rPh(uo"u») l |£  QllSh-rPhApll by (3.5) gives to (4.4) the form 
l|uh,r-u.|| s  c{0[r-" l"<p-p-'.(br1X / ,)?h,p]-r8}. 
Now the second part of Theorem 4.1 is an easy consequence of the 
choice of r. 
Note that in [10] convergence uh r-»u, (8->0, h->0) was proved 
by the choice of r by rule r-»<*>, r8-»0, rf;h ,sc , which is more 
restrictive than (4.1) (see (3.3), Section 7). 
5. A-posteriori choice of r. Applying Ah to (4.3) leads to 
Ahuh , r"  =  Sh ,r[Ah'uo - u*' 'PhAd-Ph )U ,]*Sh rPh(fs-f). 
Let condition 3) for gr(X) hold. Applying yet В^ r  with s*0 and 
taking into account the fact. that due to (2.1) 
»Bh.rSh.rl * sup |l-Xgr(X)| ,*s/Po s sup II-Xg0(X)|'*3/po = 1. 
0*X*a 0<X*a 
we have 
«Bh,r<AhUh,r-Phyil-5 s  llBh.rSh.rrAh(Uo-u.) PhA(I-Ph)u,]|| 5 
* UB^r(Ahuh_r-Phfs)|| + 8 (vsiO). 
From polar representation PhA l /2  = A^ /2U, llUllsl and (3.6) follows 
that the middle torm here is 0(11 B^ rSh r  А^ / 211)-»0 (r->=>), hence 
jjrr^ IIB^ r(A hu h  r- P hf s)|| s 8 (vsiO). Let us now formulate the 
rules for choice of r. 
Rule 1. Let 1<b 0sb . If l lB h i 0(A hu 0-P hf s)ll s b 0S, choose r = 0. 
Otherwise choose 0<rsF:= (see (4.1)) such that 
b„5 * HBh r(Ahuh r-Phf5)|| 5 b8. (5.2) 
If there is no rsr, puch that (5.2) holds, choose r = r . 
For iteration methods it is convenient to apply the following 
Rule 2. Let 1<b, 0<6 < I. If l!Bh 0(Ahu0-Phf5)|| s bS, choose r = 0. 
Otherwise choose 0<rsF such that there Is a r'* [©r.rl with 
IIBh,r(Ahuh>r-Phf5 ) l l  S bS S HBh,r.(Ahuh r.-Phf5)||. (5.3) 
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If there is no rsF, such that (5.3) holds, choose r = F or r = [F], where 
[F] is the largest integer, not greater than r . 
In case p„>l we also consider Rules V,2', which we get from 
Rules 1,2, respectively, substituting Bh r  by I. 
To prove the convergence rates for these parameter selection 
rules, we need the following lemma the assertion of which is based 
on an idea of T.Raus (Lemma 4.4 In [13J). 
Lemma 5.1. Let one of the following conditions a).b) hold: 
a) gr(X) satisfies conditions 1) - 4),4') and it holds 
"Bh , r £<Ahuh,r8-Phfs)ll *b8 , (5.4) 
b) gr(X) satisfies conditions 1)- 4),4"), it holds p0zl and 
«AhVrrW s  bS-
Then for every ae(0,l/2] it holds IIShrgPh(u0-u„)|| s inf i|)a(r), 
i|)a(r):= llShjrPh(u0-u,)|| + vc0£(a"V°'?hi0(-2r , / ! !?J1/,«0t>)ll(I-Ph)u»IK 
+ V(b + l)r8, 
where у > у' (see (2.3) in case a),(2.4) in case b)) and ca  is given by 
(3.11),(3.18) with s-1 in case a), with s = 0 in case b). 
Proof. Let a) hold. Then by (5.1),(5.4) we have 
l!B h_ r sS h  r 8[A h(u 0-u,)-P hA(l-P h)u,]|| s (b + 1)8. (5.5) 
Let tx e (0,1/2] be fixed and r 0  be the minimum point for ф a(r). 
We show that r s*r„. If ro^0, it is obvious. If r0* 0, then noting 
v:= Ph(u„-u*) we have 
<(r0) = 0.5||Sh.rov||- UlSh,rvll2)|r=r/ 
• 7са(г0а-'?ь,а^г0- , / г^ г<х))11(1-Рн)и,|1м(Ь*1)8 = 0 
Let Q(X) be the spectral family of the projectors of operator A h  Using 
condition 4") and equality 
»'У>' • -2X0-Xg 
we get 
IIAhII . 
- (llSh - rvll2) - - / ^r(l-Xg r(X)) d<Q(X)v,v> s 
s  2v'"j h"xßr(X)(l - Xgr(X))z- d<Q(X)v,v> = 2v'(AhBh,rSh rv,Sh rv)4 
О 
, 2 v '  I I B h , r S h i r A h v | | | | S h . r v | | .  
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From the last Inequality, (3.17) and (S.6), we have 
IIBh. r o Sh. r „ tA h(u0-u,)-PhA(l-Ph)u,]|| * llBh>roShtroAh(u0-u.)ll -
- 11В„.гА.,ЛА(1-Рь)61(1-4,)",« a -^JSh, r ovll (lish - rv|| )| r = r o-
- Ca(r«- ,5h i < x*r0- , / ,5^ , o e >)||(l-Ph)u,ll > (b-l)8. 
The last Inequality with (S.5) and condition 3) Implies that r$> r0. 
Using once more condition 3) we get the assertion of Lemma 5.1: 
IISh,r8Ph("o-".># * »sh,r„ph<u0-u»)ll 4 1>«( ro) =r'nf 
If condition b) holds Instead of a), In the proof Bh r  and ßr(X) 
should to be replaced by I and 1 respectively. Lemma 5.1 Is proved. 
Theorem 5.2. Let r = r(S.h) be chosen by one of Rules 1, 2, 1', 2'. 
By use of Rules 1, 2 assume that conditions 1) - 4), 4') for gr(X) are 
satisfied and define p := p0 ; for Rules 1', 2' assume that conditions 
1)- 4),4") are satisfied with p0>l and define p:=p0-l. If Ph-»I polntwise 
and £h ,-»0 (h-»0), then uh r->u, (8-»0, h-»0). If (1.2) holds , then 
r(S.h) S c((5/o)" , /<p'*">(e/S)?h-p). p' = min(p,p) (5.7) 
and it holds estimate (1.3) in case psp , estimate (5.8) In case p>p; 
II uh r-u,|| s c[ (eSp ) , / (P* l )  + 0?h p * e^^n(p-p»']. (5.8) 
Proof. For rsF from (4.4) we have 
""h.r"0»11 s  llSh ,r Ph^U0-U*^' •C|(l-Ph)U,|*TrS. (5.9) 
Term ||(l-Ph)u,ll-*0 (h-»0) and has estimate Q £h p , if (1.2) holds. 
Consider the first term in estimate (5.9). Let our choice of r 
gives r(S,h) < r . Then for rs  = r (8,h) assumptions of Lemma 5.1 hold 
(assumption a), if Rule 1 or 2 is used, assumption b), if Rule V or 2' 
is used) and this lemma gives IISh  r{5 h)IJ,(uQ-ue)li  s  Inf i|)e(r) 
(v  ae(0.1/21).  Term Ф а (г )  may be considered in a similar way as ф(г)  
in (4.4). From proof of Theorem 4.1 we get for IIS h  r ( S  h ) l | 1 (u 0 -u m ) l l  
convergence and under condition (1.2) estimate in the right hand side 
of (1.3) (if p* p 0  ) or (4.2) (if p>p 0  ). Estimate (4.2) is not worse than 
(5.8), since (|' h / 2  5 h,p ) 2 p" / ( 2 p" > 0  s £hp° + £h p . In case r(8,h) =7 the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 gives l lSh  r(5 h)F},(uo-u ,)l l->0 (8->0. h-*0) and by 
assumption (1.2) estimate 
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»Sh,r«,h,Ph<«0-".>» * CO [£m,n(p,pe, + ?h p]  
So as ?h.» s  c£h.p <vp>0). estimates of IISh r($ h)f},(u0-u,)|| are In 
harmony with (1.3), (5.8). 
Consider the last term In (5.9). Let Rule 1 gives r = r(8,h)>0. 
Then from the left-hand side of (5.1),(5.2) and (3.17) due to rsF we 
have 
(b0-l)r8 < r||Bh rSh rAh(u0-u,)|| + reBhirShirPhA(l-Ph)!lll(l-Ph)u,|| s 
s  rllBhirSh rAh(u0-u,)ll>cll(l-Ph)u,IKO (8->0, h-*0), (5.10) 
since rHBh rSh rAh(uo-u,)||-»0 (r-*™>) due to (3.5) and the Banach-
Steinhaus theorem. Let (1.2) holds. By (5.10) and (3.5) we get 
(bo-DrS S fllBh rSh rAhPhAp|lo +ce5h p * ce(r-p'*Sh p) (5.11) 
with p' = min(p,p). In case n(S/c) l / (p from here we have 
rS s c[(oSp')1/(p'* , )+o!h-p). (5.12) 
In case r< (8/Q) i /<p (5.12) Is trivial. Inequality (5.12) Implies .that 
(5.7) holds and the last term in (5.9) has also estimate, needed for (1.3) 
and (5.8). Theorem 5.2 for Rule 1 Is proved. For other rules In a similar 
way we get analogues of (5.10) - (5.12) with following substitutions 
there: Bh r-»l for Rule Г; b„-»b , r-»r' for Rule 2-, Bh r-»I, b0-»b , r-»r' 
for Rule 2'. At that condition p0>l for Rules Г, 2' Is needed. These 
analogues of (5.10), (5.12) give assertments of Theorem 5.2 , taking 
for Rules 2, 2' into account also inequality r s r'/6. 
Remark 1. If psp and in (1.3) the discretization error does not domi­
nate, i.e. ?h  p s c((S/p)p/(p*u), then (5.7) has form Г£с((8/о)" 1 / С р*°). 
Remark 2. In [10] Rules Г.2' for the choice of r with the upper 
bound rs r m a x  = were proposed and estimate (1.4) under condition 
(1.2) with p*p 0-l (provided p 0>l) was given. From proof of Theorem 5.2 
follows that by upper bound r m a x= ot>0 it holds better than 
(1.4) estimate (1.3) under assumption (1.2) with pe[a,p„-l] (provided 
p0>l, a<p0-l) for Rules Г.2'. with pe[cc,p 0] (provided a<p 0) for 
Rules 1,2. However, our upper bound F = t;^ 1. is also too small for some 
cases: if (1.2) holds with p>p 0, due to bound rs r we get estimate (5.8), 
but not (4.2) as by a-priori choice of r>r . if information (1.2) is not 
known, we need bound r to guarantee convergence u h  r-»u, (8-»0, 
h-*0) for nonsmooth u, too. 
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Remark 3. Analogues of Rules 1,2 for the choice of r in regulari­
zation methods for the equations without discretization were proposed 
and analysed in [12.13]. Note that in the Lavrentlev method 
iuh r  = Uh r l) and in iterated Lavrentlev method Bh r(Ahuh>r m - Р^$) =  
=  Ah uh.r.mM- Ph fS < m i l> < s e e  (2.7)) 
Remark 4. It holds the following generalization of Theorem 5.2. 
Let g r(X) satisfy l)-4) and 4'), where ßr(X) is replaced by ßrs(X) with 
se[0,1], s>l-p0. Let r - r(S,h) be chosen by Rule 1" or Rule 2", which 
we get from Rules 1,2, respectively, substituting Bh r  by B^ r. If 
Ph-»I pointwise and ,-»0 (h -*0), then uh  r-»u, (5->0,h->0). If (1.2) 
holds, then it holds (5.7) with p=p0+s-l and estimates (1.3), (5.8) in 
cases psp and p> p respectively. The proof is the same as for 
Theorem 5.2, using analogue of Lemma 5.1. 
Remark 5. A more careful analysis replaces term 5h , in 
Theorems 4.1 and 5.2 by |h ,= inf (2аГ |/(201) . 
6. Choice of h. Consider such choice of h that the discretization 
error in (1.3) does not dominate above the term caused by the data 
error. By known information (1.2) the natural choice of h is by rule' 
5h p~(S/p) p / ( p M >  (psp 0). For the case, if there is no Information like 
(1.2) about the "smoothness" of u„, u0-us, in [10] the choice of h by 
rule 
?hл ~ $ (6 li 
with X = 1 was proposed. Here we propose to choose X in (6.1) by rule 
I ^PQAPO 1-!) f°r Rules 1,2. |  
X=1 for p0 = <"; if p0<"\ then j I (6.2) 
I X=(p0-l)/p0 for Rules 1 ,2 . I 
Note that due to (3.3) rule (6.1) with smaller X generally gives 
a greater h (see also (7.3)). The proposed choice of h ensures that 
if (1.2) holds (with unknown p and p). then under the assumptions 
of Theorem 5.2 it holds lluh r  - u,li s cSp/(p*'' (p< p > . Namely, in case 
ps. X we have by (3.3) 5h p s ?Px* Sp s 5 | , / lrH" jn case p>X we have 
?h.p^Šh.x c5x. 
7. Application to Integral equations. Let Auit) /'^(t.sjutslds. 
where Jf,it,s-=.Äj(s.t) is such that A = A*iO in L2-L2|0.1]. Operator An  
is also the integral operator with iterated kernel Xn{t.sr- Knls.t 




If (7.1) holds for every l n, define l n  =<=. Then Л(А п)сН 1 п, where 
H l n  = H l n[0,l] is a Sobolev space. Namely, If z(t)e.R(A n), then z(t) = 
= / Jf n(t,s)v(s)ds with vsLj and z ( l n )(t) = /' a 1" Jf n(t,s)Zdt I n  v(s)ds с L, 
due to (7.1), hence z(t) e H l n. From Я(А") с H 1" follows Л(А Р) с H p l n / n  
(vpsn) (see e.g. [14] (Lemma 2.4)). 
Let Л(Р Ь )  be a spline space with degree k-1. Then l l ( I-P h )u l l  = 
= 0<h m l n ( T l k )) (VUEH t), hence 
^h.p = Й(1-Р Ь ) А Р« = 0(h m l n < p l n / n- k )) (psn). (7.2) 
Now let us compare the estimates of discretization error ? h  p  and 
?min( P . .) j n  ( 1  3) ( 1  4 )  respectively. If psl, (3.3) gives ? h, ps?^,. 
If p> 1, we have | |A p - l | | | h  l. The use of (7.2) gives more expressive 
comparative examples: 
if i;'sp<bl, then ? h - p  = 0(h). ?£ | п ( р Л )  = 0(h p). 
if l=l,<psl n  = nsk. then ? h i P=0(h p), ? h" l n < p' 1 >  = 0(h). 
Now consider the choice of h and r. So as (7.2) gives 
ŠhA =  0 ( h m l n< ,'.k/X) )  ( v X s l ) i  (7.3) 
on the basis of Section 6 the choice of h by rule 
^ giiiax (X/k, I, - 1) 
may be suggested with X from (6.2). From (7.3) in case 1,«° we have 
also £h=0(h l1), ?h , =0(h1'). fh . = Cdi1'), in case !, = => we have £h=0 
(provided hk< 2'1/2), |h-, =0(hk2| ln hl / ln 2), fh , = 0( exp(-h~2k/e)), 
Hence in the a-priori choice of r condition r?h „ s с is fulfilled, if 
l,<m and r = 0(h~'') or if !, = => and r-0 (ехр(1Г 2 к/е)) ;  condition 
r? h  ,ic in [10] is fulfilled, if r =0(h" m i n C l l  k )). Upper bound r = f h"i 
in Rules 1,2,1',2' for the a-posteriori choice of r may be replaced by 
f" = ch~ 1' in case !,<=> and by r = с exp(h~ 2 k/e ) in case 1, = ™. 
Note, that ln, n=l,2,... may be considered real numbers, if (7.1) 
is replaced by any condition guaranteeing Л(А п)сН 1 п  for real l n  
(e. g. using analogue of (7.1) with fractional differentation). 
Acknowledgement The author thanks Dr. T.Raus, who was dra­
wing the author's attention to Lemma 4.4 in [13] for his kind advice 
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КВАЗИОПТИМАЛЬНАЯ ОЦЕНКА ПОГРЕШНОСТИ ДЛЯ 
РЕГУЛЯРИЗОВАННОГО МЕТОДА РИТЦА-ГАЛЕРКИНА 
С АПОСТЕРИОРНЫМ ВЫБОРОМ ПАРАМЕТРА 
У Хямарик 
Резюме 
В гильбертовом пространстве Н рассматривается уравнение Au = f, 
А = A* i0 . Вместо fe^(A) задан f s  е Н, | |f s  -f||<8. Пусть P h  (h >0) -
ортопроекторы в Н, IIA(I-P h)||-»0 (h->0). Метод Ритца-Галеркина для 
Au = f имеет вид A hu h  = P hf s, A h  = P hAP h. Регуляризованное решение 
для этого уравнения строится в виде 
uh,r =  ( I- Ahgr( Ah' ) Ph u a t8r( Ah) Ph f5-
где g r:[0,||AI|]-»R измеримая по Борелю функция, удовлетворяющая 
условиям (2.1),(2.2) с р„>0. Эта схема включает метод Лаврентьева 
(р 0=1), итерированный метод Лаврентьева порядка m (p 0=m) , итераци­
онные методы (р„=™) и т.д В теореме 4.1 указывается правило апри­
орного выбора г, гарантирующее при предположении истокообразности 
и, -A pv, llvjiso, u 0-u*=A pw, llwlUo, p>0. (») 
с psp 0  оценку 
||u h r. - u,li=0((eS p) , / ( p*"+elid- P h)A p  II). (««) 
имеющую оптимальный порядок как в отношении погрешности правой 
части уравнения, так и в отношении погрешности дискретизации. Для 
апостериорного выбора г рассматриваются правила IIA hu h  r-P hf sll= bS 
(предпологая р 0>1) и IIB h  r(A hu h r  - P hf 8)ll = bS (b> 1, B h  r  определен 
в (3.1)) с априорным ограничением г 5 sup [(2a) l / t 2 0 < )  11(1 - P h)A a |f | / ( х]. 
а>0 
В теореме 5 1 доказано, что если выполнено («). то эти правила обес­
печивают оценку (*») с рsр ( 1  -1 и psp 0  соответственно. 
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ABOUT REGULARIZATION PARAMETER CHOICE IN CASE 
OF APPROXIMATELY GIVEN ERROR BOUNDS OF DATA 
Toomas Raus 
In this paper we consider the ill-posed problem 
A0u=f0 with an approximately given operator and the right-
hand side. We suppose that the error bounds are unknown 
and only some guess about the errors is available. Under 
this condition we propose an a-posteriori parameter choice 
for a class of regularization methods and give the theorem 
of convergence. The error estimation of the approximate 
solution is deduced only in the case of properly determined 
error bounds. 
1. Introduction . We consider the equation 
A0u = f0, f0eR(Ao), (1.1) 
where u and f„ are elements of real Hilbert spaces H and F, respec­
tively, and A0 is a continuous linear operator. We assume that range 
R(A0) is non-closed and so our problem is ill-posed. The kernel 
N(A0) may be non-trivial. We also suppose that instead of f0 and 
A0 we have at our disposal only their approximations f e F and 
Ae<£(H,F). At that the error bounds are given approximately. It 
means that the supposed error levels 8>0 and r|>0 are given, 
but we do not know exactly if l|f„-f!US and ||A0 AIUT) or not. 
To determine on approximation to the solution, it is necessary 
to regularize the equation (1.1). A more favourable way (see [1-3,9,10]) 
is the use of regularization methods which are generated by Borel 
measurable functions 
gr: [0,a] -» R, 
r*0, IIAI|2sa. We assume that the functions g r  satisfy the following 
conditions: 
sup A lg r(X)| s v*Vr , r*0, (1.2) OstX<a 
QSup Xp |l -Xg r(X)| s Vpr"p  , r>0, Ospsp0, (1.3) 
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where p0, v* and vp  are positive constants. Note that the greatest 
value p0, for which the inequality (1.3) holds, is named a qualifi­
cation of method. 
Let u0eH be an initial approximation. Then an approximation 
to the solution u„ of equation (1.1), which is the nearest to u„, is 
given by the formula 
ur = (I -A*Agr(A«A))u0 * gr(A*A)A*f , (1.4) 
where 1 is the unique operator and r - regularization parameter. In 
finding the approximate solution a question arises how to choose the 
parameter r. In the case of the known error bounds (I.e., If ||f-f0||sS, 
IIA - A01I s n and, hence, Hf-Au„IU8 + i)!lu«ll) a-posteriori parameter 
choice by discrepancy principle or Its modifications (see e.g. [2.4-7.9, 
10]) is well known and effective. But If Hf-Au,B > b,(8*t) Ilu,#) (b,> 1 -
a constant used In the discrepancy principle; usually b,e[l, 2]), then 
the choice of the parameter r by a discrepancy principle is unstable 
in this sence that the error of approximate solution may be arbitrarily 
great independent of the value of relation ||f-Au«||/(8>T) llu,l|). There­
fore, such a choice of the parameter In the case of approximately given 
error bounds is not reasonable. The aim of our paper Is to present some 
rules for the stable parameter choice which guarantees the conver­
gence of the approximate solution to the exact solution if only relation 
||f-Au*||/(8*Т|Ilu,II) Is bounded in the process 8->0, TI-+0. Note that 
the case of exactly given and self-adjoint operator Is considered in [8]. 
We denote 
I 1. i f  fc-. 
~ (l-Xg r(X)) 1 / p°, if Po<=°. 
and suppose In this paper that In addition to inequalities (1.2) and 
(1.3) the functions gr satisfy the conditions 1) -3): 
1) for OsXsa, 0sr2sr, 
0 s l-Xgr (X) * t-Xgri(X) s 1; (1.5) 
2) the function gr(X) is continuously differentiable and for 
OsXsa, r>0 
^f^-r * yPrftKl-Xgr(X)). V "-const; (1.6) 
3) there exists a constant R0, so that, for r ŽR0  and E, 0<E < V , / 2  .  
we find a constant W(E) such that 
V7Xßr(X)(l-Xgr(X)) s £. (1.7) 
if Xг W(E)/r. 
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Some examples of regularization methods, for which (1.2), (1.3) 
and the conditions 1) -3) are satisfied, are presented in Section 2. 
In Section 3 and 4 we propose four rules for a-posteriori parameter 
choice and prove the convergence theorem. The error estimation of 
the approximate solution is deduced under the condition that our 
guess about errrors llf -f0ll and ||A-A0 | |  is true. 
2. Example» of methods. 
1. The Tlkhonov method. 
ur = (r~'l + A'A)"'A*f. 
The method is of the form (1.4) with uo = 0 and gr(X) = (X + r ') '. 
Conditions (1.2), (1.3), (1.6) and (1.7) hold with p„ = l, v* =1/2, 
VP-Pp(l -P)'"P .  V = L. R0  = 0. W(E)=E"3 /2 .  
2. The iterative variant of the Tikhonov method. Let m«N, mil. 
We determine consequtively the solution u, r, u2 r, ... , um r of the 
equations 
r ~ ' u n , r  + A*Aun r  = r- lun_t  r*A*f, n = 1,2 m. 
As the approximation ur to the solution u, we take an element 
um r. The method is of the form (1.4) with gr(X) = (l-(l<-rX)~m)/X. . 
Conditions (1.2), (1.3), (1.6) and (1.7) hold with p0 = m, v, = Vm , 
Vp = (p/m)p(l -p/m)m - p ,  v =m, RO = 0, W(E) = Е" 2 / < 2 Г П*°. 
3. The method of successive approximation (explicit scheme). 
Suppose that 0<p < 1 /IIA*All and compute consequtively 
u r  = u r_, -ц(А*Аи г_, - A*f), r = 1,2 
The method is of the form (1.4) with g r(X) = (1-(1-цХ) г)/Х. Con­
ditions (1.2),(1.3),(1.6) and (1.7) hold with р 0  = ш. = V|i, v p  = (p/(ie) p, 
у = Ц/(1 -ц IIA*All), R O  = 0 and W(E) = X 0, where x 0  is the greatest 
solution of the equation /хе _ | 1 Х  = £. 
4 Implicit scheme. Let a >0 be a constant. We determine con­
sequtively ur as the solutions of the equations 
aur-A*Aur = aur_,*-A*f. r = l,2 
The method is of the form (1.4) with gr(X)- (1 - (a/(a *X))r)/X. 
Conditions (1.2), (1:3), (1.6) and (1.7) hold with p0 = "\ v* =b/Va 
(bo  = 0,6382). VP- (ap)p . V =1/A. R0 = 3/2 and W(E) = X0, where x„ is 
the greatest solution of the equation Vx(l * 2x/3a) 3/2 = £. 
5. The method of the Cauchy problem (a continuous analog of 
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iterative methods). We take an approximation u r  to the solution (1.1) 
the solution of the Cauchy problem 
u'(r)*A*Au(r) = A*f, u(0) = uo  
The method is of the form (1.4) with g r(X) = (l-e" r X)/X. Conditions 
(1.2), (1.3), (1.6) and (1.7) hold with Po1«", Y« = b0, \р = (р/е) р, 
V=L. R 0  = 0 and W(E) = X 0, where the x 0  is the greatest solution of 
the equation Vx e" x  = e. 
3. A Bfljtotlfltl Bfltflmatac cholc«. Let us define operator Br 
depending on the qualification of method pg, a* follows: 
И АЛ*» Г I. if Pq — °°, 
»,./ *»>'  >• I | F P I,„ 
where Q(X) is the spectral family of the projectors of operator AA*. 
Note that for methods 1 and 2 Br = (brAA*)~' and for methods 3-5 
Br = 1. Denote 
<p(r) = Vr «A"B r  (Au r-f) И. 
V , f  Po =  < D-
(Vpp 0/(VPo) ) < P O" > / P°- i fP"<<D 
and consider the following rules for the choice of the regularlzatlon 
parameter r. 
Rule 1. Let b2 and b, be the constants such that b2ib,>Vi/2- If 
ip(l) s b2(5 + T) Ilu,II), (3.1) 
then choose r(5,n) = l In the contrary case choose r = r(8.Tj) > 1 
such that 
<p(r(5,i))) s b2(5 + T) Ilu,II). (3.2) 
Ip(r) i b ,(8 *T] llUell) Vre[l,r(S .T))]. (3.3) 
The next parameter selection rule may be applied to iteration 
procedures. 
Rule 2. Let b> VI/2- We choose the least integer parameter 
r = r(8,ri)žl such that 
ip(r(5,T|)) * b(S tri IluxII)• (3.4) 
The application of Rules 1 and 2 is difficult as we must know the 
estimation of norm Ilu,II. Therefore we present some modifications of 
these Rules where quantity Ilu,II is substituted by Ilu r-u0IMIu„l|. 
Rule 3 is the same as Rule 1 with substitution (3.1)—(3.3) by the 
conditions 
ip(!) s b2(S*71 llu0ll). 
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В, = 
<p(r(S,n» s b2(S + Ti(llur(5,4) -u0B • llu0 | |)), (3.5) 
-p(r) i  b.tStTidUr-UolMuoll)) vr«[l,r(8,ri)]. (3.6) 
Rule 4 is the same as Rule 2 with substitution (3.4) by the 
condition 
<p(r(S,T|)) i b(5»T)(Bur(S T1)-u0H+ llu0K))- (3.7) 
To show that our parameter selection rules are practicable, 
we shall prove some properties of function ip(r). First we define 
Kr = I-AA*gr(AA*), Kr = I-A*Agr(A*A), 
1, if Po = 0°. 
(I-A*Agr(A*A))' /pe, If p0<=. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that the condition (1.3) holds for functions 
gr. Then for each f e F and AeJ?(H,F> we have 
lim <p(r) = 0 (3.8) 
Г-»® 
Proof. Let Q be an orthogonal projection in F onto R(A). 
Applying the equalities 
A*g r(AA*) = g r(A*A)A*, Ag r(A*A) = g r(AA*)A. (3.9) 
it Is easy to show that 
Au r-f = K r(Au 0-f). (3.10) 
ip(r) = Vr BA*B rK rQ(Au 0-f)||. (3.11) 
If the condition (1.3) holds for functions g r. then using the polar 
expansion of the operator A* (A* = U*(AA*)'' / 2. IIU'll = 1) we obtain 
Vr IIA*B.K.II s Vr max Л (l-Xg r(X)) 1* V p o  = 
г  г  OsXta r  




and for elements Q(Au0-f) = Av eR(A), v< H, 
Vr IIA*BrKrQ(Au0-f)|| s V7||A*BrKrAll • IIv II s 
s V| l|v|l/Vr -* О, Г-»CO. 
Using now the Banach- Steinhaus theorem , we get with regard (3.11) 
the convergence (3.8). • 
Lemma 3.2. Let- | |f-Au,|| s 8* TIIIU.II, I |U 0-U.I|SM and b>Vi/2  • 
Suppose that the condition (1.3) holds for functions g r. Then for 
each r, r*RM  8„ = (v,M/((b-l) v i / 2(8>t| | |u,l|)n2, holds 
ip(r) s b(8*r|||u«||). (3.14) 
Proof. Using (3.10) we have 
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A*B r(Au r-f) = A*B rK r(Au0-f) = A*B rK rA(u0-u,)»A*B rK r(Au,-f). (3.15) 
As HA*B rK rA||sv,/r. IIA*B rK rl|sv,/2/V7 (see (3.12),(3.13)), then 
ip(r) s v,M/V7*\1 / 2  (8 *t) Ilu,II), 
from which after non-complicated calculations follows the assertion 
of the lemma. • 
From condition 2) it follows that the function r-»ip(r) is 
continuous and then Lemma 3.1 yields that the choice of parameter 
r(8 ,T|)  according to Rule 1-Rule 4 is possible. If we know a constant 
M>0 such that ||u0-u«||sM, then it is sufficient to search the 
parameter r(S,ri) in the finite interval [1,RM  &т)]. If ip(r) >b 2 S for 
rE[l,R M  S t )], then from Lemma 3.2 it follows that ||f-Аи,||г8 *T|l|u,|| 
and, consequently, instead of q = 8 + t| | |u«|| it is necessary to take in 
Rules 1-4 some q'>q. Note that the function ip(r ) is non-monotone and 
therefore in Rule 1 we must use the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) instead 
of inequalities b, (8 + T) llu»ll) s <p(r) sb2(S + r) Ilu, II). 
4. Convergence and error estimation ц£ the approximate solution 
Theorem 4.1. Let A 0,Ae„£(H,F), HAI!2s a , f„eR(A0) and u,< 0 in 
the case of Rule 3 and 4. Suppose that conditions (1.2), (1.3), (1.5) 
and (1.7) hold for functions gr and the parameter r = r(S,ri) is chosen 
according to one of Rules 1-4. If in the process 8-»0, r)->0 
||f - Au,|| s  C(8+T) Hu , l l )  , IIA-A0l|sC ,T |  , C.C, =const ,  
then 
llur(s.n)-u*"->0 (8-»0.TI-»0). (4.1) 
To prove the theorem, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. [10,p.99]. Let A,A0EJ?(H,F), IIA0-AIUTI. IIAII2Sa and 
for functions gr holds (1.3). Then for each v e N(Ao)1 
||Krv||-»0 (г-»®, ri-»0). 
Lemma 4 3. [10,p.109]. Let A.A0 e jf(H,F), IIA - A0II s л . ltA|| 2sa and 
for functions g r  holds (1.3). If for veN(A 0)\ r nsr =const, we have 
IIA*B r  K r  Av||-»0 (n-»=o, т)-»0), 
"n n 
then 
IIK r  vII-»0 tn-*", t|-»0). rn 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. 1. At first we give some auxiliary results. 
We have 
ur-u, = Kr(u0-u.) * gr(A*A)A*(f-Au,). (4.2) 
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A*B r(Au r-f) = A*B rK rA(u0-u,) - A*B rK r(Au,-f) (4.3) 
From (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain 
llg r(A*A)A*(f-Au,)ll s v.CVr(S>rillu,||) (4.4) 
l |A ,B rK rll s V,/,/Vr. (4.5) 
From (4.2) and (4.4) we get 
llu r(5 i T 1)-u*ll 4 IIK r ( S  T | )(u0-u«)|hv./r(5iri) C(S*T)l|u«||). (4.6) 
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show the convergence of the 
right-hand side of (4.6). 
2. First we consider the case if the parameter r(5,T]) is chosen 
according to Rule 1 or Rule 2 and show the convergence of the first 
term of the right-hand side of (4.6). From (3.2)-(3.4),(4.3) and (4.5) it 
follows that 
MM) ttA*B r ( S  n )K r ( S  l l,A(u0-u,)|| i Vr(5,n)ltA*B r ( M )(Au r ( 8 - T ) )-f)H • 
(4.7) 
• Vr(S.i|) IIA*B r ( S  T ) )K r ( S_T ) )(f-Au,)|| s (Ь2м1/2С)(8*т)1!и,Ц), 
where b 2  = b in case of Rule 2. As г(8,т|)г1 then from (4.7) we get 
I I A , Br(8.r,) Kr(8.i,> A ( U°~ U« )" "* 0 (8-*0, ц-»0). 
If at that r(8,ri) -» ш, then the convergence 
IIK r ( 5„/ug-u,)!! -» 0 (8-»0, ц-»0) 
follows from Lemma 4.2. If r(8,r)) i F = const (8 -» 0, n -• 0), then the 
convergence follows from Lemma 4.3. 
3. To show the convergence of the second term of the right-hand 
side of (4.6), we prove at first the convergence 
(8-»0,i)-»0). (4.8) 
where rs  ^ is the greatest parameter, for which 
V7^~ "А,ВГ& . K r &  ^Atuo-u.)! = (b,-V 1 A)(S*4lu,|) (4.9) 
(in case of Rule 2 b,=b). If r s  n  s F = const in the process 8-»0. 
T)-»0, then (4.8) is obvious. If rs  n -к» (8-»0, then applying 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem , we can prove similarly as in 
Lemma 3.1 that 
r8.„ HA'Brs /rs ̂ AlUo-u,)!! - 0 (rS n-a>) (4.10) 
and then the convergence (4.8) follows from (4.9) and (4.10). 
To completf- the proof, we shall show that 
r(S,n) - q s dc г о (4.11) 
where r 0  max !r S T ),l,R 0 |, d c  = (W 0/E0)M =const, m = entier (3C Z* 1), 
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EO = <?,/,/( V3 C)) z  ,W 0  = max <W(VE0),E„*1}. 
Here the constants W(e) and R0  are defined by condition 3), q = 0 
In case of Rule ! and q = l in case of Rule 2. As dc>1, then in case of 
r(S,T|)-q$r0  the Inequality (4.11) holds. In the following we consider 
the case r(S,t|)-q>r0. 
If the parameter r = r(S.ri) is chosen according to Rule 1 or 2, then 
Vr DA*B rK r(Au r-f)ll * b,(&*T|||u,||) 1 s r i r(8,ri)-q (4.12) 
As r$л Is the greatest parameter, for which (4.9) holds, then we 
have for г, г*г 01Г 8 л, that 
/F#A ,B rK rA(u 0-u,)# $ (b,-у,/,)($*T|Ilu,II) (4.13) 
Now applying (4.3), (4.12) and (4.13) we obtain for r, r 0i r<r(S,ri)-q, 
that 
Vr IIA*B rK r(f-Au,)|| i Vr ||A*B rK r(Au r-f)|| - f  
- V7 ||A ,B rK rA(u 0-u,)H a V l / 2(8»nllu,ll). 
Further we give the upper bound for V7 ||A*BrKr(f-Au,)l| . From 
(1.3), (1.5) and (1.7) we get that 
T(r,X): = VrX ßr(X)(l - Xgr(X)) $ V70 (X sE0/r) 
T(r,X)sVi0 (XiW0/r), sup T(r,X) s yt /  
0<X<a 
Then we can estimate for nr0 
r ||AsBrKr(f-Au,)!1 i 2eollf-Au.ll2-
4/r 
J T2(r,X)d<Q(X)(f-Au.), f-Au,> s (4.15) 
eo/r 
2v,/2 (8*TI llu,l|)z/3 * v./, ll(Q(W0/r)-Q(e0/r))(f-Au,)||2. 
where Q(X) is the spectral family of the projectors of operator AA*. 
Now from (4.14) and (4.15) it follows that 
ll(Q(W0/r)-Q(E0/r))(f-Au,)l| i(8-rillu,H)/V3, r0sr<r(8,n)-q. (4.16) 
Let г, : = r 0(W 0/E 0)', j=0,l,2,...,m. Then E 0/r, = W 0/r j + 1, j = 0,l m-i 
and. hence 
(QtWo/rpFXQteo/rpFintQtWg/r.JFXQtEo/rpF) =0, i*j, (4.17) 
where B,\B 2  denotes difference of sets B, and B 2. 
If we now suppose in contradiction to (4.11) that r(S,r))-q>d cr 0. 
then with regard (4 16), (4.17) we have 
||f-Au,f » X IKQ'Wo/rji-QtEo/rjJJff-Au,)!!5  2 (m-l)(8*Tillu,ll) z/3 = 
i о 
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= (l + entier(3C2  •l))(S-iillu,fl)2/3 > C2(S llu.ll)2, 
what contradicts to the assumption of the theorem. Hence (4.11) holds, 
which together with (4.8) proves the convergence of the second term 
of the right-hand side of (4.6). 
4. Finally we consider the case if the parameter r(8,r]) is chosen 
according to Rule 3 or Rule 4. Let r0  be the parameter, which is chosen 
according to Rule 1 or Rule 2, respectively. 
If r(8,Ti)sr„, then the convergence of the second term of 
right-hand side of (4.6) is obvious. To prove the convergence 
|Kr(S n)(uo'u*)l">0 (8-»0, ц-»0) . it suffices to show (see Part 2) that 
VrTSTn) ПА*В Г ( 8  T ) )(Au r ( S i T 1 )-f)H * b,'(6tTtllu,||), b 2' = const. (4.18) 
Really, applying the equality u r-u 0  = g r(A*A)A*(f-Au„) and(1.5)weget 
"ur(S.ri) ~ uo" * fuoH 5 lluro-u0M|u0|| < 
i 11иГо-и,||*йи,-и0 |*||и0 | | < ctlu e | |, с = const, 
which together with (3.5),(3.7) gives (4.18), where bj = b 2c. 
If r(S,T|)>r 0, then from (1.5) follows 
IIK,. ( $ i 1 1 )(u 0-u„)ll i «Kro(u0-u,)H-»0 (8-»0, n-0). 
To prove the convergence of the second term of right-hand side of 
(4.6), it suffices to show (see Part 3) that for sufficiently smalls 
8 and n 
Vr IIA*Br(Ar-f)H i b,'(8*nUu«#), (4.19) 
11 r < r(8,i])-q, b,' = const 
Really, If 1 s r i r„-q , then (4.19) holds with b,' = b, (see Rules 1 and 2). 
If r„-q s r i r(8,ii)-q, then 
llur - M * lu0# 1 «ur„„q- U.I • lUel 1 ( 4  2 0 )  
г IIи. - UqH*IIUqH- l|u r o„ q-u,||i clu.l, ov././b, , 
if 8 and i| are sufficiently small. Now (4.19) follows from (3.6),(3.7) 
and (4.20) with b,' = cb,> yl/s. • 
In the next theorem we give the error estimation of the approxi­
mate solution in case, if our supposition about errors |f-Au,l and 
HA - A0il is found to be true. 
Theorem 4.4. Let A.A0«J?(H,F), |A|*$a, f„eR(Ae), |f-Au,|< 
i 8»i)Hu*ll, HA - A0Hä т| and u,*0 in case of Rules 3 and 4. Suppose 
that conditions (1.2),(1.3),(1.5), (1.6) hold for functions g r  and the 
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parameter г =г(8,т)) is chosen according to one of Rules 1-4. If u„-u* = 
= IA0 lpv, ||v||$e - 0sps2p„ (|A0IMA0*A0)' /z), then 
P _i_ 1 P 
" u r (S .T, ) - u »l l  s  d p L((b ,+v 1 / 2 ) p H  + (b ; -  v , / 2 )  p " ' ) e p T T ($*T] l lu , | l ) p * 1  + 
+ (bj - V1/z)"' e I In т,|тГ 1"<'.Р> ], d p= const, 
where 
I b 2 b ' ,  i f  r (8,r i ) iR(8. i i ) ,  
b" I max <p(r)A (8,ri), if r(8,n)<R(8,r|) 14.21) 
r(S,r |)*r<R(8.T]) r  
and R{8,TJ) is the greatest parameter, for which ip(r) = b 2T r(S,II). Here 
t r(8,r|) = 8 + т| Ilu,II, b' = 1, b, = b, in case of Rules 1, 2 and b,= b 2  = b, 
T r(S,T|) = 8 + T](||u r  - u 0It + l|u 0 | |), b', -• b,, b' -» (Ilu,- UqIS + llu0 | |)/||u.|| 
(8,11 -* 0) in case of Rules 3,4. 
We see that in case of known error bounds the parameter choice 
by Rules 1-4 leads to optimal convergence rates with respect to data 
errors 8 and ц. Note that the numerical examples show that in most 
cases r(8,Ti) г R(8,r|), b, = b 2b' and the choice of the parameter by 
Rules 1-4 give approximately the same result as the choice by discre­
pancy principle (see also [8]). 
To prove Theorem 4.4, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.5. [10,p.93). Let ||A - A 0 | |ST |. Then 
IIIAIP-|A0IPII i c'p(l + |lnT|l)i|rn!nl l ,p' , c'p = const. 
Lemma 4.6 . Let с >0, veH, AeJf(H.F), IIAII 2sa and the condition 
(1.6) holds for functions g r. If the parameter r c  is such that 
V7 IIA*B rK rAvil s с vrzr c, (4.22) 
then 
rc 2  «•*-
where r, is the parameter, for which the function 
1p(r) : = | |K rv ||*2vcVr , с > с, 
has a global minimum in the interval [0,=°). 
Proof. If r„=0, then the assertion of the lemma is obvious. If 
r, * 0, then 
*'(r.) = 0,5 ||KRSV|| "'••^•(lKrvf)|ri=r * vc/7r, = 0. (4.23) 
Using the condition (1.6) and equality 




- ^r(l|K rv||2) = - jF( J (l-Xg r(X)) d<P(X)v,v>) = 
= J 2X(l-Xg r(X)) ~F5- d<P(X)v,v> s (4.24) 
IIA'AII , . „ 
s 2y J X3 r(X)d-Xg r(X))2d<P(X)v,v> = 2v | |(A*A) , / 2B r'/ 2K rv||2. 
о 
Applying the inequality of the moments (l|B pv|| s | |B 4v|| p / q  (|v|| 1  p / q, 
0<psq), we have 
II(A*A) 1 / 2  B r , / 2  K rv|| s IIA*A B r  K rv|| , / z  | |K rv || l / 2. (4.25) 
Now using (4.23)—(4.25) and (3.9), we get 
= - - Vi. (27 IIK^vü)- ' .  £ (#K rvll 2) | r .= r  * 
s Vr. IKA'A B r -) l / 2  K r -v II2  - IIK^vf s 
s Vr. IIA*A B r_K r_v II = Vr. IIA* B r_ K r >Av||. 
from which together with (4.22) follows the assertion of the 
lemma. • 
Proof a£ Theorem 4.4. 1. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 
4.1 we have 
l|ur(S.n)"Uel1 s  (5 + т|llu.ll) (4.26) 
Vr HA*B rK r(f - f 0)ll « vV a(5*ri Ilu,II) (4.27) 
A*B r(Au r-f) = A*B rK rA(u0-u,) * A*B rK r(Au,-f). (4.28) 
If the parameter r(5,r|) is chosen according to Rule 1 or Rule 2, then 
using (3.1 )-(3.4).(4.21),(4.27) and (4.28) , we get for r 2 r(S,r|) 
V7 IIA*B rK r  A(u0-u,)IU (b, *V l / 2)(S*nllu.ll), (4.29) 
and for r(S,T]) > 1 
Vr' | |A*B r.K r- A(u0-u,)ll 2 (b,-\V t)(S<r|||u,||), (4.30) 
where r'= r(S,T|) in case of Rule 1 and r'= r(8,t)) - 1 in case of Rule 2. 
2. We estimate the first term of the right-hand side of (4.26). 
Using Lemma 4.6 and inequality (4.29), we get r(5,Tt) 2 r,. where r, is 
the global minimum point of the function 
 > = l|k r(u0-u,)ll-2v (b, *V1 / 2  ) Vr (8 *т) Ilu,II). 
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If u„-u s  = |A0lpv, IIvIIsp , 0 < p s 2p0 , then from (1.3) and Lemma 4.5 
follows 
l|Kr(u0-u.)|| = HKr |A0|pv II s II Kr IA lpv II + ||Kr(|A0|p- |Alp)vHs 
ä  Vp/2r'p / 20 > c"p(l*lMl)nm , n t ,-pV 
Now applying the last inequality and (1.5), we get after non-complica­
ted calculations that 
H*V(S.ii)(uo-u«)ll s  IIKr.(u0-u«)|| s *(r.) s mrin *(r) s (4.31) 
S cp[(b» + -v1/2)p/(p"1)o , /<p*1)(8+nllu,l|)pAp + , )  +llnr,| nm,nU p,o]. 
3. In the following we shall show that 
7* /r'(S +T) Ilu, II) s qp[(b1-v1 /2R , / (p+1)e , /TP+1)(S + til|u,||)P / (P+1) + 
+ (Ь,-v1/2)"'Until Ti m l n < 1 , p ,oJ, q p= const. (4.32) 
If r'sR, = (b, - v, / 2  )- 2 /<Р*'> 0 г /<Р * " (S + Ti |1и,|1Г 2 / ( р  * 1 ), then (4.32) 
is obvious. Consider now the case r' > R,. If u 0-u« = IA0lpv, IIvIIsq. 
0 < p s 2p0 , then using Lemma 4.5 and (1.3), we obtain 
r'||A*Br.Kr.A(u0-u,)|| i r' IIA*Br.Kr. AlA|pv II + 
> r'||A*Br.Kr. A(IA0|P- |Alp)vII s 
* V(p.„/2r-p/2C> cp(l + |lnril)Tim,n,1'pto. 
which together with (4.30) gives (4.32). Now the assertion of the 
Theorem in case of Rules 1 and 2 follows immediately from (4.26), 
(4.31),(4.32) and inequality »'r(S.T)) * VP + 1. 
The proof in case of Rules 3 and 4 easily follows from proof in 
case of Rules 1,2 and from Part 4 of the proof of Theorem 4.1.a 
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О ВЫБОРЕ ПАРАМЕТРА РЕГУЛЯРИЗАЦИИ В СЛУЧАЕ 




Рассматривается линейное уравнение A„u = f0 в гильбертовых 
пространствах Н и F. Предполагается, что оператор А 0  и элемент f 0  
заданы лишь приближенно: вместо них заданы некоторые А и f. Также 
предполагается, что нам известны некоторые предполагаемые уровня 
ошибок b и 71, но мы не знаем, действительно ли ||А 0  - All s n, llf 0  - fll i S 
или нет. При таких условиях даются для класса регуляризационных 
методов (1.4) правила выбора параметра регуляризации. Доказывается, 
что приближенное решение сходится к точной, если только отношения 
llf - Au»l|/(S + Yiiiuj) и ||А 0  - A!|/ri остаются ограниченными в процессе 
8 -»0, т| -» 0. В частном случае llf - Au„!l s S + т)||и,||, | |A 0  - All i ri дается 
оценка погрешности приближенного решения 
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Acta et cotmentationes universitatis Tartuensis, 937, 1992, 90-102. 
SOME NUMERICAL SCHEMES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION 
OF THE FILTRATION COEFFICIENT 
Eero Vainikko and Gennadi Vainikko 
In this paper, we deal with the coefficient inverse 
problem describing the nitration of ground water In a region 
OcR", ni2. Introducing a weak formulation of the problem, 
discretization and regularization methods are constructed in a 
natural way. Ue present some numerical schemes and numerical 
results in the case where n=2, QcR2 is a rectangle and Courant 
elements are used. 
1. Inverse problem 
1.1. Boundary value problem formulation. Let QcR" (ni2) be an 
opsn bounded region vlth a piecevlse smooth boundary 90; by v we denote 
the outer unit normal to 90. Let ГсдО be a relatively open set having a 
piecevlse smooth boundary on 90. We shall deal with the following inverse 
problem: find a coefficient ael2(0) such that 
-div(a(x)4u(x))=f(x), xeO, ^ 
[atx)Vu(x)]• v(x)-g(x), хеГ, 
where , feL 2!Q), gtL 2(T) are given functions. Physically, u can 
be interpreted as the plezometrical head of ground water In (1; functon f 
characterizes the sources and sinks in 0 and function g characterizes the 
inflow and the outflow through ГсдО. The filtration (transmlssivity) 
coefficient a is, physically, positive and piecewise smooth with possible 
discontinuities of the first kind on some surfaces in 0. 
We do not exclude the case of Г-0. Boundary condition is omitted in 
(1.1) in this case. 
Conditions (1.1) can be understood in the sense of distributions. We 
prefer to deal with the weak formulation of the problem. 
1.2. Weak formulation. Let us provisionally assume that functions 
a and и are smooth (e.g. aeH^(O), Q)). Multiplying the first 
equation of (1.1) by weH^fQI, integrating by parts and using the second 
equation we obtain 
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j"aViy • Vkdx i J fwdx * JgwdS + J (аЧи) • L/wdS. 
о о r dc xr 
Introduce the subepace 
НЧй.Т) = (weH^fQ): w(x)=0 for хедОШ £ Н'Чй). 
He obtain the following weak formulation of Inverse problem (1.1): find 
aeL z(Q) such that 
JaVu• Vwdx - Jfwdx + JgwdS, VweZ/VQ.rV . (1.2) 
Q 0Г 
The ваше formulation can be obtained In case of plecewlse smooth a and u. 
Problem (1.2) has sense for ueW^'^fQ), aeL z(Q). 
1.3. Operator equation formulation. Let us denote by G the 
space of gradients of functions wefl'fO, Г): 
G = G(Q, Г) = {Vw: wti/lfQ, П} с (L z(OJ) n. 
Let OG denote the orthoprojector in (L 2(CI))" corresponding to G. We 
observe that problem (1.2) is equivalent to equation 
Та : Ър (1.3) 
where operator T-T ueZ(L z(0), G) Is defined via the formula 
Та - Og(aVu), aeL z(Qi, (1.4) 
and V-Vt,g is a solution to the direct problem 
- Vv<x) z rix), xefi, ,, _x (1.5) 
ър(х)-и(х) - gM, хеГ, ч>( x) -О, хеЗО\Г. 
Indeed, I(J satisfies variational equality 
JVifiVwdx = |/V</x • JgwdS, MVQ.H, (1.6) 
Q 0Г 
thus (1.2) takes the form 
JaVu • Vwdx - JVip • Vwdx , ViceZ/VQ, П, 
Q С 
and this is equivalent to (1.3) while = Tip. 
In case Г*дО, problem (1.5) is uniquely solvable. In case Г=д0, 
(1.5) is solvable if Jf'dx* JgdS=0; this condition is necessary for the 
CI do 
solvability of inverse problem (1.2), too, if Г=Э0. 
1.4. 111-posedness of the Inverse problem. Opera tor TeXf L z(ü), G) 
has a very simple adjoint operator T*€t.l G, Lz( Q)): 
r*Vw - Vo-Vw, VweC. (1.7) 
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It Is easy to see that the range R(T*)cLz(0) is non-closed in LZ(Q) even 
if IVuIbCo>0 in ft (here our case essentially differs from case л-?). 
It is also clear that T* is non-compact. Consequently, Te%(L2(Q) ,G) has a 
non-closed range R(T)c.G and is non-compact, too. Thus, (1.3) is an ill-
posed problem with a non-compact operator. This circumstance essentially 
influences the construction of discretization and regularization schemes 
for problem (1.1). 
2. Discretization, regularlzatlon and ldentlflability 
(a survey) 
2.1. Discretization. A natural way to discretize the inverse 
problem (1.1) is to apply finite element approximations to weak formu­
lation (1.2) of the problem. Introduce finite dimensional subspaces 
Shc//VQ,r; depending on a discretization parameter h>0; we assume that Sh 
is full in H*(Q,T) as h—Ю, i.e. for every W€//Vö,IV» there exists tfhe-Sh 
such that Wh—w in Н л(Q) as Л—Ю. We introduce the following discrete 
version of problem (1.2): 
find 3hEL 2fQ) of minimal Lz(OJ norm such that 
ja hVuVw hdx = j fw hdx + JgWhrfS, Vw he£ h .  ^ 
Q 0Г 
If problem (1.2) Is solvable then (2.1) Is solvable, too, whereby 
uniquely, and the solutions are In the relation ah-Ph,ua where Ph.u is 
the orthoprojector in L2(W corresponding to the subspace 
(aheL z(Qi: 3 h-Vu-Vv h, ; a consequence is that a h—>3o in LztÜ) as 
h—>0 where 3o^LzIO) is the normal solution (the solution of minimal L2(Q) 
norm) of problem (1.2). Conversely if (1.2) is non-solvable in LZ(Q) but 
(2.1) is solvable, then llahllLz<Q>—ю as h—Ю. 
Choosing a basis Wj-ifj.h U-l, • • •. 1-lhl of Sh. problem (2.1) can be 
formulated as follows: find 
] 
3h - ^ Cj Vu• Vwj (2.2) 
j.1 
solving the system of linear equations 
Ac — d (2.3) 
where с is i-vector with components Cj, d is J-vector with components 
<#i = Jrwidx >JgwjdS, (2.4) 
о r 
and Л - (aijl is Jxj-matriz with elements 
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aij z (Vu-Twjdx, 
a 
(2.5) 
2.2. Regularlzatlon. Consider i case where, Instead of exact data 
denoted here by uo, to and gb, we have polluted data u=und/1,efQJ, 
f-feeL^fOJ and g=geeLz(D at our disposal. Then It Is very risky to solve 
(2.3) directly, and a precedent regularlxatlon of problea (2.1) is 
needed. The Tlkhonov regularlxatlon yields the following numerical scheme 
(cf. (2.2)—(2.3)): 
l 
a„,h = 2 Cj ,aVu-7rj ,  (aB+AJca=d. (2.6) 
J-i 
Here d is /-vector with coeponente di defined in (2.4), c. Is j -vector 
with components Cj,a A-(aij) and B=(b\j) are JxJ-eatrlces 
with elements ац defined in (2.5) and 
bij --Jvii-J vw,dx, (2.7) 
0 
A suitable value of regularization parameter o>0 depends on the error 
level of data. Assume that 
wt e (2 . 8 )  
sup \?u n(x) - VuofX) I i 17 
x€0 
where and Щ are the solutions to direct problem (1.5) with the right 
hand terms /о, <7о and /5, g$, respectively, and 5 and Г) are small posi­
tive numbers. Then an a priori choice OL=<X(H, 6, Г}) such that 
a(h, 6, r\)—*0, (Ь2+г\2)/<x(h, 6, т))—*0 as h—*0, 6—Ю, гу—Ю 
guarantees the convergence a a (h,õ,r)),h—>ao in L2(Q) norm as h—*0, 6—кЗ, 
T}—Ю where 3q is the normal solution to (1.2) corresponding to the exact 
data Uq, fo, go (we assume that (1.2) with the exact data is solvable in 
L z(Q)). The same result holds if o=a(h,b,r}) is chosen, according to the 
residual principle, so that 
6-КДс а,с а> 1 / 2n < <Ac a-d, B~ x(Ac a-d)>' l / 2  i ß(ö+<Aca, ca> 1/zqJ 
where <•, •> denotes the scalar product in R1  and ßzl is a constant not 
depending? on Л, б, r). '' 
The convergence result concerning the a priori parameter choice 
remains valid If (2.9) is replaced by conditions 
aoEL^FQ), зир\и п(х) I Й С, HVun-7u0ll {LJ?(ß ))ri £ TJ 
where constant с does not depend on q. 
We refer to f6] for the more detailed exposition of discretization 
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and regularization methods for problem (1.2), including iterative 
regularization, to [8] for the general theory of regularization, to 
[2,3,5,7] for other methods (without regularization) to solve an inverse 
problem of type (1.1). 
2.3. Ident If lability. We say that the filtration coefficient a is 
/^-identifiable from problem (1.2) on a subregion Q'ti) If, for any solu­
tions ai€Lz(Q) and a2eL2fQj to (1.2), a\(x) zaz(x) for almost every . 
We now describe subregions Q'sft where a is L2-Identifiable assuming that 
netП i/ 2'«Yö c), VeX?. (2.10) 
Here ftc consists of all points xeQ such that the distance from x to a 
nearest non-smoothness point of dQ exceeds e; if dO is smooth then (2.10) 
means that ud/2 '®f0). Introduce a flow curve x=<p(t,y) through a point yeft 
as the maximal solution (the solution on the maximal time interval) to 
the Cauchy problem 
dx/dt г -Vu(x), xfO)=y. (2.11) 
Physically, ground water flows along those curves but with a speed 
depending on Vu and the transmissivity coefficient (Darcy's law). 
Ehie to (2.10), Vu is bounded and locally Lipschitz continuous on Q, 
with possible singularities of the Lipschitz coefficient only as x tends 
to a non-smoothness point of dQ. Therefore, problem (2.11) is uniquely 
solvable and ф(t,y) is defined on a finite or infinite time interval 
(ty fty); if t y  or ty is finite then <p(t,y) tends to a point on dQ as 
t\t y, respectively, t/* ty\ if t y=-<s> or ty-co then q>(t,y) tends to a 
critical point of и as T—*-Ф, respectively, <—КD. 
Introduce the following subsets of Q: 
0* - fy€Q: Vu(y)tO, ty --®i, 
Q" = fycQ: 4u(y)±0, ty --<x>), 
Or - fyeQ: Vu(y)itO, ty«*>, q>(t,y) transversely reaches 
a smoothness point of ГядП as t/* ty), 
Or 5  fyeQ: Чи(у)?0, ty>-co, <p(t,y) transversely reaches 
a smoothness point of FedQ as t\ t y). 
While FcdQ is relatively open. Or and Or are open subsets of Q. The 
interior of Ö* will be denoted by tntQ±. 
It can be proved that, under condition (2.10), the filtration 
coefficient a is L2-identifiable (and even L1-identifiable) on sets 
into*, intQ", Or and Of. Thereby, on intQ* and int0~ the identiflability 
takes place even in the case Г-0. These results can be extended to the 
case where Vu has jumps on some (unknown) surfaces in ft. 
We refer to [6] for more detailed formulations; see [5,1], too, 
where the C 1-identifiability is examined. 
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3. Numerical schemes based on Conrant elements 
3.1. Introduction. Nov ve restrict ourselves to the case n=2 and 
Ö г <(х\,хг)& 2 '. 0<х\<1, 0<хг<1). 
Introduce a standard uniform triangulation of 0 corresponding to a mesh 
size h-l/N vhere N is an integer (see Figure 1, vhere H-4). Denote 
ljh, JzM and introduce the Courant element vi,i, vhlch is a linear 
function on every triangle of the triangularizatlon, continuous on 0, 
equals 1 at Xi,i z  and 0 at other knots. Figures 2 and 3 describe the 
support of vi,!, in the cases 1<U, lz<H-l and i\-O, l<lz<N-l respec­
tively. 
Xoi, 
Fig. 1 Fig.2 Fig. 3 
To concretize the numerical scheme of the Tikhonov method (2.6), ve have 
to calculate the elements of the matrices Л and В and the components of 
vector d (see (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7)); further, ve have to simplify the 
formula for a 0,h. The numerical schemes are slightly different in the 
cases Г-0 and Г*0. 
3.2. Case Г--0. m this case flVQ, T) rfvcffVM: w(x) *0 for x*=dCl):H£(Q) 
and the subepace SHCFFVß, Г7 consists of the piecevlse linear functions 
N-1 H-l 
vanishing on 30. We approximate 
<Л,1, 1  •. h4lx i x i l), Uh, 
Q 
The elements of the matrix В can be found exactly: for i£i\, iz, j\, Jz*N-1» 
4 If (h,iz)=(h,Jz), 
-i If i i-л, h*±l or i,=±?, tz=Jz, 
Q 0 in other cases. 
To approximate the elements of the matrix A ve first replace и by its 
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piecevlse linear Interpellant 
N-l M-l 
"h ' 1 1 
kx-1 k,.l 
and then Integrate exactly: for liii, , 
-JfvuWj^^fvu-Tw^i^dx « Jfvuh• Tkj,j z;fvui,• Wi,, z;dx = 
о с 
A JT * 
where 
l \ + 1 , t 2 ) U ,  i z ) l z + t u ( h ,  i 2 + l ) - u ( h ,  i z > l z *  
*lu(ii-1, i 2)-u(ti, i 2)]4tu!U, t 2-l)-u(ii, i 2)) 2+ 
+[2u(ij, iz-l-ufii-3, izAi/f ii, iz+Vl 2* 
+!2u(ii, iz) -ut ii, i 2-l)-u(ii+1, i 2i ] 2)/2h 2, 
äi,- i i z , i , i z -fuf  i i ,  iz- '-ufU-l,lz)]([u(ii-l,iz)-u(i i-1, i2-l) 1 /2+ 
+[u(ii, i2+l)-u(ii, i z)]/2 -lu(i2)-ulii-1, i2)])/h2, 
i i ,  i 2 ) - u ( i i ,  i z - l ) ] ( l u ( i , ,  i 2 - i ) - u l i i - 1 ,  i 2 - l ) ] / 2 +  
+1 u( i\+l, i2) -u(ii, 1 г)]/2-[u( 1\, i 2)-u( ii, i 2-l)])/h 2, 
31,-11,-1,1,1 x=<lu( il, iz-D-ut ii-1, iz-1))lu( i j, i 2)-u( ii, i 2-l) 1+ 
Uit ii, i 2)-u( ii-i, i 2))[u( ii-1, i 2)-u( i\-l, i 2-l)D/2h 2, 
3i , i , . i , -1 i z -3 i ,- l i z , l , i , ,  
^ r i , i z >i l l i z - l"^ i , i 2 -1 i i , i z ,  
3 l , i , , l , - l i , - l -3 l ,- l  1,-1,1,1,  
and äi1i,,i,ii,-0 in other cases. We see that system (2.6) has a sym­
metric sparse matrix comparable with the matrix when the Dlrichlet 
problem for the Poisson equation is solved using the Courant elements. 
Solving the system, we can specify the formula for 3a,h as follows: aa,h 
is constant on any triangle of our trlangulatlon; in the triangle with 
+ 1  ,  Xj , - i<Xl<Xi , ,  
Яа.Ь-f  ( t ' l j+ l iy-Ci j i j .^  (  Ui,+l i - ,-Ui , i ,^  + 
+(ci l i z-c i ] i z-i; i Ui, i s.-ui,i,-i; (3.1) 
in the triangle with , Xi : ?<Xi<Xi 2+j, 
a«, h=l ( ( ut l  i2+i - и i, ij + 
+ ( ( "ii ^ ̂  ̂  (3.2) 
3.3. Case T={(0,xz): 0<xz<tУ• In this case the subspace 8^сН г(Q,D 
consists of the piecewise linear functions 
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"H  =  I 1 С 1«'Л',|,' 
The formulas corresponding to the inner knots are the same aa in 
Section 3.2. In addition, we obtain the formulas corresponding to the 
boundary knots: 
äoi2,Oi„-{'lull, i2l-u(0, iz)Jz+fulO, i2+l)-ul0,iz>]2* 
+[2u<0, i2) -ulO, lz-1)-ull, i2> 1 2)/2hz, 
3oi , .n,-lull, i2)-ulO, i2)](lu(0, i2)-ulO, i2-H 1/2+ 
tlull, iz+D-u! 1, i2> 1/2 -lull, i2)-u(0, i2)])/hz, 
^0i,-i.0tr-l2u(0, i2)-ull, i2)-u(0, iz-DllulO, i2-l)-ul0, iz))/2hz, 
aoi,-i,\i,= ((ull,i2-l)-utO, iz-l)][ull,i2)-uli,i2-l)]+ 
3.4. Solution of the eyatee laB+A)c-d. Solving the system laB+A)c=d 
is complicated because of the big dimensions of matrix aB+A (in case Г-0: 
IH-D^lH-l) 2  and in case Г-(( 0,x 2i: 0<x 2<l) : N1 N-l) xNl N-l) ). At the same 
time, matrix aB+A is symmetric and has got quite a sparse structure. In 
Figure 4 we represent the nonzero elements of matrix В in case 
T-( 10,x 2) : CKx 2<l) , N=4: 
doi, - J/Vi,izdx + JgwllizdS - - h zf(x 0,ij + hglx 0, ij, 1И 2Ш-1, 
2, if j\-0, J 2=i 2  
*  t i j  , J ? ' O i ,  
-1/2, if ji=0, Jz=i 2+1 
-1. if Jv-Z, jz=i 2  
0 in other cases. 
lull, i 2)-ulO, i 2) llul0,1 2) -ul0, i 2-l)]>/2h z, 
äi i , .o i , -äo i , ,n , ,  
ä 0 i , , 0 i , - l  , 0 1 , ,  
2 -1 
-1 4 -1 
-h • 








-1 4 -1 
-1 4 -1 
-1 4 
- \  2 -1 
-1 4 -1 










Matrix A has got nonzeroes in the same positions as matrix В and 
additionally the elements that are marked with In Pig. 4. Wholly, 
there are (2N-3)(2N-1) (in case T=0 t  (2N-3) 2) different nonzeroes in the 
matrix осB+A which has the following block tridiagonal form: 
a B-A г 








where each block in turn is tridiagonal or twodiagonal. 
Ac --
3ok>0k+2ciL ^Ok, lk - ( X  0 
#lk,Ok - «  3 lk ,1k+4(X ä ik ,2k~«  
О ^2k,lk~a 
^N-1 к,  N- l  к+4а £ц-1 k,Nk~<X 
^Hk,N-l  к""« ^Nk.Nk+^a 
^k.k-1 -
äov.ok-i-fyx 0 0 
£ lk ,Ok- l  ^ lk . lk -1 - «  О 
0  ^2k, lk-1 
#N-1 к I N- l  к-1 "CX 




and uik-i,k sCTc,k-i. In case Г-0 submatrixes and 6к,к±1 lack the first 
column and the first row. 
Due to the sparsity of matrix otB+A, iterative methods are more 
convenient for solving the system because of the non-changing structure 
of the matrix during the solution process. We used the method of block 
successive overrelaxation (block SOR) iterations [4] keeping in memory 
and operating with only nonzero elements of matrix A. Block SOR 
iterations are obtained solving on each step the system 
D\C\ = - Gi,2<?2 + d 1 I 
DiCi - - Gi, i-iCi-i - Gj, i*iCi+i + di, i-2,. .. N-2 
Dk-l^N-l r  - + dft-J, 
(3.3) 
(the block Gauss-Seidel method, [4]) where c r >  and d are partitioned 
commcnsurately with aB+A, and then define 
s  s - 1  ,  *  s  $ - " ! .  
С i = Ci + U/<Г; * C'i /. 
Here сf is the Gauss-Seidel iterate produced by (3.3). Parameter u is 
introduced to obtain quicker convergence; we found it out by experiment. 
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4.Numerical results 
Here we consider a model problem defining 
a(x) - eX| + sin2(x\-xz), 
ii(x) - (x\-b\) z  + (xz-1/3) z  
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where the parameter bi takes the values -1/4, О and t/4; the functions Г 
and <7 are calculated in correspondence to (1.1). After that we perturbed 
the knot values of и and d and constructed я а,ь by the numerical scheaes 
described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, found the best regularization 
parameter a and compared the corresponding approximation а а,ь with the 
exact a. 
For finding out the best value of regularization parameter a we used 
the method of golden section combined with SOR iterations as follows: we 
started each step with updating the values of «i, a?, and choosing a new 
parameter oc€[ai ,«2] according to the method of golden section for 
minimizing the value of lla u,h-a{lL„.. After that we carried out SOR 
iterations (3.3) with the stopping condition Hc8-c8"'1l{Rri5<7|ai-a21 and 
calculated a new value of l!aa,h-allLя. We repeated these steps until we 
had reached sufficiently short interval [<*1,012]. Note that on the first 
step we took c°:(0,0,... ,0) and on the following steps we Just continued 
the previous iterations with the new value of a. In our case it was 
sufficient to take q=0.1 that made up about 3...10 SOR iterations on each 
step. 
Some numerical results are presented in Tables 1 - 6. They 
correspond to N*4,8,16,32; the perturbation level of the knot values of и 
and d is ±e where t=0, 0.01 or OA whereby the sign + or - Is chosen 
using a special randomization program. 
It is slightly surprising that in soae cases with e=0 the best 
results were obtained by 01-0, i.e. without a regularlzatlon. although 
system (2.3) is perturbed by the approximate evaluation of a, tigj ljg and 
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). But these perturbations converge to О 
as h—Ю. We represent soae graphs of nora Haa,h-3llL_, depending on a on 
Figure 5. 
The numerical results with the perturbation level t=0, 1 are 
bad,especially for great N. This is natural while the error of Vt/ h  caused 
by the perturbation of knot values by ±c may be 2e/h, e.g. 6.4 for e=U. 1, 
N=32. Thus, e=0,l is an extremely great perturbation level In this 
example. 
The numerical results with the perturbation level e=0,i are 
bad,especially for great N. This is natural while the error of Vuh caused 
by the perturbation of knot values by ±«-: aay be 2z/h, e.g. 6.4 for e:0.1, 




И=4, Ь\=1/4, z=0, Г=0 
N=16, b\=-1/4, e=0.1, 
T={(0,Хг) :0<X2<1} 
Fig.5. 
We can see the divergence of the method in the case Г=0, b\=-l/4. It 
corresponds to non-identiflability of a. Indeed, the flow curves go 
through 0 during a finite time (see Figure 6), and O*=0, Ci~=0. In the 
other cases a is L-identifiable from problem (1.2): 0**0 in cases b\=0 
and t^=f/4; Qr-0 in case b^=-l/4, T=((0,x%): 0<хг<1}- We can see the 
convergence of the method in those cases. 
(-1/4,7/3) 
Fig.6 
In the tables, «opt means the value of the regularization parameter 
a giving the best result. The corresponding error \\aa, h-allL 7 and the 
residual \Aca ~d, В~ л( Ac a  -d)> l / 2=(x\\Bc v\\* / l' are also presented. Note that 
\\а\\ 1 У=3.256 in this example, so the relative error llaa,h-allL z/HallLŽ is 
much smaller thah the error presented in the tables. 
We also compared the concrete values of given function (4.1) with 
its approximations aa.ь (from (3.1) or (3.2), respectively) on triangles 
of our triagularization of 0. It came out that in most triangles the 
approximation gave guite good results, but at the same time there were 
regions of 0 where approximation completely failed. One of such regions 
occured around the point (x?, x^) =(1/4,1 / 3) in the case l>i=l /4: the values 
of a 0,h in one or two triangles there were even negative. (This is caused 
of the fact, that gradu=0 in that point). Other such regions occured 
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mostly on boundary triangles of 0. 
Table 1: b 1/4, Г-0 
t=0 €=0.01 £=0.1 
н Otopt Error Residual °opt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual 
4 0.0 1.906 0.0 0.0 1.906 0.0 0.0 1.914 0.0 
8 0.0 1.656 0.0 0.0 1.657 0.0 0.011 1.726 0.029 
16 0.0 1.553 0.0 0.0 1.558 0.0 0.181 1.903 0. 435 
32 0.0 1.514 0.0 0.026 1.538 0.080 0.764 2.259 1.718 
Table 2: Ь\=-1/4, Г={(О, x 2):0<х г<1) 
€-0 £=0.01 (.-0.1 
N Otopt Error Residual <*opt Error Residual O^pt Error Residual 
4 0.0 1.229 0.0 0.0 1.141 0.0 0.011 1.171 0.031 
8 0.0 0.740 0.0 0.0 0.708 0.0 0.018 0.874 0.055 
16 0.0 0. 450 0.0 0.0 0.467 0.0 0.181 1.248 0.500 
32 0.0 0. 274 0.0 0.026 0.431 0.090 0.854 1.820 1.982 
Table 3: th=0, Г-0 
£-0 £=0. 01 £=0.1 
N Otopt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual otopt Error Residual 
4 0.0 1.401 0.0 0.0 1.402 0.0 0.008 1.416 0.030 
8 0.0 0.874 0.0 0.0 0.877 0.0 0.045 1.076 0. 206 
16 0.0 0.555 0.0 O.OOl 0.592 0.006 0.148 1.293 0.663 
32 0.0 0.351 0.0 0.005 0.648 0.028 0.764 2.185 1.857 
Table 4: t^-0, V=((0 ,Xz> :0<Xz<l) 
e-0 £=0.01 £=0.1 
N ttopt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual 
4 0.032 1.275 0.101 0.0 1.153 0.0 0.020 1.176 0.065 
8 0.012 0.761 0.048 O.OOl 0.698 0.004 0.077 0.984 0.294 
16 0.005 0.476 0.025 0.005 0.506 0.020 0.292 1.219 1.020 
32 0.002 0.293 0.011 0.015 0.604 0.067 0.854 1.999 2.047 
Table 5: th=l/4, Г-0 
£ =0 £=0.01 £=0.1 
N Otopt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual 
4 0.0 1.239 0.0 0.0 1.240 0.0 0.0 1.279 0.0 
8 0.0 0.750 0.0 0.0 0.756 0.0 0.023 1.089 0.118 
16 0.0 0.443 0.0 0.003 0.518 0.020 0.133 1.522 0.586 
32 0.0 0.266 0.0 0.014 0.615 0.080 0.528 2.005 1.885 
Table 6: bi=l/4, Г=((0,х 2) :0<х г<1} 
£=0 £=0.01 £ =0.1 
N Otopt Error Residual <*opt Error Residual Otopt Error Residual 
4 0.032 1.273 0.129 0.011 1.190 0.043 0.002 1 234 0.009 
8 0.011 0.769 0.056 0.003 0.706 0.017 0.046 1 145 0.219 
16 0.004 0.469 0.022 0.008 0.531 0.046 0.164 1 472 0.705 
32 0.002 0.289 0.011 0.016 0.617 0.087 0.764 1 977 2.213 
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НЕКОТОРЫЕ ЧИСЛЕННЫЕ СХЕМЫ ДЛЯ ИДЕНТИФИКАЦИИ 
КОЭФФИЦИЕНТА ФИЛЬТРАЦИИ 
Ээро Вайникко и Геннадий Вайникко 
Резюме 
В статье рассматривается обратная задача определения коэффициента 
фильтрации грунтовых вод в области OcR n, nž.2. Вводится слабая 
формулировка задачи и естественным образом конструируются методы 
дискретизации и регуляризации. Представляются некоторые численные схемы 
вместе с результатами вычислений в случае, когда п=2, а область OcjR 2  
является квадратом, используя при дискретизации элементы Куранта. 
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